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You Can Own A Piece Of History! 
Available now for the first time in 
the United States, the original 
Russian-made sniper rifle ... 

SVD 
VERSION 

Federal Firearms 
Ucense Required for 
all gun purchases. 

1000 LIMITED EDITION ... 
RESERVE YOUR GUNS TODAY! 

[!]nlike the Chinese or Romanian imitations which you may have seen other 
importers advertising as "Soviet-style", these 1 000 original limited edition sniper 
rifles were developed by the Dragunov team and manufactured in Russia. 

Elelect Dealers - Don't miss your chance to add one of the industry's most 
sought after rifles to your inventory. 

t!let in on the finest firearms purchase in history! 

D his is the rifle your customers have been waiting to own! 

Mr. Dragunov 

Mr. Dragunov, revered as Russia's master gunsmith, left his 
legacy in his life's work to only a chosen few. The authentic 
Dragunov rifle, considered to be one of the finest sniper rifles 
engineered in this century, was only available to the Soviet 
military and selected Eastern Block forces. His vision was 
that every serious sportsman and shooter might experience 
the capabilities of this unique firearm. That dream is now a 
reality with this historic buying opportunity now being 
presented to you. 
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Four votes. Count 'em, four 
votes. SOFContributing Editor and 
gun rights activist Paul Danish lost 
the Democratic primary election to 
represent my district in the Colo
rado Legislature by four votes. If 

by Robert 
K. Brown 

program to degrade us to the sta
tus of disarmed, helpless subjects 
of a police state and ever more 
helpless prey to murderers and 
muggers. 

Remember, the enemy has tried 
five additional 
gun rights activ
ists had turned 
out to vote for 
Paul, the result 
would have been 
different. So, 
please don't tell 
me that your vote 
doesn't count. 

ELECTIOll ACTIOll ALERT 
to stack the deck 
against us. Every 
person who re
ceives welfare is 
automatically reg
istered to vote un
less they sign a 
form to prevent it. 
This administra
tion is going to 
lean hard on those 
receiving govern-

Election day is only about a 
month away. NRA's Grass
roots Division stands ready 

to help you make a difference 
in your area, to help you work 
to elect candidates who will 
stand up and fight for your 
Second Amendment rights. 

It is not the will 
of a majority of 
the people that 

Call toll-free: 
800-392-8683 

decides the outcome of an elec
tion; don't ever make that mistake. 
It is the will of a majority of regis
tered voters who actually get out 
and vote. One of the easiest ways 
to lose an election is to assume 
that those on your side will come 
out and support you. They won't. 
Unless you constantly urge, re
mind and stress the importance of 
voting, most people won't bother. 

I think we can make some big 
gains this year and, at the risk of 
sounding like a broken record, urge 
every SOF reader to grab a buddy 
or two and make it a priority to vote. 

Brady I and the Clinton "crime 
bill" are just the beginning of the 
long-term, implacable attack on 
our right as citizens, as human 
beings, to the means of self-de
fense, to the right to keep and 
bear arms. Brady II, which was 
outlined in the September issue of 
SOF, is the next giant step in the 

ment handouts 
and they will get their "cooperation." 

If that doesn't worry you, I have 
it from a reliable source that ATF 
agents are training at military bases 
like Fort Carson in the use of 
Bradley fighting vehicles and chain 
guns - perhaps so that they may 
be better prepared to stage the 
next Waco or Ruby Ridge. 

For the moment we are still 
citizens and have the vote. No
vember 8 is the one day when you 
are boss. This is an awesome 
duty and responsibility. It is not 
only your sacred duty as a citizen 
to register and vote but also, and 
most important, to inform yourself 
on where the candidates actually 
stand and how they actually voted. 
The Grassroots Division of the 
NR.A:s Institute for Legislative Ac
tion (ILA) has a hotline at 1-800-
392-8683; this is staffed daily from 

Continued on page 70 
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THE GREAT AZERI 
OIL SCAM 
Thomas Goltz 
Con artist sucks in 
American generals, 
meres, oilmen in convo
luted scheme to supply 
Azerbaijan with military 
advisers under auspices 
of reworking 35,000 der
elict oil wells. 33 
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Bob McKenna 
Eighteen member 
Rhodesian SAS strike 
team penetrates 
deep behind enemy 
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results. 38 
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fense videos prove you 
can not only survive, but 
prevail in a street fight -
outnumbered, alone or 
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A model of 
innovation 
and reliability, 
Auger's MP9 
submachine gun 
will vie with 
H&K's MPS 
to win a place 
in the 
burgeoning 
military and 
police special 
units market. Technical 
Editor Peter G. Kokalis takes a 
comprehensive first-look at America's 
newest burp gun, beginning on page 44. 
Photo: Peter G. Kokalis 
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FlllE J.i'JGH1'1JllS 
Fire fighting in Sarajevo 

is rough enough, what with 
shot-up equipment, catch
as-catch-can logistics and 
severe shortages of fuel, 
water and staff. It's even 
rougher when you're try
ing to pull some little kid 
out of the rubble or 
staunch a fire in the hos
pital, and some low-life 
with an AK tries to punch 
your ticket. Well, enough 
is enough. 

The all-volunteer Glo
bal Operations Fire/Res
cue Services, a U.N.
sanctioned Fire/EMS team 
now operating in Sarajevo, 
has been given a UNHCR 
mandate for ML-CPOs 
(Military Liaison-Close 
Protection Officers) to be 
an integral part of their 
fire-fighting/rescue teams 
in the former Yugoslavia. 

The ML-CPOs' mission 
is to provide physical 
security for the Fire/EMS 
teams and equipment 
during fire, ground and 
rescue operations. They 
coordinate the deployment 
of UNPROFOR reaction 
teams to protect fire and 
emergency crews. The 
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GOFRS, U.N. Fire/EMS 
team policy is, "You have 
to be alive to be a hu
manitarian." Rules of en
gagement are strict, and 
requirements for the job 
even stricter: All 
are military and/ 
or law-enforce
ment profession
als with at least 
1 O years' experi
ence, including 
mandatory com
bat time. Current 
TO & Eis MP5s 
for ML-CPOs and Beretta 
92Fs for all hands - soon 
to be supplemented by 
Knight SR-25s. 

The GOFRS U.N. Fire/ 
EMS team is considered 
an integral part of 
UNPROFOR/UNHCR ops 
in Bosnia-Herzegovina, 
and as such is the only 
uniformed/armed humani
tarian organization sanc
tioned by the United 
Nations. It is active on 
both sides of the battle 
lines and trusted by 
people who don't trust 
each other. 

If you meet the unbend
able qualifications for a 
fireman/EMS or ML-CPO, 

and want to get shot at for 
no pay trying to pull some 
lives out of a really frus
trating mess, fax your CV 
to GOFRS: 202-289-1020. 

GONZO WOllKHAN 
When fax networks 

were nearing meltdown re
cently with speculation 
over the purpose - and 
implications - of a ques
tionnaire given to selected 
Marines at 29 Palms that 
asked if they would fire on 
U.S. citizens who refused 
or resisted attempts to 
seize personal firearms, it 
appears only one journal
ist went to the source. 
Dave Workman, National 
News Editor for Fishing 
and Hunting News and an 
NRA board member, got 
an exclusive interview with 
the author of that ques
tionnaire. 

The controversial ques
tionnaire was hard on the 
heels of reports that SEAL 

teams had been asked 
similar questions, and the 
ambient backdrop was the 
congressional fight over 
the confiscatory "crime 
control" bill. To put it mildly, 
gun rights activists reacted 
sharply - the question
naire ignited a fire storm. 

The questionnaire 

asked for a response rat
ing of one-to-five from 
"strongly agree" to 
"strongly disagree" with a 
space for "no opinion." 

The controversial ques
tion read: ''The U.S. gov
ernment declares a ban 
on the possession, sale, 
transportation and trans
fer of all non-sporting fire
arms. A thirty {30) day 
amnesty is permitted for 
these firearms to be 
turned over to the local 
authorities. At the end of 
this period, a number of 
citizen groups refuse to 
turn over their firearms. 
Consider the following 
statement: I would fire 
upon U.S. citizens who 
refuse or resist confisca
tion of firearms banned by 
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ADVANCED MASTER HANDGUNNING 
Secrets and Surefire Techniques to Make You a Win_ner 

by Charles Stephens -~ . , 
Champion shooter Charles Stephens reveals the advanced secrets beh ind superaccurate shooting oJ still, moving and o g
range targets. Building upon what he taught in his fi rst book, How to Become a Master Handgunner. Stepliens - wjnne of 
the NRA National Champion ship in the standing aggregate event of the 1990 ~g· 8aAge Pistol Met$]!ic1'.Sllhouette 
Nationals - utilizes unique self-teaching methods so the student can work ~,Jiis"technique at every session without trle 
need for costly coaches or training classes. By applying the lessons from this book on the practice range, the student wil 
greatly improve his stance, mechanics , trigger pull , fo llow-through and the all-important mind-set. After master.ini;i these 
skills, aspiring champion handgunners will have the abi lity to nail the bull 's-eye every time! 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, soft9,0ver, photos , 
72 pp. . $10.00 

MASTER 
HANDGUNfilNG 

IJ 
s~::~retire Jf<hniques 

• •OU• Winner 

SNIPER •.......... . . . -. 
.... ···'' -

SPECIAL FORCES 
"A" CAMP MANUAL 

Now, more than ever, Special Forces is the 
front-line defense of strategic U.S. interests 
around the world. This official manual tills in 
the gaps that exist in SF doctrine and 
teachings in the areas of planning , 
constructing and maintaining an ~A" Camp. It 
reflects "real-world" experiences o~ notable 
SF veterans regarding site selection, 
weapons placement, communications, motor 
pools, perimeter protection, etc. 8 1/2 x 11, 
sottcover. illus., 280 pp. S25.00 

THE 100 GREATEST 
COMBAT PISTOLS 
Hands-On Tes ts and 

Evaluations of Handguns 
from Around the World 

byT.f. Mullin 
This is a remarkable evaluation of the best. 
worst and most surprising combat pistols 
from the military arsenals of 25 countries. 
Find out which handguns did best in real-life 
combat. where they are most likely to turn 
up , how to match modern ammo with 
vintage guns and much more. 8 1/2 x 11 , 
sottcover, 400+ photos, 424 pp. $40.00 

THE ULTIMATE SNIPER 
An Advanced Tra ining Manual for 

Military and Police Snipers 
by Maj. fohn L. Plaster, USAR (Ret.) 

This highly readable and extremely valuable 
training book covers the practical, field-tested 
details of sniping's three great skill areas -
marksmanship, fieldcraft and tactics. Rifles, 
scopes, ballistics, target detection, stalking, 
hides, came, countersnlping , special ops, 
police vs. military and much more. 8 1/2 x 11 , 
soltcover, photos, illus. 464 pp. $39.95 

NAVYSEALs 
The Men Behind the Legend 

This exciting video of all-new action footage 
features the most famous SEAL 
commanders of all time and their pivotal roles 
in the development of the Teams: Doug Fane 
and the first frogmen ; Roy Boehm and the 
guerrillas of Vietnam; Dick Marcinko and his 
elite counterterrorists; and Tom Katana and 
the ultramodern SEAL warriors of today. If 
you see one film on Navy SEALs, this should 
be ill Color, approx. 70 min .. VHS only. 

$39.95 

THE 
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THE LONG-RANG E WAR 
Sniping in Vietnam 
by Peter R. Senich 

This is the most complete report ever on the 
U.S. mililary's unprecedented use of snipers 
and sniping equipment in Vietnam. 
Highlighted are the fielding of the XM21 
sniper rifle and the Adjustable Ranging Tele· 
scope, plus the application of sound sup
pression devices arld special carbines so 
typical of the unconventional warfare in SE 
Asia. 8 1/2 x 11 , hardcover, photos, illus .. 
280 pp. S39.95 

U.S. NA VY SEAL 
PATROL LEADER'S HANDBOOK 

Here is the authentic manual used by the 
U.S. Navy to train the patrol leaders of its 
elite SEAL teams. An inside look at the 
mission planning process, target analysis, 
ru les of engagement, warning order and 
patrol leader 's order, insert ion and 
extraction methods, E & E procedures and 
more. Plus, appendices on intelligence , 
weaponry and demolitions, vessels, aircraft 
and communications. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, soft
cover. illus., 160 pp. S15.00 

RED CELL 
Secret SEAL '1"'errorist" Operations 

Here is the controversial story of the U.S. 
Navy's top-secret SEAL commando unit 
tasked with testing security at U.S. and 
NATO bases worldwide. Now for the first 
time you can see the shocking footage laken 
by Red Ce ll during its raids , showing 
stunning evidence of security lapses that 
allowed them to breach fences and gates, 
plant bombs and take Americans hostage. 
Color. approx. 55 min .. VHS only. S59.95 

FUGITIVE 
How to Run, Hide, and Survive 

by Kenn Abaygo 
If you're serious about going on the lam, this 
book may just save your life. Learn to build 
an evasion shelter, erect path guards, lose a 
pack of tracking dogs. enter the 'Network" of 
people wil ling to assist evaders . apply 
natural camouflage and utilize primitive first 
aid skills. This unique manual exposes you 
to possibilities you never even considered. 5 
112 x 8 112, sottcover, 96 pp. $12.00 

GET 
EVEN 

NEW 
LO. IN 
AMERICA 

Mii!.!I 

ULTIMATE SNIPER: THE VIDEO 
with fohn Plaster l!J/ Carlos Hathcock 

Learn the art of sniping from two masters. Maj. 
John Plaster instructs you in all areas of 
sniping fieldcraft, marksmanship and tactics, 
and famed USMC sniper Cartos Hathcock re
counts some of the field-tested tactics he used 
to rack up 93 confirmed kills in Vietnam. 
Covers optics, weapons, shooting drills, cam
mo, stalking, hides, countersniping, range and 
wind estimation and more. Color, approx. 90 
min., VHS only. $59.95 

GET EVEN 
The Complete Book 

of Dirty Tricks 
by George Hayduke 

A hilarious overview of the methods people 
use to get even with big business , 
government and enemies. These dirty tricks 
range from the simple to the elaborate, 
including more sophisticated schemes 
devised by CIA and Mafia members and 
political dirty tricksters. For entertainment 
only. 5 1/2 x 8 112. hardcover, 208 pp.$19.95 

NEW I.D. IN AMERICA 
by Anonymous 

Want one more chance at life with a "clean 
slate"? Trade in your old identity for a new 
start. Here is a step-by-step guide to creat
ing a totally new you - with a birth certifi
cate , passport , driver's license. Social 
Security number - all you need for break
ing with your past. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, softcover, 
illus., 120 pp. $17.00 

HOW TO GET ANYTHING 
ON ANYBODY 

by Lee Lapin 
Get the goods on others with this 
encyclopedia of advanced investigative and 
surveillance techniques. Here are expert 
ways to secretly bug any target! Info on 
lock-pick technology. how polygraphs and 
voice lie detectors can be tricked and much 
more, including more than 100 sources for 
spy equipment. 81 12 x 11, sottcover, illus. , 
272 pp. $30.00 
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the U.S. government." 
The two major ques

tions here are: Why would 
such a question be asked? 
.. . and what did the 
Leathernecks say? Hitting 
the streets instead of hit
ting the fax network, Dave 
Workman wrangled an 
exclusive interview with 
Lieutenant Commander 
Guy Cunningham, a stu
dent at the Navy Post 
Graduate School at 
Monterey, California, who 
wrote the questionnaire 
as part of a research 
project for his master's 
thesis. Cunningham, who 
describes himself as a 
"constitutionalist" and a 
life member of the NRA 
for 20 years, put together 
the survey after reading 
a magazine article deal
ing with President 
Clinton's apparent willing
ness to place U.S. com
bat troops under U.N. 
command. 

The contentious Ques-

tion 46 was "thrown in 
as an afterthought," 
Cunningham told Work
man. Considering the 
"non-traditional" uses of 
U.S. military forces today, 
Cunningham said it would 
"not be too farfetched ... 
from today's environment" 
to envision using U.S. 
troops in gun confiscation, 
and responding to resist
ers. Cunningham noted 
that "one can measure the 
degree of tyranny over 
people" by gauging the 
restrictions on their free
dom of speech and reli
gion, and their freedom to 
be armed. 

And how did the Ma
rines respond? Did their 
oath to the Constitution 
preclude their serving un
der the United Nations in 
an action against fellow 
Americans? Only Lt. Cmdr. 
Cunningham knows the 
results of his poll, and 
having inadvertently cre
ated flap enough, he's not 

THE LEOPARD DESIGNED BY MR. PAT CRAWFORD GIVES YOU A LL 

THE STRENGTH . FORM AND FUNCTION YOU COULD EVER NEED IN 

A FOLDING KNIFE. THE LEOPARD CUB OFFERS THE SAME GOOD 

LOOKS AND RELIABILITY. BUT IN A SMALLER POCKET SIZE . 

SOME OF T HE MOST UNIQUE PO CKET KN IVES A ROUND. 

FROM BENCHMADE KNIVES• 
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talking - especially about 
Question 46. 

Maybe the next ques
tionnaire to be circulated 
should be to American gun 
owners: Would you fire 
upon any blue-helmeted 
troops who want to seize 
your guns by force? How 
do you say "cold dead 
fingers" in Esperanto? 

llUSSIAN/SOU'l'D 
KOllEAN GUN 'l'llAUE 

With payment overdue 
of some $650 million from 
Russia, looks like South 
Korea will have to accept 
at least part pay in weap
ons. Unable to pay cash, 
the Russians have offered 
MiG-29 aircraft, S-300 air 
defense missiles and other 
advanced Russian weap
onry in lieu of money. 
South Korean officials 
weren't too warm to the 
idea because of problems 
with obtaining spares and 
maintenance supplies, 
and in integrating them 

with an arsenal of mostly 
Western weaponry. South 
Korean Defense Ministry 
officials said no agreement 
has been reached on the 
specifics, but that it is 
anticipated Russia will 
pay off some $100 million 
of its debt in mi litary 
hardware. 

'l'DANK-YOU 
'l'llll1S 1~ou KOllEAN 
"

7All VE'l'S 
The subsidized revisits 

to Korea for American 
veterans of that war 
continue. If you want to 
be on board for next 
June's tour, contact Tom 
Jin, President, Dearborn 
Travel Inc., First National 
Plaza, Chicago, IL 60602; 
phone: 800-621-5724, or 
fax: 312-332-6305. 

HUJE HAUGE VIC'l'ORY 
Those readers who 

contacted their elected 

Continued on page J 2 

A'l.AD a IN 

USA 
BENCH~DE. 
SEND $2.00 (SHIPPING AND HANDLING) 

FOR YOUR FREE BENCHMADE BROCHURE TO: 
BENCHMADE KNIFE COMPANY INC. 
1 5875-G S.E. 114TH STREET 

DEPT. S·F 
CLACKAMAS, OREGON 97015 U.S.A. 

OR CALL 503·655·6004 
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THE MOST POWERFUL. .. THE MOST 
POTENT .. . THE MOST EFFECTIVE 
DEFENSE SPRAY AVAILABLE!!! We're 
serious about your safety, and nowhere 
is that more evident than in our line of 
Chem ica l Defen se Spray VENOM . 
VENOM was developed to provide you 
with the highest deg ree of non-lethal 
protection available. VENOM is formu
lated to give optimum pe rformance 
from each size unit. VENOM is fast act
ing and hard hitting , and is effective 
against even drunks, drug abusers, and 
psychotics. 

• 3 Ounce Home/Auto Unit 
(Maxi-Blast top) ........ .. .. .. .... .. .. .......... $24.95 

• 3/4 Ounce Po.ckel/Purse Unit.. ......... $11 .95 
• 3/4 Ounce Keyring Unit.. .......... ......... $15.95 

(PLUS $3.50 Shipping) 

THE WORLDS FINEST SLIM JIM 

Our premium quality car jimmy tool is made of high quality spring steel , with rounded edges and tex
tured black rubber handle . Comes with instructions. 
SJ100 ............................................................................................................................................. $9.95 

(PLUS $3.50 Shipping) 

COBRA 111+ 
ELECTRONIC LOCK PICK 

'OPENS 99% OF ALL PIN TUM
BLER LOCKS IN 7 SECONDS OR 
LESS' 

TWO 
POSITION 
SWITCH 

.,,.. SUPER HALOGEN BULB LIGHT 
• ' ~UP ENTIRE KEWAY \' ,.,,,, ,.,,,. ....... 
/ 

0100 SAP GLOVES 

Made of soft, pliable deerskin , these gloves 
have 6 ounces of powdered lead inserted 
across the knuckles of each fist. Discreetly 
effective. 
0100 ............................................. $68.95 
D-50 (Cowhide) ........................... $37.95 

(PLUS $4.50 ShippinQ) 

LEATHER SLAPPER 

The highest quality slappers available. 
Contructed of smooth top grain cowhide 
with a leaded striking end . Available with 
or without a wrist loop. Made in U.S.A. 
BBLS20 ....................... .. ..... $19.95 
BBLS21 (With wrist loop) ......... $19.95 

(PLUS $3.50 Shipping) 

Z-FORCE STUN GUNS 

POCKET PROTECTOR 

Press the pocket clip and a 4 1/2 inch long , 
1/4 diamter spike extends horn the body of 
the device, providing 10 1/2 inches of potent 
protection. Rugged . all steel construction . 

GFR .... .. ...... .... ....... . $55.00 
(PLUS $4.50 Shipping) 

BRASS KNUCKS 
PAPERWEIGHT 

The finest product of its kind available-add 
a beautiful example of the metal worker's 
art to your collection . 

KNB .. . . .... .... 513 .50 ea 
S24 .50 pr 

KNA Lightweight Aluminum 
KNA ........ $8 .00 ea 

(PLUS $3.50 Shipping) 

a -BLACKJACK 
These law enforcement wea pon s, 
once the standard of police officers 
throughout the country . are fine ly 
crafted from lead, stee l sp ring , and 
leather. Eight ounces of nostalgic pro
tection . Made in U.S.A. 

HALOGEN BULB 

'"'-~ 
.-J'~ 

POP·OUT' 
BATIERY 
PACK 

Z·FORCE stun devices are the best we've tound! They offer relia
bility, high sustained vcllage output and concealability - these 

BJKB ................... ..................... $19.95 
(PLUS $3.50 Shipping) 

,.··/,.,,.,.,.. 
NEW POSl·LOCK VICE 

case. 

~e~!5.e~&;~1~ ~~~.~~-~-~~-~~: ............................. $44.95 
ZF-4, 120,000 Volta ................................................. $69.95 
ZF-Utt111, 150,000 Volta ........................................... $99.95 
SouthOrd Security+, 200,000 Volta .................... $119.95 

(PLUS $5.50 Shipping) 
"ACE PICK" TUBULAR LOCK PICK 

Opens vending machines, T-top locks, washing machfnea, etc. 
Thia precision tool la lllldt of HIGH QUALITY, HEAT TREATED 
STEEL, Ind picks tubuilr locks with mushroom pins. Includes I 
decoder Ind la IVlillble for center or oflNI locka. 

APC 7 (7.PIN) .......................................................... $89.95 

PXS 14 LOCKPICK SET 

(PXS 17 PICTUAECiJ 

This 14 piece set includes everything you 
need to open most locks and doors-an 
assortment of picks and rakes, two ten· 
sion wrenches , a broken key extractor, 
and cowhide pocket case. Includes the 
book , Easy Pickins. 

Cobra Ill+.. .. ...... ...... ............ ........................ : .. .... ....... $399 .. 00 
APC a (a-PIN) .......................................................... $89.95 
BOTH PICKS ......................................................... $159.95 

PXS14 .......................... $32.95 
PXS17 .......................... $49.95 Comes compfefe in die cut shipping case (PLUS $10.00 Shipping) (PLUS $5.50 Shipping) (PLUS $3.50 Shippifll!) 

For our Florida customers, and our friends in law enforcement and military - write or call for a listing of our automatic collector's knives. 

~--ii CLASSIC ITALIAN • INTERNATIONAL THE SPIKE - u· < - COMBATSWITCH -
0 

,,.,..., MAXIMUM SHIPPING CHARGE; PER ORDER - $10.00 I ··•I I Navy Seals II 
n,,,. CHECK, MONEY ORDER. VISA, OR MASTERCARD ·· · · · · 

Full Line Catalog $2.00 
WARNING: Check State & Local laws reguarding use & lawtull possession of items above. 

Must be 18 ears or older to order. 

SOUTHERN ORDNANCE 
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"The hardest hitting products in the personal defense industry" 
P.O. BOX 279 •DEPT. SF• Babson Park, Florida 33827 

FAX (813) 638-2486 (813) 638-2499 
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Joe Ward's Vietnam was one few men experienced-and 
even fewer wrote about. Dear Mom is his true story of 
what it was really like to be a Marine sniper in Nam. It's 
the kind of reading you can always expect once you join 
The Military Book Club®! 

3848 $14.95 6247 

INSIDE •THE.• BATTLE 
IOFTHEI 
BULGE 
•N,W 
ROSCOE C. Bl.LINT IR. 

$14.95 6791+ 

60MMANDOS 
0 Thelnside 
Story of i-ifi; 
8 Americas 

Secret Soldiers 
• Doll!DsC. 

Wilf 

$14.95 

rtGE'l''li 
'IUIJGII! 
N:Jlw910SuyWrr.11oo1<1 

TOM i:ITZGEH Al.D 

0323-9999* $39.95 

0406+ $12.95 4671++ $22.00 3988+ $10.95 3475 $16.95x 

UOW Tol..oc.l.nA~'ON1> 
Wuo lo; OR 11.1.~ u~ 

l~'l\nr. Mll.ITAlr'f 

--· -...1-1111.0DJ.S...tin• 

'::-=::.\:;~ - -11'"6 

7898-9999* $65 .00 0414+ $13.00 0307 $30.00 0281 $23.00 7708 $24.95 1859 $21 .95 3939 $17.95 0026 $23.00 

*Counts as 2 choices x Special edition exclusively for Club members + Softcover ++ Fiction 
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HERE'S WHAT YOU GET WHEN YOU JOIN ... 
A GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION. Once your membership's accepted , 
we' ll send your 3 BOOKS plus DEAR MOM-A SNIPER'S VIETNAM If 
you're dissatisfied with the 3 books, return them within 10 days at our 
expense. Membership will be canceled; you 'll owe nothing. 
THE FREE CLUB MAGAZINE. You 'll receive up to 16 issues a year. Each 
reviews the Featured Book Selection(s) plus dozens of alternate books. 
SHOPPING MADE SIMPLE. To get the Featured Book Selection(s) , do 
nothing-it will be sent automatically. If you prefer another book-or 
none at all-return your Member Reply Form by the specified date. A 
sh ipping and handling charge (and sales tax, where applicable) is added 
to each order. 
HUGE DISCOUNTS ON HARDCOVER BOOKS. Save as much as 30% off 
publishers' edition prices. Club books are sometimes altered in size to fit 
special presses. 
AN EASY-TO-MEET OBLIGATION. Take up to 2 years to buy 4 more 
books at regular low Club prices. Afterwards, you may resign member
ship anytime. 
RISK-FREE RETURN PRIVILEGES. If you get an unwanted book because 
your Club magazine was delayed and you had less than 10 days to 
respond, simply return the book at our expense. 
Prices shown are for publishers' hardcover editions. 
Club hardcover editions save you up to 30%. 
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3772+ $1 5.95 1297+ $17.95 4168-9999* $34.95 

~ -0182-9999* $29.95 

!IongbQWl 
Hoben Hanl)' ~~~ ., 

TOE 

)IJJ ... J'J'l\llY MA;;o~The Military Book Club -Pl~e ;;;e ;;k ;;m.1 
6550 East 30th Street bers here: If you already 

HOO I{ ff_.(J)I® ** P.O_. Box 6357 sim~;~r~;/0~~E~2~ 
Indianapolis, IN and write in the number 

Your #1 Source for Military Books 46206-6357 of the book you prefer. 

I FREE BOOK #6429 

YES! Please enroll me in The Military Book Club 
I according to the risk-free membership plan described 
I in this ad. Send me DEAR MOM FREE, plus the 
I 3 BOOKS I've indicated. Bill me just 98¢ , plus shipping 
I and handling. 
I 
I 
I 
I 

57270 50 
SAVE EVEN MORE! Send me this book now and 
reduce my commitment to 3 books. Bill me an 
added $3.99, plus shipping and handling. Books 
that count as 2 choices are not eligible. 

(write book number) 

I I I I I 
57269 

If you select a book that 
counts as 2 choices, write 

the first 4 digits of the book 
number in one row of 

~-------------------' boxesand9999inthenext. 
48 

I Mr./Mrs. I Miss/Ms. ______________________ _ 
(please print) 

: Address ______ ________ __ Apt. ___ _ 

I City ____________ State ____ Zip ____ _ 

I Members accepted in U.S.A. and Canada only. Canadian members serviced from Canada, where offer is slioht-
L y different. Sales tax added where applicable. We reserve the right to reject any application. SOF 11 /94 
---------------------~ 
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Continued from page B 

representatives in the sup
port of common sense and 
fairness regarding the is
suance of Combat Infan
tryman Badges (CIBs) to 
the thousands of conven-

tional and SpecOps 
troopers who served in 
real, but "unofficial" com
bat in global hot spots 

SNIPER TRAINING 
& EMPLOYMENT 
This sniper's bible is DDIPDD 
an excellent source of 
into for hunting , target 
and sniping work. 

~ Covers camouflage, 
shooting techniques, 
surv ival, and MORE! 

. 

168pp. 
#56899 $11.95 = == 

AK47 ASSAULT 
RIFLE ----MAK-90 and all AK ---variants covered . Pro-

T duced bf, !he 203RD 
Military ntelligence 
Bat!alion . Very detail-
ed. fully illustrated , 
and a must for any --AK-type rifle owner. 

#56984 $6.00 

COLT .45 AUTO 
PISTOL 

~ 
This technical manual 
covers nearly all 
facets of !he .45 Auto UTO 
Pistol including nna 
operation , parts, 
maintenance, tools, 
ammo, and much 
more. 64pp. 
#56162 $6.95 

such as Somalia, may 
rest advised that the 
Good Guys won this one. 
The Army Awards and 
Decorations Branch has 
acquiesced from pres
sure through certain 
channels, and combat in 

IT'S ABOUT 
TIM& TMAT 
.JELLYFISM 
STOPPED 

PESTERING 
US! 

--
a non-war now qualifies 
as combat for the pur
poses of awarding a CIB 
or CMB. 

SKS FULL-AUTO CONVERSION 
i,oown & Dirty) 

tep by step in-
struct ions for con-
verting this popular 
survival rifle to 
FULL-AUTO fire. 
Simple, detailed ii-
lus!rations. Sold for 
academic pur-
poses only. 
A must have! 
#G6118 $4.95 

MAC-10, MAC-11 M10-M11 
MANUAL 

JJj Every thing you 've 
always wanted lo 
know about !he M-10 
& M-11 bu! were afraid 
to ask! This is a very 
fine publication cover-
ing all aspects of 
these great weapons. 

#56625 $9.95 

SURVIVAL 
This is probably the 
best survival manual US ARMY 
we've seen_ Covers al l 
aspects of emergency 
and combat survival. 

SURVIVAL 

An excellent source of 
information . Great ad-
dition to your library. 
Over 280 pages. 
#56893 $9.95 

lllWUGEE llEUm~ '1'0 
lllfANDA 

SOF's favorite charity, 
Refugee Relief Interna
tional , under the capable 
direction · of Colonel Alex 
McColl, has shipped some 
40 cases of medical sup
plies to the desperate 
Rwandans via USAF re
lief flights, under the aus
pices and coordination of 
the Logistics branch of the 
State Department's Office 
of Foreign Disaster. The 
aid RRI sends out is the 
aid that you, our readers, 
send in. If you have any 
medical supplies that do 
not require lock-up or re
frigeration, contact Col. 
McColl by phone: 303-
449-3750, or via fax: 303-
444-5617. Tax-deductible 
checks accepted, too! 

HANOI .JANE HEU• 
Author seeks informa

tion, interviews with 
anyone having specific 
knowledge of or strong 

RANGER TRAINING HANDBOOK 
Official manual for 
the U.S. Army 's 
RanQers. Covers 
guenlla action, nigh! 
operations, raids, in
telligence, ambush, 
assualt, hand·!O· 
hand combat, and 
more! Very infor
mative! Softcover, 
illus. 213pp. 
#G6889 $8.00 

RUGER CARBINE 
COOKBOOK 
This great book 
covers all facets of !he 
Ruger 10-22 and !he 
Mini-14. This com
prehensive manual is 
a must have for 
owners of these 
popular rifles. 

#56117 $7.95 

AR-15/M-16 
MANUAL 
The new U.S. Marine 
Corps A-2 Manual for 
the Coll AR-15/M-16. 
Everything you need 
to know, this manual 
has ii! Many illustra
tions and numbered 
parts. Over 200 pgs. 
#56885 $9.95 

NVCEK CU 8/Nl 
COOKBOOK 

I 
~I ___ j 

~ 

··-· 

opinions regarding Jane 
Fonda's 1972 Hanoi 
trip, particularly those 
Vietnam vets who were 
affected. Please contact 
John 0. App, 30902 Calle 
San Felipe, San Juan 
Capistrano, CA 92675; 
phone: 714-248-5545; fax: 
714-443-0304. 

GE'I' 1'7El,LNESS 
Health Net, California's 

second largest health 
maintenance business, 
has apparently come up 
with a novel way of cut
ting health costs: Spend 
their members' money 
with a large endowment 
to the "Wellness Foun
dation." Through their 
800 number (800-222-
MANY), the Wellness 
Foundation will send in
terested parties a "Citi
zen Involvement Kit" 
outlining how they can 
work to get guns out of 
the picture. ~ 

PRIVACY 
The worlds firs! guide 
to total personal 
privacy. How to gel ii. 
How to enjoy ii. Avoid 
''big brother'· and vir
tually "disappear." 
ALL !he privacy you 
wan! and MORE! 
An absolute mus! 
have book! 

#5676 $21.95 

THE SHOTGUN IN 
COMBAT 
A one stop source for 
the use of the shotgun 
in a combat situation . 
This comprehensive 
book covers 
everything from home 
defense to night 
encounters! 

#5669 $13.50 

SILENCERS 
Principles & 
Evaluations 
From the Frankford 
Arsenal. This com
plete manual covers 
from antiques, CIA 
super spy silencers, 
to 22 rimfire. 
Over 200 pgs. 
#56932 $12.95 

FIREARM 
SILENCE8S 

.. ~;:, .. j~ 
~ . .. 

"1frT1'" · .. 

CEl ORDERS ONLY CALL 

~ 1·800·239·7435 
SHIPPING & HANDLING 
ADD $4.00 TO TOTAL 

CALL TOLL FREE TO ORDER 
OR SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: 

! 205-222-1931/FAX205-222-2309 
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NOTE: Books are sold tor entertainment 
purposes only Books can be returned 
for same title only, if received defective. 

CROWN SPECIALTY CO. 
DEPT. SF, P.O. BOX 488 • ANDALUSIA, AL 36420 
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You don't have to be in the 
service to appreciate a good boot. 

But it helps. 
Thirty-mile forced 

:,~~;~~ur marches, maneuvers 
£1~ midsolesan in Alaska-it's 
Vtbram outsoles 
to /be uppers, we sli/cb ., familiar territory 
tbem. '/'bat way Ibey can 
be resoled some day to a company 
that began outfitting loggers and 
trappers 54 years ago. 

So we weren't surprised 
to hear a while back that some 
lieutenants from Fort Lewis were 
buying our boots and dyeing them. 

"Why don't you make 
these in black? '' they asked . 
........ . . . . ... .... .. . ... ...... . .... .......... .. . · ········ ··· · ··· ···· · ··· . . ..................... . 

Our 1000 denier Cordura• nylon insets /Jave ten times /be 
fl!llsile strengtb o/leatber Aud less /ban balf lbe weigbt. 

That sounded like an order 
to us, so we had our full-grain 

- leather tanned 
black inside and 
out (that way it 
doesn't show 
white at the 

One/irejif!.bler Seams), CUt it 
sairl our Tbinsulate• in,sulation twO inches taller 
was so good be couldn I tell bis 
bootswereonjire. at the top (so you 
can tuck your pants in), and added 
D-rings (for dress wear). 

And now we' re even taking 
orders from raw recruits. All over 
~- the country. 

But you 're not 
the only people who 
work with your feet. 

Think of the police. 
Firefighters. 

Letter carriers. 
we were tbe We did, and 
ones who invente fbiJ waterproof ~ 
Gore- 'lex"' liner seven years ago. We now Ouer 
the full range of service footwear, 
including the only walking shoes 

NOVEMBER 94 

p 

with components proportioned to to do it in. Because chances are its not 
size. And with heel wedges designed ~ your feet that are killing 
to disperse shock. you . Chances are it's the 

No matter what you other way around. 
do, call Danner for the 
boots and shoes 

Call us for a 
free brochure or 

the name of your nearest 
Danner dealer. 

1-800-345-0430. 
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Sl .. l(~I{ l\TII .. 1 .. 11~ l\T1\'l1(~JI 

CllDIE HIU. 
AUlEADY A 
SU(~CESS 

As we go to press, 
Clinton's scheme to 
"fight crime" by prohibit
ing decent citizens from 
owning semiautos that 
are statistically seldom 
used in crime - aka the 
Crime Bill - has not 
been passed. It's moot 
whether or not it will be. 
We hope not. But in any 
case, we have to admit 
in all fairness that this 
"crime bill" is already re
sponsible for netting at 
least one fugitive. Ms. 
Janice Payne was flown 
up from Louisiana by the 
White House to stand in 
the weeping backdrop of 
relatives of crime victims 
(which she was) as the 
president stood on the 
White House lawn and 
politicked the country in 
support of his bill. But she 
probably shouldn't have 
gone on camera. She was 
wanted by the local fuzz 
in Louisiana for allegedly 
violating her probation. 
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)IOllE (~UN'l'ON 
S'l'AH~EllS DllOWN 
IN 1'7Dl'l'El\TA'l'Ell 

Deputy Treasury Sec
retary Roger Altman re
signed under pressure 
August 17, a move he 
suggested might spare 
the Clinton administration 
further embarrassment 
over the Whitewater 
affair. Cronies since col
lege days, Clinton ap
pointed Altman deputy 
treasury secretary during 
the early days of his 
administration. Altman 
stood accused of mis-

'/00~ RIGITT. 11-115 CAL~ 
~ t. \:ULL A~D Cot-APL£1£ 
AIJll>P9'(. AS LOt.IG lS ~E 

srf>.'{ 1"1SIDE OllQ 
JUtM01c110~. 

leading Congress in tes
timony about improper 
contacts between the 
Treasury Department and 
the White House staff, 
during a federal investi
gation of the failed Madi
son Guaranty Savings 
and Loan of Little Rock, 
Arkansas, and that 
institution's links to the 
Whitewater land develop
ment company. 

Treasury's General 
~ounsel Joan Hanson 
Slepped down a day later 
because of testimony she 
gave during recent hear-

ings, which "differed 
substantially" from 
that given by Altman 
and Treasury Secre
tary Lloyd Bentsen. 

(~UN'l'ON 
AIUllNIS'l'llA
'l'ION OllS uoirn 
DIWENSE SDO'l'
GUNS ... • ~on 
llUSSIANS 

Does the Clinton 
administration be
lieve a person has 
the right to own a 
firearm for self-de
fense? In view of the 
administration's gun 

control prov1s1ons in its 
"crime control" bill, the an
swer appears to be 
no, at least if you're an 
American. 

But, if you're a Rus
sian, then it's OK with Slick 
to have a shotgun for 
home defense. According 
to Business Week, the ad
ministration has approved 
the sale of huge quanti
ties of pump shotguns to 
Russia. The Commerce 
Department estimates the 
sales of U.S. shotguns to 
Russia will reach "several 
hundred thousand units 
with a value approaching 
$100 million." 

Why does Ivan need 
shotguns? Business Week 
reports that " ... a shock
ing rise in crime has 
driven up the demand for 
guns as personal protec
tion." An unnamed State 
Department official told 
Business Week, "It's a 
political hot potato." Well, 
I guess! Hey, Slick, you 
idiot: Give the Russians 
your damn "crime con
trol" bill, and give us the 
shotguns! 

WASDING'l'ON'S 
"EU'l'E?" 
Discharge Petition 12 -
Innocent Until Proven 
Guilty (Excerpted from 
Congressional Record of 
26 July 1994) 

(Mr. TRAFICANT asked 
and was given permission 
to address the House for 
one minute and to revise 
and extend his remarks.) 

Mr. TRAFICANT: "Mr. 
Speaker, an unusual 
thing here: 

Mrs. Allen is leaving her 
house, going to pick up 
her husband, and she 
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Hear the hidden world. 
Hear the hidden world with the original 
Bionic Ear;" Amplify and pinpoint sounds 
while reducing background noise. Used by 
search and rescue teams to locate people lost 
in rough terrain. Call 1-800-533-3277. 

Bionic Ear® 
Siln:rCn:l~k !nJu:-lrk~. P.O. Box 19&!. Manirmrnc, WI 54221-1988 

For pistol, rifle, only 2-7/8" x 3/4"! 
LATR1 Sub Mini Laser Site ...... $174.50 

100,000 Volt STUN GUN 
Mini size, with safety 
switch, made in USA. 
Check local laws for ~ 
possession .. STUN2 ........... . 

ffif{\{jl\ Phone Taping System 
~~\U Automatic, ready to use, 
with extended play recorder. TAP20X $12~.so. 

1 Mi+ FM Voice Xmitte~I 1 
./ 

Ultra-sensitive, hi per! kit, Cll \ \ 
XFM300 .......... $19.50 , . 
Also: 1 Mi+ Automatic Phone FM Xmitter Kit -
xmits 2 sides of conversation m300 $19.50 

FREE With any Order for Products Above: 
Explosive Paint Plans! 2 part mix, label
led dangerous. TRl1 Plans . . .. . reg. $5.00 

AMAZING CONCEPTS 
·ORDERS: 800-221-1705 ·FAX 603-Sn-5406 
Send Check, Cash, Money Order, COD, MC, Visa to: 

Dept SF, PO Box 719, Amherst, NH 03031 
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found her way blocked by a black 
Volvo. She went and asked the 
restaurant if they would have the 
car removed. The valet started 
cursing at her and shouting ob
scenities. 

Finally, when no one would help 
her, Mrs. Allen called the police. 
The police came, they found the 
owner, he was a John Richardson. 
John Richardson, giving his identi
fication, she noticed that the car 
was registered in the name of a 
Margaret Richardson. 

He said, That's right, woman, 
that's my wife. She's also the IRS 
commissioner, and I hope that you 
paid your taxes,' very arrogantly. 

Mrs. Allen said, 'Wait a minute, 
what did you say?' 

He said, That's right. The car is 
registered in my wife's name, Mar
garet Richardson. She's the IRS 
commissioner, and I hope you paid 
your taxes, lady.' 

She says, 'I couldn't believe this.' 
The police came out and said, 

'Don't make a big fuss, Mrs. Allen. 
You shouldn't have made such a 
big fuss. His wife is the IRS com
missioner.' 

Members of Congress, I under
stand that the IRS can threaten 
our taxpayers, intimidate them, 
scare the hell out of them. But 
here is a woman whose car was 
blocked in, was told by the hus
band of the IRS commissioner 'I 
hope you paid your taxes.' 

Is that what it has come to? ... " 

CHICKENSl.JCll f!HllONICIJ~S 
To read in more depth than we 

can dedicate here, catch Bell's 
Chickenslick Chronicles, published 
by Gecko Publishing Co., Box 
1252, Rainier, WA 98576. You can 
even fax an order at: 206-491-
6610. They also accept Visa and 
MasterCard. Chronicles is insight
ful, literate - and funny. A year's 
subscription is only $20. 

umAI. ASSAUJ:I' HJND 
David Bond, editor of the Coeur 

d'Alene Press suggests establish
ment of a "Clinton Legal Assault 
Fund that would be used as a 
central clearing house for every 
shady aspect of the Clintons' 
character, particularly their damned 
lies and deceptions." Now that could 
be a daunting task. Volunteers? ~ 

FORGET THE OTHER STUFF. THEY 
DON'T WORK. YOU NEED THIS. THE 
HANDSTRAPS COURSE WILL TRIPLE 
YOUR GRIP STRENGTH IN 30 DAYS. ITS 
EASY, NOW THAT THE BARBELL 
PRINCIPLE OF ADDING WEIGHT AS 
YOUR STRENGTH DEVELOPS HAS 
BEEN APPLIED TO THE HANDS. WANT 
THE STRONGEST GRIP IN THE WORD'? 

YES! AS A MAN OF ACTION, 
MY LIFE IS IN MY HANDS. 
Send your name, address, and 14.95 
+ 2.00 S/H to: 

HANDSTRAPSCOMPANY 
DEPT. A, P.O. BOX 32547 

CLEVELAND, OHIO 44132 
Used by professional athletes worldwide 
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. ............... ._ .. ...._ 
UNl1'ED S'l'A'l'ES 

Army command and Army secretary approve agreement opening more 
than 37,000 Army positions to women and 48,000 slots in Marine 
Corps. Women will be eligible to fly combat helicopters in all but 
SpecOps units, and serve on warships. Although allowed In headquar
ters of Mdefensive ADA" and engineer units, they will still be barred 
from Moffensive" artillery units, Including MLRS. 

Retired Major General David Etnsel admits the Army formed suicide 
squads within Special Forces to carry nuclear bombs into enemy 
targets and guard them until detonation. All 300 of the Green Light 
Teams' backpack-nukes have been dismantled. 

SRI IANKA 
Army troops discover 
300-kg rebel L TIE bomb 
and extra explosives In 

Colombo. Government 
troops conduct helicopter 
raid des t roying L TTE 
naval base, killing 19 
rebels and sinking sev
eral boats . ... ~ -------

a 

m----
NE1'UEIUANDS 

Encourages its soldiers not to 
wear earrings or keep their hair 
long in order to look like profes
sional soldiers. 

m------
SO!IAUA 

Somali gunmen continue to harass U.N. forces 
and convoys. Aidid warns civil war could break 
out again. U.N. Secretary General Ghali sug
gests reducing peacekeeping force because it 
cannot stop fighting and is at risk for nothing. 
Malaysia may withdraw its troops since force is 
accomplishing little, and U.S. may withdraw dip
lomats and Marines because of rising violence. 

Seven India n soldiers killed In firefight with 
Aidid's militia. 

·------llUSSIA 
Despite Clinton's claims that Russia 
will withdraw troops quartered In Es
tonia, Yeltsin maintains soldiers will 
remain until Issues regarding Russians 
living there are resolved. 

Announces joint U.S . maneuvers will 
be held In the southern Urals this fall . 

t•UUll•PINES 
Bishops call for crack
down on Abu Sayyaf 
rebels who hold a 
Catholic priest captive. 

Police arrest two men 
who were members 
of hit team that mur
dered two U.S. service
men in 1990. 

CUBA 
After government gunboats sink tugboat 
loaded with 70 people trying to escape the 
island, killing 40, Cuba reverses its policy 
and threatens a new boatlift. U.S. Coast 
Guard recovers more than 2 ,750 refugees 
in a one-month period. In an effort to stem 
the exodus, Attorney General Janet Reno 
announces Cubans arriving in United 
States by boat will be detained rather than 
released immediately. 

ANGOIA 
UNITA forces shoot down PC-7 light at
tack aircraft flown for government forces 
by South African mercenaries. UNITA cap
tures pilots alive and warns peace talks 
will be disrupted if government does not 
stop using mercenaries. 



·--L COl,OMBIA 
In largest battle in two 
years, 300 FARC rebels kill 
24 soldiers guarding oil fa
cilities. FARC rebels con
tinue attacks on several 
towns and police stations 
near Bogota and army camp 
near Dabeiba. 

Bi- ........ 
EGYI•'t' 

Finds 10 tunnels link
ing refugee camps in 
Egypt to those in Gaza. 
They have been used 
for years to smuggle 
people and weapons 
across the border. 

II 

111- ----YE)IEN 
North begins forming a national unity gov
ernment while ousted Southern leaders 
meet in Saudi Arabia to plan their next 
move. New President Saleh asks for help 
in returning warplanes, ships and rebels 
that fled South Yemen in final days. 

Looting stops in Aden after most goods 
are stolen. Water remains in short supply 
and some instances of cholera have been 
noted. Islamic fundamentalists of the Iran
backed Isiah Party, the rise of which trig
gered the civil war, move in to help police 
the city, i.e. enforce Islamic law. 

·-----CAMBODIA 

llWANDA 

Government troops break up coup attempt, 
put former interior minister in jail and 
Prince Chakrapong (estranged son of 
Sihanouk) on plane to Malaysia. Vietnam
ese deny any involvement. 

Parliament votes to outlaw Khmer Rouge. 
After King Sihanouk vows not to sign bill, 
parliament votes to gtve acting head of state 
Chea Sim authority to sign it into law. RR 
declares itself a government in exile and 
masses troops at Battambang. Pol Pot is 
reported to be at a RR base in the north. 

Rebel Tutsis capture key government-held 
towns, including Kigali, declaring victory and 
effectively ending the fighting. Hundreds of 
thousands of refugees flee to Zaire from fear 

GAMBIA 
Disgruntled over back pay owed 
for peacekeeping duties in Liberia, 
soldiers rampage and take con
trol of country. President Dawda 
Jawara takes refuge on USS La 
Moure County, in the harbor for a 
training exercise, a.Rd flees to 
Senegal. New leader. Lieutenant 
Yayeh Jameh, vows to turn over 
power to a "mostly civilian" gov
ernment as soon as possible. 

of Tutsi reprisals for Hutu massacres in 
what may be the greatest human exodus In 
history. United Nations and U.S. scramble 
to organize relief efforts., 

q 

l?llANCE 
Arrests Venezuelan-born Ilich Ramirez 
Sanchez, aka Carlos the Jackal, after extra
dition from Sudan, ending a 20-year hunt. 
Carlos had teamed up with Germany's Red 
Army Faction, the Japanese Red Army, the 
Basque separatist movement in Spain and 
various Palestinian organizations. Allegedly 
involved in the 1972 massacre of I I Israeli 
athletes at the Munich Olympics, the 1975 
attack on OPEC headquarters, and the 1976 
hijacking of an Air France jet to Entebbe, 
Uganda, he has been wanted in France for 
the 1974 deaths of two French counterintel
ligence officers. 

World SltRep Is excerp ted from 
the b iweekly newsletter For 
Your Eyes Only: An Op en 
Intelligence Summary of Cur-
rent Military Affa irs. Published \. 
by Tiger Publications. P.O. Box ~ 
8759. Amarillo , Texa s. 79114· 
8759; subscriptions me $65 per 
year (26 issues). Sample issue d 
available for $3. Those Inter-
ested in reliable, up-to-date 
world Intel ore encouraged to 
subscribe. 
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SOF I 9th 
Anniversary Sweepstakes 

The Journal Of Professional Ad venturers is celebrating 19 exciting years and wants 
you to have a chance at BIG subscription SA VIN GS and LOTS of GREAT PRIZES! 
Enter today! All entries must be postmarked by Dec. 30, '94. No purchase necessary. 

How To Enter r-----------------, 
Fill out the entry card (or coupon) and send to SOF, P.O. Box 
348, Mt. Morris, IL 61054-0348 via U.S. mail with entry 
postmarked no later than 30 December 1994. No entries will 
be accepted after this date. Winners will be selected by 
random drawing on 9 January 1995, and will be notified by 
mail or telephone. No purchase necessary to enter. All prize 
winners must comply with Federal, State and local firearms 
regulations, where applicable. Judges' decisions are final. 
Sweepstakes open to residents of the U.S. 21 years of age or 
older. Prize non-transferable. Odds of winning are dependent 
upon total number of entries. Winner will be printed in a 
future issue of Soldier of Fortune. 

• For name of prize winner, send a SASE to '94 Sweepstakes Winners 
List, c/ o SOF Magazine, P.O. Box 693, Boulder, CO 80306 

Limit of Liability 

1. Both Soldier of Fortune magazine and Roe Safari will make every effort to 
ensure the safety of the winner of this safari, however the winner must sign a 
waiver of responsibility prior to the safari releasing both Soldier of Fortune 
magazine and Roe safari from any financial responsibility for any injuries the 
winner may receive while on safari, or as a result of the safari. 

2. The Winner of the safari must provide his or her own health or accident 
insurance during the safari. 

3. Neither SOF nor Roe safari will be responsible for providing legal services or 
financial help should the winner of this safari attempt to circumnavigate any 
import or export laws of any country during travels connected with this safari 
and violation of any of these laws will be just cause for the immediate cancellation 
of the safari. 

4. In the event that the Safari, for reasons outside the control of Soldier of 
Fortune, becomes impossible or impractical, the alternate Grand Prize of a Trip 
for Two to the SOF Convention / Expo will be awarded. SOF will be the sole 
judge of whether the safari has become impossible or impractical. 

YES, HERE'S MY ENTRY 
0 Enter my name, send me a 1-yr. sub. for $26.00 
0 Enter my name, send me a 2-yr. sub. for $50.00. 
0 Enter my name in the sweepstakes only. 
0 Credit card orders may call 

1-800-877-5207 
0 Payment enclosed (U.S. funds only) 
0 MasterCard 0 Visa Exp. Date------

Card# 

Signature ________________ _ 

ADDRESS -------------- ----
CITY --------- STATE ___ ZIP 

DAY PHONE ( 

Payment must accompany order. Offer good in the U.S. and 
Possessions, including APO-FPO addressess, for a limited time only. 

Canada add $10.00 per year (includes GST #R128476249). 
Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery of first issue. 

POSTMARK DEADLINE: 30 December 1994 
SWEEPSTAKES DRAWING: 9 January 1995 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
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Ruff Puff Rambos 

Uhe landing ship 
USS Terrell 
County was an

chored a few miles off the 
coast of Vietnam in May 
1969. Members of Golf 
Detachment, Underwater 
Demolition Team (UDT) 
13, a number of frogmen 
from UDT 21 , six Swift 
boats and two aircraft 
were preparing to embark 
on a search and destroy 
mission up the Song Ong 
Doc River on the Ca Mau 
Peninsula as part of the 
SEA LORDS campaign. 

At approximately 0400 
we ate chow, checked our 
gear and went on deck to 
prepare for getting under 
way. We loaded maga
zines and assisted boat 
crews stowing demolitions 
aboard the Swift boats. 
Our basic load consisted 
of munitions by the 
caseload: machine gun 
and small arms ammo, C4 
and mortar rounds, M-79 
ammunition and hand gre
nades. Normally around 
this time a squad from 
SEAL Team One, also op
erating from the Terrell 
County, would return from 
night operations with a 
prisoner or two for interro
gation and the latest intel
ligence. Apparently, they 
had taken this night off. 

We usually took along 
a dozen or so Regional 
Forces and Popular 
Forces (known as RFPFs 
or Ruff Puffs). Although 
on this mission we were 
picking them up en route, 
we would often bring them 
aboard for chow and mov
ies the night before an 
operation. None of us had 
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a "warm and fuzzy" about 
living offshore on a ship 
carrying both Vietnamese 
troops and tons of high 
explosives. I often caught 
our sailors asleep on 
watch. Any Ruff Puff could 
have been Nguyen Van 
Hardcore - all he needed 
to be a hero was a length 
of time fuse, a cap and a 
match. 

By the time the sun 
crept toward the horizon, 
we were ready to get un
der way. Our boats were 
loaded, crews were 
briefed and two Seawolf 
helicopters on the Terrell 
County were on call. The 
aircrews monitored our 
radio frequencies but 
wouldn't take off until we 
left the pickup point with 
the Ruff Puffs or ran into 
trouble - no sense orbit
ing around burning fuel. 
The skipper fired up both 
diesel engines and our six
boat flotilla struck out for 
the mouth of the Song 
Ong Doc. 

Upon arriving at the 
rendezvous point , our 
skipper pushed the bow 
into the mud on the 
riverbank. The Ruff Puffs 

were waiting and wanted 
us to get off the boat and 
follow them into the vil
lage for a Coke or some
thing. We didn't relish that 
idea - the less time spent 
screwing around onshore, 
the less opportunity the 
Viet Cong would have to 
set up any surprises. Lieu
tenant Bruce Dyer, our 

OIC, told them to get 
on board. 

The Ruff Puffs crowded 
on several boats and we 
headed upriver. They were 

Text Be Photos by 
Steven Waterman 

equipped with World War 
II-vintage M1 and M2 car
bines. Some of them wore 
sandals and had brightly 
colored scarves around 
their necks, a method of 
unit designation. I got the 
distinct impression they 
were not crack troops. 

The deck was crowded 
with UDTs, our boat crew 
and Ruff Puffs. An M2 
Browning heavy machine 
gun was mounted on the 
stern deck and twin 
Brownings were mounted 
in the gun tub, topside 
behind the wheelhouse. I 
was sitting in the only 
available spot - under 
the stern gun with my back 
against its mount. 

No Place To Hide 

Once the sun was 
above the horizon it cast 

an oppressive heat. I 
never really got used to it, 
I just quit bitching about 
it. Light reflected off the 
brown water made it diffi-
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BUDK 
~~================ .~=====~-V/? 77TE AC77VE ~AA/ 

Vietnam Tomahawk Street Fighte~ I 
MADE FOR MILITARY USE 
13-3/4" overall length. 8-1/2" hawk length with 2-3/4" cutting 
edge and a 3" spike that can penetrate a 2x4. Straight grain 
hickory handle. Complete with leather sheath. 
Approximate weight 1 lb. A true collector's item .. don't 

_,,_-,,..,,,,,......~our 
--- hand extends 1 O" of 

razor sharp stainless steel. With your 
fingers thru the stainless knuckleguard and wrapped around the ebony let this one pass you by! 

ORDER NO. TC-200 
Limited Offer! 
Bud K. Price $18.95 

pakkawood handle, you will be amazed at the power one knife can have. Full tang 
construction assures pertormance when other knives may fai l. Over 15" long, this knife has been called 
the knuckle knife of the 90's. Complete with top grain leather sheath with quick release velcro strap. 

ORDER NO. D-9117 Retail $95.00 Bud K. Price $47.97 

CIA Gra vity l<nife 
Exclusively designed by Bud K. This knife is lightn ing fast - wi th a 
push of a button, out slides a 3-1 /4" heat-tempered stainless steel 
blade. Releasing the button locks the blade into position . 8" overall. 

ORDER NO. D-500 ------ -="~ ---··· .-:-----

Steel Batons coiled & Ready to strike 

M'iMP 4"'95!1 1 ii i 14 i ·ii 5 
Impact Baton - Ejects with the snap of the wrist. 17 inches of 
30-guage steel. Re-sheaths instantly. Only 7" closed. 

ORDER NO. 127 Bud K. Price $13.95 
' Automatic Baton - 3 section steel baton extends from 6-1/2" to 20" 

t*=m·&*F·-~"" -- -- ---.. -- -- ~ with a push of a button. Comes with 

Order Now. .. ·-·-----;. 
Limited Supply! 

Bud K. Price $17.95 or 2 for $32.50 ~ r leather sheath with belt loop. 

~Efi~ ORDER NO. 6553 Bud K. Price $29.95 

/ Knife Buckles 
Back by Popular Demand ... 

Butterfly Knives 
According to U.S. Customs, Balisongs can no longer be 
imported, but Bud K takes up the slack with this well made 
butterfly knife. The blade is 4" long and when opened 
stretches to a whopping 9". The skeleton handle gives the knife a hi
tech look. CALL TODAY ... At th is low price, quantities will not last long. 

Available in ... 
Chrome - ORDER NO. F5-C 
Black - ORDER NO. F5 

Retail $19.95 

Bud K. Price $15.95 each 

CIA Sle eve Daggers 
The Stingers fully sharpened double edge blade can give you the 
edge in any situation. The blades are of a diamond cross-
section design with grooves in the base to provide gripping ,. / ¥B. 
power for the thumb and forefinger. Perfectly balanced ,-,, 
for handle or blade throwing. Sheath included. You .//.-·A 
will be amazed by the penetrating power of the • 
stingers. 

A. STINGER 1- 7-7/8" length ORDER NO. D319 

Bud K. Price $7.95 B. STINGER II - 5-1/4" length ORDER NO. D320 

Bud K. Price $6.95 Order Both tor $13.95 

King Size 
This new weapon is ready to strike two ways. Use the 10 terrible 3/4" long steel 

spikes that screw in and out for safety or the monster 8-1/2", 440 
stainless steel blade with its deadly edge. Each cobra comes 

fitted in its own customized black leather sheath. Never 
before has such a vicious weapon been offered at 

such earth shattering prices! Call today - and we 
will smuggle to you this wicked weapon! 15" 

overall. 

The belt buckle with a surprise! The black casing houses a 3" edged dag
ger of 440 stainless steel. Blade can be quickly detached without loosen
ing your belt. Front of buckle has a 2" square pertect for engraving your 
initials or any message. Ideal for self protection or small cutting jobs. 

Your Choice ... 
A. Double Edge Chrome · ORDER NO. BK-2 
B. Black w/Finger Holes - ORDER NO. BK-5 

Bud K. Price 
$11.95 each 

HOW TO ORDER 
Ma.,e•ca•d Call Toll Free ... 1·800-543-5061 I VISA I 

Or Send Check or Money Order To: 

• 

DEALER INQUIRIES 
WORLDWIDE, Inc. INVITED 

P.O. Box 565, Dept. SF-2 •Moultrie, GA 31776 
Add $4.00 Shipping & Insurance or 5% of Total Order. 

All products carry Bud K.'s 100% Satisfaction Guarantee. 
Void in states where prohibited by law. Check Local Laws before ordering. r-----------

FREE Knife Catalog S , , . 
1000's of Quality Knives & Survival 
Tools to choose from ... all at 
Bud K's guaranteed lowest prices. 

0 Yes! Please send 
me the free Bud K Catalog! 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

\ ORDER NO. BK-201 
Name _ _ ____ ______ _ ____ I 

VIPER COBRA II 
Also available .. . a smaller version 
of the above. 11" overall. 

ORDER NO. BK-200 

Bud K. Price $59.95 
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~ Bud K. Price $79.95 
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City --------------- --- I 
State / Zip ____ ____________ I 
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cult to see details on 
shore. We tried to con
vince ourselves nobody 
could see us and the Viet 
Cong didn't know we were 
coming. It was the most 
naked feeling in the 
world - sitting on deck 
with two huge diesel en
gines screaming under
neath, unable to see the 
riverbank through the 
glare and assuming no
body knows you are 
there. There's no place to 
hide - the fishbowl ef
fect. You can't sneak up 
on anybody, and you can't 
even tell when you're be
ing shot at. 

Without warning, a 
huge geyser of water 
erupted 50 feet astern, 
equidistant between us 
and a following boat. Ev
ery weapon opened up. I 
didn't have a clue as to 
what the hell was going 
on, but thought I had bet
ter get involved. But, from 
where I was sitting I didn't 
have a clear field of fire, 
and couldn't bring my 
weapon to bear. 

Suddenly I had a sear
ing pain in my back. I 
thought I had been hit. 
Fifty-caliber shell casings 
were falling down between 
my flak vest and my shirt. 
I rolled over and got the 
vest off rather hurriedly. 
No harm was done. 

The skipper pushed the 
throttles wide open and 
the sound of both engines 
increased from a roar to 
a scream as the boat 
lurched ahead to get clear 
of the kill zone. Our six
boat formation split in two. 
Three lead boats sped up
river; three boats turned 
downstream so we could 
insert and encircle the 
ambushers. 

We traveled 100 yards 
around a slight bend when 
the skipper throttled back 
and pushed the bow 
ashore. The boat mushed 
to a halt in soft mud. Dean 
Nelson moved to the bow 
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and told the Ruff Puff ad
viser to get his troops off 
the boat. They wouldn't 
budge. They milled around 
indecisively, afraid to get 
off the boat. Nelson threat
ened to open fire. That 
was a message they un
derstood. 

I made a graceful exit 
from the bow by jumping 
down, driving both legs 
into soft mud up to my 
knees, and falling forward 
onto my rifle. Normally this 
exhibition would have elic
ited laughter, but most of 
us landed the same way. 
We all piled off the boat, 
pulled each other out 
of the mud and tried to 
move inland as quickly as 
possible. 

Death From Above 

We had no idea what 
size force we might be 
facing . Fortunately, the 
Seawolves were airborne 
and heading our way. They 
spotted several Viet Cong 
running from the riverbank 
and took them under fire 
with M60s. We watched 
smoke trails shoot earth
ward as they fired rockets 
at positions hidden in foli
age. On the radio I heard 
one ground commander 
frantically order the air
craft to hold their fire until 
they were well away from 
friendly ground forces; 
brass casings were land
ing around his troops. Get
ting hit by brass dropping 
from 1,000 feet could ruin 
your whole day. 

We moved out. The 
path I chose intersected a 
small stream with tree 
branches low to the 
ground. As I passed un
der, it brushed the top of 
my head and shoulders. 
My neck felt like it had 
been hit with a bucket of 
hot coals. In a frenzie, I 
tried to brush off what
ever it was and went down 
on my knees: red ants -
those damn things were 
three quarters of an inch 

long and at least a third of 
that length was teeth. I 
cleared them off, buttoned 
my collar and sleeves, 
packed handfuls of mud 
around my neck and wrists 
and marched on. 

Boatswain's Mate Bob 
Lewis, Hospital Corpsman 
Larry Williams and I 
moved out ahead and to 
the right of the Ruff Puffs. 
They didn't have our ag
gressive attitude, or they 
knew something we didn't. 

We were moving across 
a small open area when I 
heard a loud explosion. A 
Viet Cong hidden in 
bushes to our front fired 
a B-40 rocket through 
our formation and into a 
tree behind us. Nobody 
was hurt. 

Lewis opened fire with 
his M60, and Williams and 
I moved forward. We spot
ted movement in the 
bushes, but hesitated. 
Lieutenant Dyer was 
somewhere on our left 
flank with the Ruff Puffs, 
and there were others on 
the right. We also knew 
three boatloads of good 
guys were coming in from 
somewhere ahead of us. 
We didn't want to take a 
chance on shooting our 
own men. 

It didn't take us long to 
realize the movements in 
the bushes were not 
friendlies. The Ruff Puffs 

fired sporadically. Lewis 
got off about 30 rounds 
when he stopped and went 
down on one knee. Will
iams and I stepped up our 
fire to cover him, and I 
moved over to see what 
was wrong. He was run
ning through immediate 
action drills trying to clear 
his weapon. The extractor 
had broken off the end of 
a shell casing and the 
brass was stuck in the 
chamber. He couldn't clear 

it and didn't have a spare 
barrel. 

Ruff Puffs Attack 

With a surprising injec
tion of courage, the Ruff 
Puffs bounded past our 
position and into the 
bushes, effectively ending 
the firefight. As I moved 
closer, I could see the 
body of a Viet Cong lying 
partially hidden. One of 
the little Ruff Puffs ran up 
and emptied a full maga
zine into the guy's chest. 
They dragged out his body 
and two others. 

This Viet Cong ap
peared to be in his late 
teens or early twenties. 
An AK-47, a few maga
zines, a B-40 launcher and 
two rockets lay beside 
him. Another Viet Cong 
had been running toward 
a small canal when he 

Continued on page 64 
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And the amazing thing is . . you can learn it in one day! 

Secret New Fighting System 
Will Make Even A Black Ben Karate Expert 

Putty In Your Hands! 
by Dr. Russell Horine, President, Tactical Response Solutions 

Dear Friend, 
Ifyouareevenremotelyinterestedinlearning 

how to physically protect yourself (and your 
loved ones) with complete confidence, then this 
will be the most important letter you ever read. 

Here is why: I have recently discovered a 
"scientific" fighting system that is so effective, 
you will be able to knocksenseless anyone who 
confronts you - no matter how skilled they 
areatfighting-within4to6seconds!What's 
more, this fighting system is so easy to learn, 
you will be able to master it completely over
night, even if you have never been in a fight 
before in your life, or are a "klutz" at physical 
skills. Kids, women, even grandparents can 
master this system with equal ease - and be 
abletoinstantly"putaway" any bullyorcriminal 
who comes after them. 

This systemiscalledExplosiveMetafighting 
Technologies (X-Tec™). I've seen it in action, 
I've used it, and I tell you with all seriousness 
that it is simply ... 

The Most Devastating 
Flgflting System Imaginable 

- Yet It's Uke Nothing 
You've Seen Before! 

In most cases, you'll be able to end a fight 
instantly with a single move (that cannot be de
fended against.') no matter how "overmatched" 
you are in size or meanness. You do not need 
quick reflexes, big muscles, flexibility, or any 
previous fighting skills at all. Nor do you need 
hours of practice, because you can learn every
thing - on your own - in just a short time. 
And since this amazing new system is based on 
the way you move naturally, once you see how 
X-Tecworks, you 'llknow instinctively how to 
use it forever! 

I know you 're probably skeptical right now 
- I certainly was at first. But let me tell you, 
everyone who has seen X-Tec in action has 
finally admitted that it is, ultimately, the only 
truly undefeatable hand-to-hand fighting sys
tem ever developed. And I'm talking about 
people who have a lot to lose by admitting this ... 
for example: 
• A former U.S. soldier named Bob Taylor, 

who has seen heavy action in 7 different 
wars worldwide (including 2 frontline tours 
in Viet Nam) and who is an internationally
respected expert on terrorism and hand-to
hand combat, has gone on record saying this 
new fighting system is so effective that he 
would fear it more than a skilled opponent 
armed with a gun or knife... even if the 
person using the system was an inexper
ienced fighter! 

• A young woman (with no previous fighting 
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skills) learned just the basics of X-Tec be
fore leaving for a job in Africa, and taught it 
toherfriend. Soonafterarriving, both women 
were cornered by 6 adult Nairobi gangsters 
in a park ... and the ladies' simple training 
allowed them not only to instantly get out of 
trouble, but to send their attackers running 
away in panic! 

• An Albuquerque man who had been passive 
and meek his entire life (a basic "nice guy" 
who wouldn't hurt a fly) spent just over 
three hours practicing this new system, yet 
had learned enough to fight off 4 attackers 
when he and his wife and kids were jumped 
without warning! 

• A well-known local 4th degree black belt 
fighter has publicly refused to even go up 
against an opponent using X-Tec-once he 
saw it in action he could instantly tell he 
would be helpless to defend himself, or to 
even get a strike in before he went down! 

I could go on for pages with more examples. 
Buthere'sthe"clincher":MyfriendBob(6' 4", 
265 lbs. of solid muscle) and I both tried to 
"get" at a guy usingX-Tec who maybe weighed 
150 lbs. soaking wet. It was only a demonstra
tion, butl wasn 'tholding back. Now, I weighed 
in atabout220 myself, fresh from a four-month 
bodybuilding regimen that had me in the best 
shape of my life ... between the two of us, this 
little guy should have been beaten easily. Yet, 
he dropped Bob to his knees with a simple 
"twist" that nearly broke Bob's wrist ... and 
I'm still hurting (weeks later) wherelgot"gently" 
popped. We never even made the guy flinch. If 
it had been a real fight, the squirt said he 
wouldn't have been so easy on us. 

Two Moves, 
The "Fight" Was Over ... 

And We wanted No More Of 
That Uttle Guy! 

It was the most amazing demonstration I'd 
ever experienced. And once you see X-Tec in 
actionyourself,l'msureyou'llbejustasamazed. 

Here is how we came to discover X-Tec: 
For some time now, I have had access to the 
inside of the modern military and law enforce
ment world (called the "industry" by some). 
This is the world of the Navy SEALS, federal 
agenciesliketheDEAandtheFBI,big-citypolice 
SW ATteams,andevensome"quasi-legal" organi
zations that I could never tell you about 

The secrecy surrounding this "industry" makes 
James Bond movies look calm ... and thereal
life combat that goes on would make Rambo 
faint. That's just the truth. Most of what these 

people do is top secret - including many of 
the fighting techniques they use. (The military 
"brass" has actually stepped in to stop us from 
disseminating previous fighting technology to 
the general public!) 

Anyway, a few months ago I received a phone 
call from one of my inside "contacts" - who 
promisedtointroducemetoa "mysteryman"who 
wasnotwell-knownoutsidetheindustry, but who 
was highly respected by insiders because ... 

He Had Never Lost A Fight ••• 
Despite Leading One Of 

The Most Dangerous Uves 
On The Planet! 

Thismanhaddeveloped(somehow)astrange 
new fighting system that had absolutely revolu
tionized hand-to-hand combat among the pro
fessional soldiers and cops who needed it. Yet, 
despite the deadly effectiveness of the moves, 
the system was astonishingly easy to learn and 
simple to remember. It requires no special skills, 
no physical strength or agility, and almost no 
practice time at all ... a perfect fighting tool for 
professionals who often needed to use what they 
learned immediately ... yet it involves no martial 
arts or "classic" fighting methods whatsoever! 

This system has been taught to FBI agents, 
big-city police SW AT teams, and even top
secret U.S. military units (for"security oper
ations" the general public never hears about). 
The professionals who use this system trust it 
because they knew from experience it will 
work every time under the worst conditions 
imaginable: It doesn't matter if they are ex
hausted.starving, wounded,carryingheavypacks, 
or operating in cramped spaces where a round
housepunch was impossible. The simple fact is ... 
If This New System Didn't Work, 

Good Men Would Die! 
Man, this was something I wanted to find 

out more about. It wouldn't be easy-the man 
who developed this new system was still heavily 
involved with highly sensitive government 
"work" and was (with good reason) suspicious 
of outsiders ... 

And He Had Never Trained 
Anyone He Hadn't Personally 

Hand-Picked! 
That's where my own "inside contacts" really 

paid off ... and I got to meet Rick Reynolds. Let 
me tell about this guy (it's a Hollywood story in 
itself): He stands 5' 10'', weighs in at maybe 150 
lbs., and looks remarkably like Barney Fife (the 
deputy from the "Andy Griffith Show''). 

Yet, before he became so well-known for 
his incredible fighting system, he was a "front 
line, front line" combat soldier in Viet Nam for 
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2 years - in the thick of the most vicious 
jungle fighting of the war. The killing he experi
enced made movies like "Platoon" look like 
picnics in the park. He was a star special
operations man in the 75th Rangers and "Echo 
Company" (the 173rd Airborne), the Il1llli:. 
decorated outfit in the military for that war. 
These outfits saw more action than any other 
group of soldiers ... including the Green Beret! 
Plus, Rick's skills were so respected that he was 
"loaned out" for dangerous missions with the 
British Paratroopers, the 1st Air Cavalry, and 
the Australian army. This was extremely 
unusual and further testimony to the deadly 
uniqueness of Rick's combat skills. 

Often, he would find himself set down by 
choppers behind enemy lines ... where he had 
to complete his mission and then walk back on 
his own! (He was involved with numerous 
prisoner-rescue operations deep in the jungles 
ofNorth VietNam-ajob any soldier will tell 
you was the most dangerous in the war!) 

Rick Was Able To Study The 
"Science" Of Hand-To-Hand 
Combat In A Personal Way 

Most Men Cannot Conceive Oft 
He actually spent an entire year in close 

combat conditions (at one point the action was 
so severe he couldn't afford to bathe for a 
monl:h)! He was sent out on one "hands on" 
secret mission after another ... operations so 
highly-classifiedthattheU.S.hasonlyrecently 
(after 20 years) admitted they happened at all! 
Rick'sexperienceearnedhimachestfulofmedals, 
including the Air Medal (issued for the 52 air 
assaults hewas involved in), the British Com
mando Badge, the Combat Infantry Badge 
(reserved for grunts with at least 30 days actual 
combat) and twelve others. He was also the 
only U.S. s.oldiereverhonored with an invitation 
to go on missions with a Korean ROK unit. .. 
the most vicious soldiers in the war! 

Yet}Qckhadlearnedearly on that the combat 
training he'd been given in boot camp was 
practically worthless in the field. If he was 
going to survive the daily danger he was in, he 
knew he would have to find better fighting skills. 
Andheneededskillshecouldlearn immediately 
- any thought of spending a lot of time with 
any fancy martial art was out. 

So Rick began to pick and choose among the 
various fighting styles he'd been exposed to: 
the street fighting of his youth, the few effective 
moves he'd learned as a rookie grunt, the killer 
strikes the Korean ROK' s shared with him, the 
martial art basics that actually worked ... and, 
most important, the quick, sure moves he devel
oped on his own dUring hand-to-hand combat he 
had to win ... or never live to tell about. 

By the time he left the Army, 
Rick had become, quite literally ... 

One Of The Most Dangerous 
Men In The World At 

Hand-To-Hand Combat! 
And his training didn't stop with the war. He 

got a job walking a police beat in Albuquerque, 
New Mexico ... the leading U.S. city in almost 
every criminal statistic! (It's the crossroads of 
Interstate-40and1-25, two common routes of 
felons from Mexico and both U.S. coasts.) 

Like I said, Rick looks just like Barney Fife 
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- lanky, skinny, with a calm, innocent boyish 
face. A lot of tough, hardened criminals wanted 
to "take the scrawny cop apart" ... and they 
always got the swprise of their life. Rick has 
been shot, stabbed, had his nose broken 12 times, 
been run over by a car, and put in the hospital 
on six occasions ... 

Yet He Has Never 
Lost A Fight! 

Rick doesn't overpower anyone with size 
(he's small), or speed (he's got average re
flexes), or even skill (the style he's developed 
consists mostly of single moves that will end 
a fight instantly ... there's absolutely nothing 
fancy or complicated about it)! 

When he left the police work after 14 years 
(he had reached the office of Chief of Police), 
he became a bodyguard for people twice his 
size. Clients included Tex Cobb (who fought 
Larry Holmes for the heavyweight boxing 
championship), Arnold Schwarzenegger, and 
LouFerigno("TheHulk"onTV).Howeffect
ive are Rick's fighting methods? His waist was 
smaller than Tex Cobb's thigh ... yet Rick was 
hired to protect Tex! 

That tells you something, 
doesn't it? . 

Allinall,Rickhasspent26yearsdeveloping 
his one-of-a-kind fighting system. Hehas "melt
ed down" everything he learned from the battle
field and the street and ... 
Distilled H Into A Basic, Simple, 

And Deadly System 
That Can Now Be Learned 

And Used With Ease By Anyone! 
Let me tell you, despite his brutal back

ground, Rick is one of the most concerned men 
I've ever met. He's seen firsthand how bad 
guys take advantage of decent men and women 
and children, and he seriously does not like it. 
He hates the idea of his kids, or anyone else's 
kids, having to walk in fear in their own 
community - and it wasn't difficult to talk 
him into finally sharing this new system of 
fighting with civilians outside the "industry". 
A system that we could bring to people like 
you, to people like my family and friends. A 
system that would work with ... 

100% Effectiveness, 
100% Of The Time! 

Here's what you get in the X-Tec package 
that Rick has put together for you: 
1. Two full-length video tapes, featuring Rick 

himself, that show you everything you need 
to know about this new system. The tapes 
use live action footage, multi-camera angles, 
and slow-motion replays - so each tape is 
a complete lesson. 

2. A special report on Street Fighting that 
gives you an inside look at what really 
happens in most altercations, whether it's in 
a beerhall, a back alley, a busy street, or a 
fancy restaurant. You'll come away with a 
lifetime worth of "street" knowledge and 
savvy- and you'll never be swprised by 
what happens to you in the real world again! 

3. You get a heavy manual full of illustrations 
and detailed explanations of everything 
you'll see in the videos. 

4. Plus, you get a detailed human anatomy 
chart illustrating all the "one-strike take
down points" you'll use as targets- along 
with explanations of your body's most effect
ive natural weapons! 

Listen - soldiers and police officers who 
study with Rick often have to put what they've 
learned to the test immediately .. . and they come 
back with detailed results of the effects. 

These Fighters Know -
With As Much Certainty As 
A Cat Stalking A Mouse -
What To Do When They're 

Faced W"dh A Fight! 
The importance of this knowledge becomes 

brutally obvious when you see your standard 
downtown martial art studio in action. What 
people learn there are fancy moves that can 
take up to 10 years to master ... yet it's more 
like dance than fighting. And black belt "ex
perts" are notorious for looking great in thedojo, 
and then getting beaten to a pulp by average 
streetfightersinreallife.Evenmoreimportant ... 

Why Do You Need To Practice 
Fancy Moves When 

Real Fighters End A Fight 
In 4 to 6 Seconds 

With One Artless Blow! 
Black belt instructors who aren't real-life 

fighters simply do not have the knowledge of 
what happens in a real fight. And this creates a 
"mystery zone" for their students ... if you 
aren't 100% confident that what you learn will 
work in the real world, how can you justify the 
time you spend learning any technique? I think 
that's ridiculous. 

With The "Real Life" Fighting 
Know.flow You Get From X-Tec, 
You'll Always Know What To Do 

When It's "Crunch Time"! 
There will be no "gray areas" in your know

ledge. No guessing. Not even a shred of self
doubt! If you ever have to use what you've 
learned, you will have the confidence of know
ing what to expect at each and every moment 
- from the first push or insult to the moment 
you decide to end the confrontation. I can't 
stress how crucial that is in the real world. It's 
the difference between standing there blinking 
and being a victim ... 

And Walking Away 
As The Victor! 

Here's what else you're going to learn: 
• The one huge mistake all inexperienced fight

ers make in their head that guarantees they will 
be turned into victims ... andhowto"parlay"it 
intoanadvantagethatwillgive YOU an instant 
200% increase in your chances of winning
even if it's your first fight ever! 

• Why your weight, strength, speed and agility 
are the least important parts of winning a 
street altercation! (And why the one simple 
secret that is important will give you an 
immediate and enormous advantage over 
any other fighter you meet!) 

• How to automatically avoid the blunders 
that get even nationally-ranked karate mas
ters demolished in street fights! (It's called 
"Stress Shock Phenomenon", and once 
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you 'vestored thisknowledgeinyournervous 
system, you'll never "freeze up" or panic 
when your adrenaline starts to flow and the 
dirt hits the fan! Yet there isn't a karate 
studio in the country that knows how to 
teach this crucial part of winning fights!) 
VERY IMPORTANT! 

• Why your fist may be the absolute worst 
weaponyoucanuseinhand-to-handcombat! 
(And exactly how to strike so you won't 
damage any part of yourself!) 

• Astonishingly easy ways to escape any grab 
or hold (including a "bear hug" from behind 
by someone many times larger and stronger 
than you) and reverse the attack instantly 
(and painfully for your attacker)! 

• The "voice tool" secret that will immediately 
change your attitude from calm to dominant 
in any surprise situation! 

• Simple fight-ending moves that require no 
strength whatsoever! (I know of arthritic 80-
year-old grandmothers who have knocked 
young male attackers senseless!) 

• The 2 worst things you can do when being 
choked during a fight. .. it'swhatmostpeople 
want to do instinctively, yet knowing just 
one artless move from this system can free 
you and end the assault at the same time! 

• How to use a little-known "positioning se
cret" to completely cancel out the superior 
size or experience of your attacker! (Size 
andstrengtharemeaninglesswhenyouknow 
this secret!) 

• Why a simple "mock" submissive action 
will always fool a larger opponent. .. and set 
him up for quick, easy fight-ending moves! 

• How to turn everyday items in your pocket 
(or your wife's purse) into vicious weapons 
that will (1) show you mean business, (2) 
instantly frighten anyone with an ounce of 
commonsense,and(3)allowyoutodominate 
any situation with a single btow! 

• How to gain an immediate "Psychological 
Edge" when someone pulls a knife on you ... 
and how to spot the4 most common methods 
of knife attacks so you can win with a 
minimum of fuss and blood! 

• Why the one fighting secret understood 
only by the world's most successful soldiers 
can give you the power to determine how 
any fight will come out! (Not one street 
fighter in a thousand has a clue to this secret.) 

• The almost unbelievable facts about gun
fights that you'll never learn on CNN-yet 
just knowing them could mean the difference 
between surviving a gun attack and being a 
stone-cold victim! 

• How a3,000 year old movement secret can 
give anyone blinding speed within the "non
lethal" zone against an armed attacker! 
(You've never seen this before!) 

• How to conquer forever the "shakes" and 
out-of-control angeror fear that all inexper
ienced fighters suffer! 

The secrets of . using pain and shock to 
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disable your opponent without causing him 
permanent injury! 

• Your body's 8 most devastating natural 
weapons (including your own "personal 
piece of steel pipe"!) 

• How to easily turn your day-to-day attitude 
into an "Controlled Aggression" mindset 
thatwon'tchangeanything about you except: 

- Your level of fear will vanish forever ... 

-You'll become more decisive in every-
thing you do, and especially when the 
chips are down ... 

- You'll gain enormous self-confidence 
that will shine like a searchlight in your 
eyes ... 

- You will take total and complete control 
of every situation in your life ... instead 
of just reacting to what happens to you 
(like a helpless puppet whose strings are 
pulled by other people!). 

And more, and more, and more. This package 
is truly the most amazing self-teaching method 
of real-life fighting you've ever seen. Just 
listen to what some very impressive people 
have to say about Rick's fighting system: 

"I've personally seen Rick take down one 
huge man after another with a single move ... 
his system is simple and easy, yet 100 times 
more effective that anything I learned in the 4 
di.ff erent security academies I attended 
(including the Air Force). Let me tell you, I 
watch the little bitty guys I go up against very 
closely now." Sam Page (6' 5", 200 lbs.), 
private investigator and licensed bodyguard 
with 5 years military police and 17 years oflaw 
enforcement experience 

"I've seen Rick's techniques in action -
they are deceptively simple ,yet extremely brutal 
and fierce when used. I can attest that this stuff 
has been proven over and over again in real 
life fights where someone didn't walk away." 
John Coffman, 4th degree black belt with 22 
years of martial arts experience 

"/ want my entire family to learn Rick's 
technique-because I absolutely believe that 
what they learn could save their life. I've 
already sent numerous professionals to Rick, 
including several federal law enforcement 
agents. This is the real stuff - the kind of 
fighting know-how that professional fighters 
really respect." Robert Taylor, 2-tourveteran 
ofVietNam with 75thRangers, intemationally
respected consultant for high-risk security and 
special operations (clients include African, South 
American and North American countries) 

"Bigger and tougher guys just can't under
stand how someone smaller can beat them so 
easily. I've used what Rick taught me to drama
tically resolve difficult situations with a mini
mum of damage or force ... just like that, the 
fight is over. This is perfect for someone who 
doesn't possess strength or power; a grand
mother, your children, anyone can use it effect
ively." DaveBartram,21-yearpoliceveteran 
and retired SW AT team sergeant 

"I've used this system, and was surprised 
how well it works - it was automatic, no 

thinking involved, and I was instantly out of 
trouble. I love Rick's system so much, I'm 
having both my daughters (14 and 17 years 
old) learn it. I feel more confident with them 
knowing this than having them take a firearms 
course or drag themselves through a long 
martial art program." Clark Sanchez, former 
police officer and bodyguard, former Mr. South
western, current judge for Mr. Olympia and 
Mr. Universe bodybuilding contests, black belt 
and actor ("Wyatt Earp", with Kevin Costner, 
"Backtrack" with Dennis Hopper, "Natural 
Born Killers" with Oliver Stone) 

Let me stress something here - you need 
this information! It is not a luxury, not in 
today's world. I just saw some video tape on 
TV of convicts in prison ... you know what 
they were doing during their "free time" in the 
prison yard? Teaching each other how to sneak 
up and rob people, how to choke and drag off 
victims without sound, how to hurt and cripple 
and destroy people's lives just to satisfy their 
sick needs. In short, they were "going to school" 
to learn how to take advantage of~ once they 
get out! 

Do you want to be a victim? Do you want 
your loved ones to be victims? Do you want to 
walk around with alayerof sweaty fear on your 
skin all the time, knowing you 're vulnerable at 
every street comer to being assaulted, robbed, 
or worse? 

I sure don't, and I don't believe you do, either. 
It's time to learn how to take care of yourself
and stop hoping that the police, or your friends, 
or your neighbors will help you out. You 're 
alone out there, friend. It's an adults-only world 
with no rules left.It's a jungle ... and 

This Explosive Fighting 
Technology Package Can Quickly 

Turn You Into One Of The Few 
Winners In The World! 

This information does not insult your intel
ligence in any way - there are no mysterious 
Oriental chants or religious nonsense to learn. 
You do your learning at your own pace, at home. 
You can learnfast, too ... 

In A Matter Of Hours 
You'll Surpass The Fighting Skill 

Of Guys With 10 Years 
Experience In Martial Arts! 

That's because this stuff is based on what 
works in real-life tights that take place in four 
to six seconds, and not in "perfect" environ
ments where you have a lot of room and a mat 
under your feet. You need no previous exper
ience in any kind of fighting whatsoever -
we'll show you everything you 'II ever need to 
know. You don't need to be strong, quick, 
agile, or even in shape. And every move is 
based on the way you move naturally -
there's no gymnastics involved, no spinning 
kicks, no jumping, no fancy moves of any kind. 

Though let us be clear on this: You must 
take total responsibility for your actions -
this is a "use at your own risk" type of product, 
and you can understand why I have to say that. 
What we 're teaching here is the most effective 
fighting method on the planet. .. used correctly, 
and you will be able to defeat anyone-unless 
they happen to be a skilled insider from the 
"industry". But we can 'tmake you invulnerable 
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to the world-this is your best-possible defense 
against aggression, but it's not fool-proof. Just 
so long as we understand what's going on here, 
all right? 

But I'm not asking you to take any financial 
risk. On the contrary, I'm going to make it as 
easy and simple as possible for you to try this 
amazing X-Tec fighting system out for your
self ... without risking a dime. Here is my ... 

100% No-Nonsense 
Guarantee: 

If you aren't convinced-beyond a shadow 
of doubt- that this system is everything I've 
said it is... a no-guesswork, tested-in-real
battle-conditions, easy-to-learn-fast course in 
turning yourself into the most formidable fighter 
you could ever dream of being ... after trying it 
out for 3 entire months, then I insist you return 
the package to me, and I will immediately send 
you a 100% refund of your purchase price. No 
questions asked, no hard time from me ... and 
we'll still be friends. I trust your opinion, and 
I believe you won't take advantage of me on 
this "almost too-generous" guarantee. I won't 
have it any other way. 

That's a darn good, no-risk-on-your-part 
guarantee. And it means, simply, that there 
isn't any reason in the world for you not to try 
this incredible fighting system out for yourself. 
Within those 3 months, you 're going to acquire 
confidence like you never imagined possible 
before ... and you're going to learn fighting 
skills and know-how that will place you in the 
upper 2% of the world ... including all those 
guys who have been slaving away at their 
martial art for 5 and 10 years. 

So How Much Does This 
X·Tec Package Cost? 

Not very bloody much, if you understand 
what went into it. First of all, Rick Reynolds 
commands incredibly steep fees for personal 
instruction (and he only gives it to personally 
invited people!), and earns thousands of 
dollars a day when he teaches special sessions 
for Jaw enforcement and military agents. 

We spent months of research time, and did 
weeks of filming and editing and making this 
package everything it should be. At first we 
thought of making it a very "elite" course, 

available only to a few people who could afford 
a very steep price tag. But that didn't sit right 
with me-I wanted to get this information out 
to everyone who deserves to get it. 

So, we finally came up with a price that is 
fair to everyone. The cost to you for this whole 
package - the 2 video tapes, the manual, the 
special report - is just $79. That includes 
shipping and handling and everything else. 
IT'S EASY TO ORDER: Call our toll-free 
phone number -1-SOo-899-8153, ask for 
Department 13-B-and use your credit card. 
That's how to get this package shipped out to 
you by return first-class mail -you' II have it 
in a few short days! Or, if you prefer, you can 
fill out the Priority Order Form below, and mail 
it with your check or money order to the 
address shown at the bottom of the order form. 
We'll ship your package out first-class just as 
soon as we receive your order. 

That's all there is to it. You have my personal 
guarantee your package will live up to your 
expectations ... or you get your money back. 
This is the real thing, too - it's changed my 
life, and the lives of my loved ones. It's a 
confidence-booster, and the best way I've ever 
experienced to put you in control of your life 
100%. So call right now ... you never know 
when you 're going to need the know-how and 
skills you're about to learn! 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Russell Horine 

P.S. I almost forgot something important. 
We've only put together a small number of 
these X-Tec packages, so you really need to 
call today to make sure you get one reserved for 
you. Remember, you're not risking anything 
by doing this, because you have a full 3-month 
money-back guarantee ... and remember, too, 
that we have been stopped before from getting 
information like this out to the public! It's a 
great deal, but like I said, there's a very real 
chance it could be removed from the market 
forever, just like that. So give us a call now at 
1-SOo-899-8153, and make sure you get 
your package. Thanks. 

A Special Note From 
-· LeoCosta,Jr.
Vice President, TRS 

Dear Friend, 
We've gotten some weird reactions from 

some people who see this amazing new fighting 
system for .the first time. 

Most are skeptical, because it just "sounds 
too simple to be true." Then, of course, when 
they see it action, they can't believe that some
thing that truly ls. so simple can be so 
devastatingly effective. They're astonished when 
the fight is over and done with in the blink of an 
eye-no matter how "overmatched" one person 
may appear to be. 

Well, let me clear something up for you here: 
It ls. simple. (This system has actually been 
successfully taught to people in wheelchairs!) 
And yet it does work, just as we say it does. That 
is the reason we have included the testimonials 
from real pol ice officers and other military experts 
in this letter. 

You may not believe us ... you may not 
believe your own eyes ... but you can't discount 
the word of men who make their living 
knowing ... 

How To Win Every Fight, 
Every Time, 

With Complete Confidence! 
So please do not let your naturally-doubting 

mind keep you from trying this amazing new 
fighting system out for yourself. Remember, 
Russ has given you his word and a ridiculously
generous Money-Back Guarantee, so you risk 
absolutely nothing. 

It's high time the "good guys" took back the 
world. Call today, so you can be sure to get one 
of the first packages by return first-class mail in 
just a couple of days. 

Thanks, 

~a;_ fo. 
Leo 

For The Fastest Service Use Your Credit Card And Call Toll-FREE 

1·800-899·8153 (Ask For Department 13-B) 

PRIORITY ORDER FORM FOR Soldier of Fortune READERS ONLY! 
~ES! I'm finally ready to take responsibility for protecting myself and my loved ones, and I can see that this amazing X-Tec Fighting 
System Video package can quickly give me the devastating knowledge and skills I need! I understand that I can try out this package for a 
full 3 months, at my own pace, and if I'm not satisfied - for any reason, or for no reason - then I can return it for a complete, prompt, and 
100% refund of my purchase price. It's a great deal, with no financial risk on my part whatsoever; thanks, Russ! 

I also understand why this powerful information must be kept out of the wrong hands - therefore, I am honoring your request not to let 
"outsiders" in on this exclusive package. 
D I prefer to pay by· credit card. Please charge my: 
D Visa D MasterCard D American Express D Discover 

Card#: ________________ _ 

Expires: ____ _ 

D Enclosed is my check (payable to TRS), for $74. 
Please rush my 'X-Tec Fighting System" video package to: 

Name: ___________________ _ 

Address: ___________________ _ 

Signature City: ST: _ Zip: ___ _ 
Tactical Response Solutions • 2945 S. Mooney Blvd. Dept. 13-B • Visalia, CA 93277 

CA & VA residents add appropriate sales tax. Rush shipping available for additional charges of $10 for "2-Day" shipping and $15 for "Overnight" shipping. -----------------------------------------------------------------------
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Get The Picture . 

till uch has recently 
been written about 
"point" or "instinct" 

handgun shooting being 
more natural than aimed 
fire. Brad Steiner, writing 
for a self-defense-oriented 
journal, advises unsighted 
point shooting is superior. 
He claims involuntary re
sponses experienced in 
shoot-outs will necessitate 
looking at the adversary 
and not the sights - using 
sights in close quarters is 
impractical, slow, and im
possible in combat. 

Another author, Gene 
Zink, recently advocated 
point-shooting techniques 
at the TRA Expo, because 
using sights in close quar
ters requires excessive 
time. Another writer even 
claimed that using sights 
within 10 yards equaled 
suicide! 

I believe these "ex
perts" have not properly 
thought this matter 
through and strongly rec
ommend using your sights 
for all combat shooting, 
except extremely close 
quarters. 

There is a big differ
ence, however, in the time 
spent on sighting, corre
sponding to the difficulty 
of each shot. You need to 
learn how sharp a focus is 
required - different for a 
five-yard fast-as-you-can
hammer shot, than for a 
hostage-situation head 
shot, or a chest shot at 50 
yards. How precise a sight 
picture the shot requires 
is learned only through 
practice. 

In rapid succession, 
you must ID the target 
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and identify the spot to 
hit. Your visual focus 
should be on that spot, so 
your muscles know where 
to move the pistol when 
you think go! Ideally, this 
sharp visual focus on the 
target spot is simulta
neous with target acquisi
tion. It's like viewing your 
target with a telephoto, 
not a wide angle, lens: 
Don't look at his head, 
look at the spot between 
his eyes. Don't look at his 
chest, but his shirt button. 

This is not tunnel vi
sion, because tunnel vi
sion discounts peripheral 
vision. With target focus 
you consciously see the 
spot to hit, but remain 
aware of peripheral views. 
Like gun-handling skills 
and mind-set, how you 
"look" at targets requires 
practice. 

Next is presenting the 

pistol from holster to tar
get . This should be 
smooth, refined and free 
of superfluous movements 
- and practiced by thou
sands of repetitions. Mo
tion from holster to target 
should be reflexive. With 
practice you don't think, 
"Grip, clear, click, smack, 
look, press." You simply 
think, go! Where you "go" 
is wherever your eyes 
look, thus you "see" the 
target spot instead of just 
"noticing" the overall tar
get. Where eyes go, atten
tion follows: Where atten
tion goes, action follows. 

To illustrate, look at a 
target's chest, then with
out shifting focus bring the 
pistol to bear on his head. 
To illustrate further, look 
at one target then draw 
and bring your pistol to 
bear on another. Look at 
the single target. Look at 

by Gabriel Suarez 

the spot you would hit and 
draw to that spot. See 
how easy? 

Once the pistol reaches 
the target spot, it must 
stop to shoot, and you 
must see it stop to be 
certain the shot will go 
where intended. Think: 
"See the spot, move to 
the spot, stop on the spot. n 

As the pistol stops on
target, you shift your fo
cus from target spot to 
front sight. You are aware 
of the target in relation to 
your position and sights, 
but are not actively "look
ing" for it. As you see the 
front sight aligned on that 
target spot, shoot. 

Ideally, stopping on the 
target spot, shift of focus 
and shooting are simulta
neous. In very-close
range scenarios it's 
usually the case because 
you move as fast as pos
sible - visually only fol
lowing the physical action. 
You are not just moving 
quickly, but are "looking" 
equally fast. 

When ranges increase 
or difficulty of the shot 
intensifies, you spend 
more time sighting to 
make extra sure you are 
"on." With practice you will 
know how tight a sight 
picture each shot requires. 
Because you get away 
with coarse sight pictures 
up close does not mean 
you need no sight picture 
at all. 

Equally important is to 
see the front sight when 
the shot breaks, and see it 
leave the target spot on 

Continued on page 65 
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BUREAU 01~ 
ANTAGONIS.H, 
1'ERRORISll AND 
FRA1'RICIDE 

Thank you for "BAT-F 
Troop Rides Again" (SOF 
August '94) . Gone are the 
days of Elliot Ness and 
the Untouchables match
ing wits and weapons 
with real criminals like 
Capone, Nitty and others. 
Now, it's mostly possible 
technical violations com
mitted by Louis Katona, 
John Lawmaster, Randy 
Weaver and the Branch 
Davidians. 

It takes real men to 
burn a church to the 
ground with children in it, 
trash a man's home when 
he's not there, blow a 
woman's head off while 
she has a baby in her 
arms or physically abuse 
a woman and cause her 
to have a miscarriage. The 
Bureau of Antagonism, 
Terrorism and Fratricide 
is tough on the unborn 
and helpless. 

John R. Colling 
Marate, Florida 

ARABIAN JUS'l'ICE 
I did two tours in Saudi 

Arabia and found there is 
virtually no crime. You may 
ask why. One of the main 
reasons is that the two 
persons caught smuggling 
hash into the kingdom 
while I was there were 
executed at the end of the 
week. The law there is 
simple - you commit a 
felony, including dealing 
drugs, you go to chop
chop square and part with 
your head. 

America just doesn't 
really want to get tough 
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on crime. But getting 
tough works. You can 
bet that little shithead 
Michael Fay won't be 
spraying graffiti on cars 
anywhere in the world af
ter getting his ass whipped 
with a cane. 

Name withheld on 
request 

NRA: UWE I'I' 
Oil I.EAVE 

Lately I have been read
ing more and more letters 
to the editor 
expressing neg
ative views 
of the NRA. 
One in particu
lar blamed the 
NRA for putting 
guns in our chil
dren's hands. 

Don't forget the anti
gunners and anti-hunters 
are in the same bed. So 
let the NRA do what they 
must to protect our shoot
ing freedom. The NRA is 
up front watching it all and 
getting information that 
you and I will never hear 
about. Send them what 
money you can and sup
port them. If you do not 
agree, at least shut up. 

Geary GaNison 
South Haven, Michigan 

is the correct one? 
They know that gun 

control will not cut crime; 
they know that gun con
trol will leave victims 
helpless; they know the 
police cannot be there to 
help you. These people 
have their own agenda: to 
disarm us by any means 
possible. 

It is time we stop 
preaching to the choir. We 
are systematically being 
disarmed while we shout 

We would 
be leaving our 
guns at the 
club if they 
were not there. 
The fact is the 
liberals want all 
our guns. Do 
these people 
that bad-mouth 
the NRA un
derstand the 

~ 'flE.'LL 1R'1' 10 GET 1100' ltlOTll Wllll AS UTILE l'ROUBLE . ~ A:l5SIBLE, MR. llAITI , llUr 
I 51\0UlD 1tLL YOO lw;r BLOWl~G YOUR HEAD OFF REMAINS All Ol'TlON ... 

fine print and the games 
that must be played? I 
doubt it. 

In my view, anyone that 
does not support the 
NRA's policies is anti-gun. 
The people that write 
these letters against the 
NRA must be liberal 
anti-gunners trying to di
vide us. Think about it. 
Some magazines try to 
show all sides, but why? 
There can be only one 
side: You are either for or 
against shooting and hunt
ing sports. 

AN'l'l-GUNNEllS 
AllEN''I' S'l'UPID 

It seems to me that we 
are wasting time shouting 
pro-gun statistics at our 
government and members 
of HCI. These people are 
educated and know well 
both sides of the gun is
sue. There is no doubt in 
my mind that they know 
the statistics better than 
we do. Knowing this, 
why are we wasting 
time trying to convince 
them that our position 

figures and statistics to 
people who know them, 
who don't care and 
who laugh at us while we 
expend our energy in use
less debate. The anti-gun
ners are making progress 
while we do nothing more 
than get mad and try to 
"reason" with them. It is 
obvious that our govern
ment is no longer listening. 

Lowry Wilson 
Beckley, West Virginia 
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NOTHING ELSE 
EVEN COMES CLOSE! 

• PLATINUM • GOLD • SIL VER • BOOKS & VIDEOS • CASIO WATCHES • SWISS ARMY WATCHES • 

ANNOUNCING THE ULTIMATE 
SURVIVAL SOURCE BOOK 

Safe-Trek Outfitters NEW 150 Page Catalog 

• Large 11" x 14" format, excellent 
photographs and product 
descriptions. Over 400 items shown, 
thousands of items available. Rifle 
scopes, flashlights, sleeping bags, 
proprietary survival and medical 
kits, storage foods, binoculars, water 
purifiers and desalinators, knives, 
books, teaching videos and self 
defense sprays. Discount prices! 

• We've Added Over 400 Book Titles 

• Over 300 New Products 

• Lower Food Prices 

• 15011" x 14" Pages 

• The Finest and Most Complete 

First Aid and Survival Kits Available 

SAFE-TREK OUTFITTERS • 1716 West Main • Bozeman, MT 59715 • 406-587-5571 
TO ORDER TOLL FREE CALL: 

e1:11n1t111:t111 
24 HOUR A DAY FAX: 406-586-4842 Price: $10.00 

VISA • MASTERCARD 
DISCOVER 
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GUN OWNERS' 
l..AS1' S'l'AND 

We spend far too much 
time preaching to each 
other about what may well 
be the demise of gun own
ership in America. We 
need to ask ourselves 
what we are actually pre
pared to do to stop those 
who would deprive us of a 
right that predated even 
our own Constitution. 

Sure, we rally. We 
phone. We write letters. 
We send money. And we 
are ignored by a coterie of 
political elitists. We are 
branded as a lunatic 
fringe by those who are 
terrified by the thought of 
an armed citizenry de
manding their rights. 

The NRA, the largest 
and most powerful lobby
ing organization, is just 
that, a lobbying organiza
tion, run by lobbyists, to 
lobby and collect money. 
I'll continue to be an 
NRA member and donate 

to the ILA but with little 
hope for any meaningful 
or effective action from 
that quarter. 

We as individual gun 
owners are going to have 
to make the cost too high 
for gun grabbers to toler
ate, and that is likely to 
take a level of sacrifice 
none of us counted on. 
The gun grabbers know 
where to go to collect 
our firearms when a con
fiscation law is finally 
passed. On that day the 
requisite sacrifice for the 
defense of freedom will 
be all too apparent and 
that I will be killed is an 
accepted given. My only 
qualm comes from con
templating the penalty to 
my immortal soul for in
flicting a lopsided kill ra
tio on whatever fascist 
sturmabteilung they send 
to violate my right and 
murder me if I resist. 

If gun grabbers aren't 
going to respect us, per-

haps they should at least 
fear us. Fear may be a 
poor substitute for respect, 
but it is far better than the 
contempt in which they 
now hold us. 

Dana F. Bonnett 
Twp. of Washington, 
New Jersey 

DEt:l'A HEANS 
SEl,H,ESS SEll\TWE 

Thanks for the article 
on Randy and Gordy 
("Above And Beyond the 
Call," SOF Sept. '94), the 
fellow unit members that 
were awarded the Medal 
of Honor. 

The most important 
thing about the awards is 
something that, unless 
you're in the unit, you 
could never know. That is 
the fact that any two Delta 
operators would have 
done exactly the same 
thing as Randy and Gordy. 
Such is the level of se~ 
less service that is the 
unspoken creed of this or-

"Special Purchase Allo"W"s Price Breakthrough" 

ganization. I felt it was 
time to let that fact be 
known in light of the dis
turbing times we Ameri
cans are enduring now. 

Let us also never for
get the other unit mem
bers who gave their 
lives for freedom in 
Somalia: Dan Busch , 
Tim Martin, Earl Filmore 
and Matt Rierson. May we 
live up to the sacrifices 
they made. 

One minor technical 
note: We use customized 
M1911A1 Government 
Model .45s as our stan
dard sidearm , not M9 
Berettas. 

"One Of The Boys" 
Fort Bragg, 
North Carolina 

HEU/SA 
llEl..A'l'IVE 'l'HING 

As a Desert Storm vet, 
it's whiny letters like 
Edmond Gaudelli's that 
really get my goat 
("FLAK'' SOF Aug. '94). 

Catalog s4oo 
Product Video *l.000 

The Leader In Technology for 
~$]ng, Sig.,._J3ing, Photographing 

and VidlCltaping In The Dark 

NIGHT VISION 
GOGGLES 

NIGHT VISION 
WEAPON SIGHTS 

I GEN. 
ANJPVS-28 Weapon Sight 

II & Ill GEN.* 

ANJPVS-4 
Weapon Sight 

s2aso00 

· Photo/Video Adapter lnduded 
• New with Excellent Cond. Intensifier 

"Ill Gen. POR 

• Includes Weapon Mounting & 
Photo/Video Adapter. 

II & Ill GEN.* 
NIGHT EXPLORER 
• Photo/Video Adapter lnduded 

• New with Excellent Conct Intensifier 
• A Choice ol Two Lenses from 
1X, 2X or3X "Ill Gen. P.0.R. 

Grade 1 s1 sso00 

Grade 2 $135QOO 

II GEN. 

llGEN. 
NVG-500 

Starlight Goggles 
• Includes: Cold Weather Heaters 

't · Excellent Cond. 

, Grade I $245QOO 
Grade 2 s22sooo 

SCJPVS-700 
Mono-Tube Goggle 

s2295oo 
• Excellent Cond. 

• 2X & 3X Lens Included 

lllGEN. 
AN/PVS-78 

Mono-Tube Goggle 

' I 
/ 

• 3X Add-on Available 

(New· Standard ) 

STANO Components 
P.O.Box2048 • CarsonCity,Nevada89702 • (702)246-5281 / (702)246-5283/ Fax(702)246-5211 
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Here's a guy still bitching 
about no brass band at 
the airport when he got 
home and three years 
later still wants people to 
kiss his ass for doing his 
duty. This is a guy with a 
family, a good job and 
good health. 

What the hell else do 
you want, Edmond? If 
you feel like crying on 
someone's shoulder, go 
to the nearest homeless 
shelter and find a fellow 
Desert Storm vet whose 
old lady dumped him 
while he was gone and 
found himself out of a 
job as well. I'm sure 
he'll agree that your life 
is a living hell compared 
to his. 

Tech. Sgt. James 
R. Dowell, USAF 
Tucson, Arizona 

HISSING U NK 
I have every issue of 

SOF except October '93 
(I left it in a rental car) . 

Is there any 
way to get back 
issues? If so, 
what's the drill? 

Tom Tasman 
Chicago, 
Illinois 

Limited num
bers of SOF 
back issues are 
available. Cost is 
$5 per issue, 
and that includes 
postage. Many 
of the early is
sues are sold 
out as are a few 
of the more current ones. 
Call us to find out if the 
issue(s) you want are still 
in stock. 

If you are looking for a 
specific article but don 't 
know the year and month 
it appeared, we will try to 
help you find it but can 
offer no guarantees. You 
need to know either the 
topic, title , author or 
roughly what was on the 

AT LAST! 

cover for us to have a 
good chance of finding an 
article for you. 

October '93 had "U.S. 
Navy SEALs: What It 
Takes!" written by Larry 
Bailey as the cover story. 
There are approximately 
100 copies of this issue 
remaining. 

WIU'l'E 'l'O .'i(JJ? 
We invite reader com-

ments: Send letters to 
SOF, c/o FLAK, P.O. Box 
693, Boulder, CO 80306. 
Due to limited space 
we reserve the right to 
edit for content and brev
ity. Please include an ad
dress or phone number. 
We will with hold you r 
name on request. ~ 

The SOF Classic Collection! 

Rhodesian #1003 

Available for a limited time! 
Sizes: M,L,XL,XXL 

SOF Logo 
W#l002 

T-shirts: Only $12.95 
Polo Shirts: Only $18.95 r-

Name ------------------~ QTY ITEM NO. SIZE PRICE EA. TOTAL 

I Address _ _ __________ _ 

I City --------------
State _ ______ _ 

I Clip and Mail To: 

Zip ____ _ 

I 
Facets 
576 Aztec Drive 
Boulder, CO 80303 

*Add $3.00 for first shir t S&H 
*Add $1.00 ea. additional shirts S&H 
*Add $1.00 for XXL S&H 

Sub Total 
S&H* 

3% Sales Tax 
(Colorado Residl'ntS Only) 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I Foreign orders add $10.00 for Shipping _J I 
.... ____________________ ... 

MC/VISAO CK O MOO TOTAL 
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Pinhole CCTV 
Camera 
System 
Complete pinhole system 
includes; 4mm pinhole lens, 
mini -CCD camera, mount, 
B&W monitor, cable, power 
supplies and a 24-hour time 
lapse VHS recorder. Retail 
$3,650. SALE $2,495 (ship/ 
ins $35). 

Disguised cameras from 
$495 . (Smoke detector, 
emergency lights, etc.) 

COVERT VIDEO SPECIALISTS 
Wireless Video Transmitters & Receivers . Call . 

Complete CCTV system design and installation available 
worldwide. 

·' Match Box Transmitter 
TK-100 Tuneable FM Transmitter Kit• with 
matching receiver $199 (ship/ins $7). 

TK-500 UHF Crystal Controlled Professional 
Transmitter Kit * $349 (ship/ins $7). Available 

on two frequenc ies. Extra lithium batteries $8 each. 
Professional High Gain Two Channel Receiver $1,200 (ship/ins $20). 

Telephone Transmitter 
TK-200 FM Tuneable Transmitter Kit* with tunable 
receiver $199 (ship/ins $7). 

TK-600 UHF Crystal Controlled Professional 
Quality Transmitter Kit• $399. Two frequencies 
available. Works with scanner or professional high 
gain receiver. 

*NOTICE: Transmitter kits require simple 
(10 minute) final assembly. 

• Body Wire and Receiver Set $299 (ship/ins $10) 

• Body Wire Detector $695 (ship/ins $10) 

• Complete Basic Countermeasures Kit $1,495 (ship/ins $35) 

• Tap Nullifier. Jams telephone taps. $695 (ship/ins $10) 

Audio Surveillance Kit 
Includes; 

Body wire and receiver, Rece iver for FM Transmitter 
VHF crysta l controlled Touch Tone decoder 

Telephone recording system Cal l Logger 
Mini microphone w/ampl ifier Lineman 's handset (telephone) 

and 25' cable 
1 

Contact microphone 
FM Match Box Transmitter Kit Telephone Infinity Ear 
FM Telephone Transmitter Kit Taps & Bugs Video 

Assembled in a briefcase. $1,495 (ship/ins $25). 

Telephone 
Recording System 
Complete system includes; extended 
play recorder, 140 minute cassette, 
power supply, te lephone interface for 
standard single and multi -line 
te lephones, alligator clip adapters for 
attaching the recorder anywhere along 
the telephone line. Includes everything 
you need to record your cal ls. 

Starts and stops automatica lly. Voice activated. Optional "beep" mode. EP-500 
Telephone Recording System $195 (ship/ins $7). 

Record for 12 hours with EPPl's Professional Model Pro-12 Telephone Recording 
System $399 (ship/ins $19). 

• Call Logger II - keeps an electronic record of all OUTGOING cal ls (phone numbers) 
made from any single line telephone. Even shows local numbers that your phone bi ll 
won't. Attaches anywhere along the line . $189 (ship/ins $10). 

• Telephone Taps and Room Bugs. How they're done and how to defe#athe . 
Survei llance expert reveals trade secrets, step by step. Shows many of the 
actual devices. One hour VHS $49.95 (ship/ins $4). IDE 

• Israeli Instinctive Combat Shooting Method. One hour step by step 
lesson. Filmed in Israel. VHS. Reta il $49.95 Limited Offer $29.95 (ship/ins 3). 

KGB Photo Sniper System 
Camera, shoulder stock, 
300mm lens, filters, ca rrying 
case etc. A tremendous va lue. 
Only $599 (ship/ins $25). This 
is THE system used by 
surveillance teams in former 
East Block Countries. 

Night Vision 
WARNING! 

Not all Russian night vision is equal. Don't get burned buy
ing cheap junk or units that produce dangerous x-rays. 

• Binocu lars 
• Riflescopes 

• Handheld viewers 

• Complete camera systems 

Invest in quality at excellent prices. Call EPP/. 

tJOllCEJ lhtsc p1oducts ore mt ended and sold only for !tie poc~es of 1cs11115 5'\d upcumenuu1on aid uamlfl5 m e!ecuomc countvmcawrts. /Vry 
otha us.c rruy be 1llc~ . fCC l1cermns rmy be required prior to osscmbly. Not to be used for sur1cplllious lfltocept1cn of oal co~1couom. All 
equ1pfl'\Cf\t 1s sold subJctl to plblic 1.,-..,. 90·351. title Ill, 18 U.S.C. Sectiori 25 11 , AJl locol, sldtc, cmd ledtfdl ord1r.onccs, 1111e:s, rc9ulotl0f\s, etc. 111s 
the s.ole ie:spons1b1hty ol the buyu (ool lhe se ller ) to conwlt le9ol counsel tor in terprct.,t1on of dflY 1$WS dpphc®lt to the llrl:d of intended use. 

• I VISA' I 

Surveillance/CounterSur. 
Hands-on Seminars 

Two days - held bi-monthly 

$495 
Call for dates and reservations 

Executive Protection Products, Inc. • The Professionals 
1325 lmola Ave. W. #5045, Napa, CA 94559 707-153-7141 FAX 707-253-7149 MCNisa 



The Great 
Azeri Oil Scam 

western companies are 
in pursuit of the right to drill for an 
estimated $50 billion worth of oil in 
the Caspian Sea off the former So
viet republic of Azerbaijan. But the 
waters of competition are being mud
died by a new and roguish scoundrel 
in their midst, who is using an oppor
tunistic but novel approach to getting 
the jump on the rest: supplying the 
Azeri government with Afghan mer
cenaries and former U.S. military 
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by Thomas Golt~. 

trainers to assist in the ongoing but 
undeclared war with Armenia over 
the disputed territory of Nagorno
Karabakh. 

In an arena dominated by interna
tional giants such as British Petro
leum (BP), Chevron, Amoco and 
Shell, few people had heard of the 
Marietta, Georgia, based MEGA Oil 
until it appeared inAzerbaijan in early 
1992. The company's CEO, Gary 
Best, was not even an oil man, and is 

In a scenario similar to the Balkans, 
the breakup of the Soviet Union has 
sparked Armenians and Azeris to fight 
over long-disputed territory. In fighting 
last year, Azerbaijan lost some 20% of 
its territory. Photo: Stanley Greene 

described by former associates as an 
"importer of watches" from south
east Asia to the United States. 

Even more unlikely is the alleged 
reason for setting up an oil company 
in the first place. According to one of 
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HThe point was to train young Azeris to be 
able to defend their country out of a 

sense of patriotism ... The last thing they 
needed was a bunch of mercenaries to 

fight their war for ttnem." 

- rework some of the 35,000 der
elict oil wells in the USSR, using 
Western technology. The most prom
ising patch, it appeared, was in newly 
independent Azerbaijan, where 100 
years of erratic, inefficient Soviet
style production had left literal for
ests of creaking, rusting derricks 

"The Azerbaijani army, or what 
passed for one, was being torn apart 
by the Armenians in Karabakh, 
mainly due to a lack of training," 
Aderholt said. "I told the government 
[of then President Ayaz Mutalibov] 
that they should make an official re
quest to the United States for a mo
bile training team. I also told them 
they would not get it, but that it was 
best to have an official request on 
record. Then I told them to start shop
ping around the private sector for ad
visers to do the same thing." 

To that end, Aderholt had an idea. 
With the help of his old comrade in 
arms, General Richard Secord, he of-

the company's early partners, retired 
Brigadier General Harry "Heine" 
Aderholt, MEGA's (or Gary Best's) 
involvement in the former Soviet 
Union evolved from the idea of track
ing down American POWs allegedly 
still held in Vietnam. At that time, 
and far removed from the oil patch, 
the program was that the Moscow
based Soviet Peace Committee would 
use their good offices in Hanoi to 
secure the release of missing Ameri 
cans, while Best would use his rela
tionship with Afghan Prime Minister 
Gulbuddin Hekmatyar to release So
viet POWs held since the end of the 
Afghan war. This was to have been a 
not-for-profit humanitarian venture. 

Enclaved Armenians in Nagorno-Karabakh hold steadfastly to territorial gains, amid 
charges of ethnic cleansing and war crimes. Losses by ill-trained, ill-led and ill
equipped Azeris sometim~s number 1 o to one. Photo: Stanley Greene 

The project failed to track down 
any Americans, but Best succeeded 
in getting some Russians released by 
the Afghan mujahideen - or at least 
claiming credit for it. 

"It was Gary Best's project and he 
should be congratulated on his suc
cess," said Aderholt in a 40-minute 
telephone conversation with me 
from Baku to Florida. "It is about the 
only good thing I have to say about 
him now." 

But further POW release plans 
would require further financing, and 
Aderholt had a unique plan to earn it 

trying to suck the last drops of oil 
from ancient subterranean oil fields. 
Aside from oil-field technology, 
there was also another sector where 
the Azeris needed help: in military 
matters. 

The attraction to promoters - both legitimate and cut from the cloth of Gary Best 
- is the extensive but decrepit and inefficiently worked oil fields in Azerbaijan, and 
off-shore in the Caspian Sea, where estimates of reserves run as high as $50 bil/lon. 
Photo: Stanley Greene 
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fered to train 5,000 Azeri troops for 
rapid deployment missions in the es
calating war over Karabakh. The price 
tag was $10 million, with a special 
emergency medical evacuation pro
gram thrown in gratis. A query by the 
Azeris about the possibility of hiring 
Afghan mercenaries was rejected by 
Aderholt and Secord. 

"The point was to train young 
Azeris to be able to defend their coun
try out of a sense of patriotism," 
Aderholt said. "The last thing they 
needed was a bunch of mercenaries 
to fight their war for them." 

Aderholt points out that the mili
tary assistance program was to be re
garded on its own merits and had 
nothing to do with MEGA Oil ' s 
project to increase the productivity 
of old oil wells, although a portion of 
those profits were still to have been 
funneled into the POW release 
project. But the coincidental identity 
of most, if not all, of the players in 
the two projects stands out - par
ticularly Secord. When he made his 
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When The Old Boy Net Catches A Carp 
Through adroit use of his talent as a con man and by 

prostituting contacts in the POW/MIA network, Gary Best 
was able to assume an identity as one of the Good Guys, 
further involving himself in circles of those who espouse, 
fund and act in humanitarian capacities. With these 
illusionary credentials, and becoming known by the 
company he was keeping, Best was able to set into 
motion schemes that were far beyond his ability to 
marshal. Dependent upon others to make things actually 
work, Best was at a loss when the men of substance left 
him, and he was left to his own devices. Best's own 
devices, it becomes obvious, are but treachery, deceit 
and plain old scam artistry. Such a house of cards must 
ultimately fall: Karma catches up with the best of them if 
they linger too long at the scene. , 

Not only was Gary Best able to con real players such 
as Ponder Oil into investing millions in his shell corpora
tion MEGA Oil, but when they showed up in Azerbaijan 
with real equipment to do a real job, he then in turn used 
them to further establish his legitimacy. And he did the 
same with the peripheral projects, such as providing 
military training and medevac facilities. Combine that 
with the fact that most of his deals were made with 
Azeris who were working more for their own ends than for 
national interest, and that Best simply didn't know what 
he was doing in military matters (not that he did in oil 
either), and the die was cast for failure as soon as the 
real talent got fed up and went home. As always, people 
who freelance as military advisers, medics or other semi
volunteers at the hands-on level are the first to lose. 

SOF has interviewed a number of men who were 
sucked in by Best, almost all of them duped because of 
the credibility he had assumed from rubbing shoulders 
with real players. The stories are pretty much the same: 
of the too-good-to-be-true recruiting offers through the old 
boy net, (some even posed at the main gate at Fort 
Benning), the insurance coverage that never existed, the 
pay that never would be, and of the impossibility of the 
situation in-country. 

True to form, Best's unethical conduct eventually 
ruined relations with the very people they were to have 
been helping, even to the point that suppl ies to the 
now-unpaid volunteer training and medical cadre were 
cut. The host country was to become displeased with 

Best and anyone brought in by Best. And when some 
of the more professional cadre continued to train 
Azeris with or without supplies, they were to see their 
proteges wasted as cannon fodder. When the effort 
faltered as professionals from ground level on up 
distanced themselves from Best, Best then filled in 
with Afghan muj ahideen and unqualified Western 
hirees which, when mixed with untrained Azeris, 
resulted in the predictable battlefield results. As one 
recruited cadre - who gave up a career position to 
join the effort to help the Azeris - succinctly put it, 
"Best is one of the lowest-life pieces of shit I have ever 
seen, and what he is doing to those people [Azeris], it 
is unforgivable. " 

Of the roughly 30 or so former military trainers who 
were recruited to train the Azeris, it is not known how 
many are still there. All but the most idealistic were 
driven off early on when it was clear there would be 
virtually no material support, no overall strategy - and 
no pay. That little was accomplished is not surprising in 
light of the following, typical , quote from one of the 
participants interviewed by SOF: 

"When I got there, there wasn't any training going on 
at all. Apparently before that they had tried to do a bit of 
training and brought smoke jumpers for some reason. 
They were going to apparently try and get a little 
airborne school going and were doing some heliocasting 
and some rappelling but the soldiers were too ii/
equipped; it was snowing at the time and the soldiers 
were going out there in bedroom slippers trying to 
heliocast and rappel and they were wanting to do this 
stuff, just dying to learn anything that we could teach 
them, but we couldn't take them out there, they didn't 
have any clothes or uniforms or boots." 

Others interviewed stated that's pretty much how it 
was all over at ground level. How was it in the higher 
echelons of Gary Best's pretend army? There did not 
appear to be a discernible chain of command, but the 
demeanor ofthe activity was the same. All who have 
dealt with Best, from SOF Publisher Robert K. Brown on 
down, have offered the same candid, unprintable 
assessment . Wateh for a story on the life and times of 
Gary Best in a future issue. 

-SOF Staff 

first appearance in Azerbaijan early 
in 1992, for example, Secord came 
at MEGA's expense. Even stranger 
was the special privileges afforded 
MEGA from the Azerbaijani security 
departments. 

was due to Gary's good contacts," 
said Ponder President Joe Ponder at a 
rendezvous in a smoky Baku bar. "It 
was just the start of a lot of funny 
business with Gary Best." 

On an earlier trip to Moscow to put 
together a convoluted POW exchange 
deal between Afghanistan, Russia, 
Vietnam and the United Steites are Gen. 
Harry "Heine" Aderholt (center), Gary 
Best (rear), POW activist Tom Flaherty 
(right), and their Russian translator 
Elena. Photo: courtesy Tom Flaherty 

When MEGA's primary investor, 
the Alice, Texas, based Ponder Inter
national, first brought oil-rig rework
ing equipment to the country, the 
company's "rope, dope and smoke" 
(oilmanese for the essentials of the 
trade) landed at a military airport 
where the usual customs formalities 
(and even passport control) were dis
pensed with. 

"We thought it was a little odd, 
but we just wanted to believe that it 
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Other "funny business" included 
the arrival of planes on the military 
airstrip that had nothing to do with 
Ponder 's project, as well as the sur
reptitious arrival of other American 
"oilmen" who "didn 't know a well 
from a hole in the ground," accord
ing to Joe Ponder. Many of the strang
ers stayed in a dacha complex 
managed by the Interior Ministry just 
north of the capital, fueling specula
tion at the time that the new republic 
of Azerbaijan had worked a deal with 

the CIA, trading off the use of its 
territory for covert activities against 
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neighboring Iran in exchange for 
"protection" from Russia. 

Acc0rding to Aderholt, however, 
there was neither a contract for the 
military assistance program, nor for 
any work in the oil field. Secord, for 
his part, told the international oil jour-

Aderholt also parted company with 
Best in August of that year due to the 
latter 's unethical behavior. Pressure 
by the U.S. Embassy in Baku on the 
Elchibey government was also a fac
tor: Despite the fact that private 
American companies are involved in 

military train
ing in Saudi 
Arabia and the 
Gulf states 
(and Turkish 
trainers in 
Azerbaijan, al
beit at the ex
pense of the 
Turkish gov
ernment to 
prevent misal-
1 o cation), 
MEGA was 
shown the door 
in 1992. 

Rahim Gaziyev, Azeri minis•er of defense throughout MEGA 
period, is thought to have stolen inii"lions earmarked for national 
army, to build private armies - specifically, renegade 709th 
"Ganje" Brigade of Colonel Surat Husseinov, which toppled 
nationalist regime of Abulfe.z Elchib~y in June 1993. Gaziyev 
was subsequently jailed by Heydar 41iyev for treason. 

But follow
ing a putsch 
against Elchibey 
in June 1993 
and the return 
from political Photo: Oleg Litvin " 

nal Nefte Compass that · Mutalibov 
could !\Ot make up his mind whether 
he wanted to build up a nationa_l army 
to do battle with)he Armenians, or 
concentrate on creating a presiden
tial guard to protect him from .do
mestic opponents. 

In ·any event, domestic pressure 
forced Mutalibov to resign in March 
1992, and a nationalist academic 
named Abulfez Elchibey was elected 
president in June of that year, at 
which point MEGA's problems be
gan for real. 

Ponder had begun work on several 
Caspian Sea oil rigs in May, but soon 
after the nationalists came to power, 
they announced that MEGA was not 
a registered company in Azerbaijan, 
that there was no contract, and thus 
no payment due. 

"We never got paid a dime for our 
work and we have invoices and losses 
amounting to $13 million," Ponder 
said. " I guess we were not sufficiently 
diligent in checking out Gary Best ... 
before we got into)ed." 

Ponder Oil left the MEGA consor
tium in· November but decided to stay 
on in Azerbaijan in hopes of getting 
its own contracts in the service sec
tor, with patchy (no worse than the 
major oil firms) results. Secord and 
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exile of former 
Azerbaijan strongman Heydar Aliyev 
(or, more specifically, the continued 
rise in power of Azerbaijani million
aire, Rasul Guliyev, now chairman of 
parliament), Gary Best was back. And 
when he returned, the MEGA "Oil" 
program was much more specifically 
geared toward military assistance than 
it was .on the oil patch - much to the 
chagrin of the original architects of 
both projects as well as rival firms, 
big and small, playing the Caspian 
oil sweepstakes. 

"Dick Secord and myself have had 
nothing to do with MEGA Oil or the 
military training project since August 
1992," Aderholt said. "I last spoke to 
Gary Best in November of 1993, when 
he called to ask if we would come 
back. We said 'no way' so long as he 
was heading the project. We thought 
it would be a disaster and it has been." 

Best, a man with no former expe
rience in either oil or the army, has 
been so reluctant to speak with the 
press that he has become virtually 
invisible in Baku. But traces of his 
attempt to rejuvenate the MEGA Oil/ 
military assistance program are ev
erywhere in Azerbaijan. In addition 
to using his connections to the Af
ghan mujahideen to provide a group 
of approximately 1,000 mercena_ries 

for frontline use in the war over 
Karabakh (international military jour
nals suggest a total of 2,500 Afghans 
there), he also attempted to duplicate · 
the Secord/Aderholt "force multi
plier" project by bringing in several 
dozen Americans with special forces 
backgrounds to train the Azerbaijani 
army - although quality was not nec
essarily a criteria in Best's selection 
process. His "recruits" were gener
ally both Jong in tooth and long out 
of the loop. 

One of the trainers, speaking to 
this correspondent in a Baku bar on 
the grounds of absolute anonymity, 
but clearly motivated by a growing 
disgust with Best, suggested that 
while the core group came from 
"a small circle of professionals 
with previous U.S . government 
contracts in places like Afghanistan 
and Iraq," many of the Ameri
cans brought to Azerbaijan were 
"the kind of psychos who an
swer ads in magazines." He said 
that of some 35 men contracted for 

Colonel Surat Husseinov - "self-made 
millionaire" and "hero of Azerbaijan" 
for devotion to war effort ... In reality, a 
GAU agent whose money came as 
middleman for arms purchases from 
Russian 104th Airborne Division 
stationed in Ganje, and the money man 
behind MEGA Oil/Gary Best scam. 
Promoted to "Generalissimo" of 
Karabakh war effort, summer 1992, he 
was dismissed along with Rahim 
Gaziyev in February 1993, whereupon 
he pulled his men and equipment off 
front, causing general collapse. Seen 
here in June 1993, after unsuccessful 
effort by government to rein him in, 
telling his men to march on Baku 
and "clean out the filth." A week later, 
the elected government fled the capital 
without a fight, and Husseinov was 
elected prime minister. Gary Best 
was soon persona grata again. 
Photo: Thomas Goltz 
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Best and MEGA 
Oil in a Texas 
court. 

" Gary Best is 
making himself a 
lot of enemies," 
said one former 
associate. "And 
Azerbaijan is not 
making itself too 
many friends with 
people like him 
around - in or out 
of the oil patch." 

Helicopter evacuation of Kelbadzhar, after collapse of northern front in Karabakh due to Surat 
Husseinov pulling men off line. Photo: Thomas Goltz 

Sources close to 
the military sup
port program gone 
awry say that sev
eral of the trainers 
have decided to 
express their anger 
about not getting 
paid by floating a 
$10,000 price over 
Best's head. 

the training operation, only a handful 
remained. Broken promises about 
working conditions was one reason 
many had left. Best reportedly seized 
"everything from passports to peanut 
butter" from one group of arriving 
trainers, and has fudged on payment. 
Another reason for disenchantment 
with the Best project came when the 
Azerbaijan Ministry of Defense be
gan using the elite troops for cannon 
fodder in the Karabakh conflict. 

"You may as well use a Mercedes 
to plow a minefield," an American 
trainer said. "You might like what we 
do or you might not like it, but we 
are professionals, and we are not used 
to seeing our efforts being wasted in 
such a manner." 

The wastage occurred this winter, 
when Azerbaijan, after losing some 
20% of its territory to Armenian arms 
over the past year, launched a mas
sive offensive against entrenched po
sitions. The attack, spearheaded by 
the Afghan mercenaries and the newly 
trained commando units, petered out 
after two months and huge losses. 
Western observers say the Azeris lost 
at least 5,000 men (some say as many 
as 10,000) and gained little ground. 
Armenian loses were a tenth of that. 

One reason for the high rate of 
attri tion, in the opinion of expert ob
servers, is that in addition to being 
still improperly trained, many of the 
Azeri elite groups were issued dys
functional equipment, such as anti-
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tank rockets that were designed for 
practic~, with no armor-penetrating 
capabil'ity. 

Meanwhile, rumors of yet another 
military training/supply program co
mingled with the oil sector are now 
making the rounds. This time the talk 
involves a former Azerbaijani nego
tiator with contacts in the United 

"Practice rounds are a lot cheaper, 
and the middleman can keep the 
difference,'' the source cynically 
pointed out. 

Yaqub ("The Mule") Mamedov, 
sculptor turned militia commander in 
the frontline city of Agdam. Accused 
of running his own war, he was 
arrested but died in prison while 
awaiting trial for treason, including 
charges he murdered frontline 
commanders who discovered his 
tricks - like hiding bodies in refrig
erators while collecting combat pay of 
dead men ... until he sold corpses 
back to families. Photo: Thomas Goltz 

Kingdom and 
United States. If 
this is true, the 
Azeris had better 
keep real people 
in charge because 
odds are good 
they will need a 
real armed force. 
The fragile peace 
accord signed last 
May between rep
resentatives from 
Armenia and 
Karabakh and the 
Azerbaijan gov
ernment to stop 
the six-year-old 
conflict may or 
may not hold. If 
the cease-fire 
fails, sources in 
Yerevan, Arme
nia, say that an 
Armenian offen
sive is likely. 

Weirder still are 
Best 's activities be
hind the lines. 
In addition to the 
training of Azeri 
commandos and , 
presumably, the sup
ply of weaponry 
both good and bad, 
he also began using 
his restored status to 
get back at some of 
his former partners. 
On 18 August 1993, 
backed by about a 
dozen armed men in 
military uniforms, 
Best broke into 
Ponder's Azerbaijan 
headquarters and 
seized a satellite 
telephone and other 
electronic equip
ment at gunpoint, 
and threatened to 
return to take other 
oil-sector related 
provisions. Ponder made an official 
complaint to the government of 
Azerbaijan, has asked the FBI to in
vestigate and has lodged a suit against 

Istanbul-based 
Thomas Goltz has been covering the 
Azeri-Armenian conflict almost from 
its start. This is his first contribution 
to SOF. ~ 
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Beira Oil Depot Annihilated 
In SAS Revenge Raid 

Text & Photos by Bob McKenna 

Resolute mosquitoes 
circled my head in close, whining 
orbits· as I impatiently waited in the 
hot, dank air of the Mozambican tidal 
swamp for a radio message from Cap
tain Colin Willis, my second in com
mand. After our struggle through the 
slimy, deep muck of the mangrove 
swamps, he and seven men had 
slipped away to plant explosives on 
the fuel and water pipelines that ran 
between the oil docks and our target, 
before they moved into their firing 
positions. 

Once in place, our combined ele
ments would be able to initiate a dev
astating crossfire from our RPG-7s 
and RPDs, but Colin was taking 
longer than planned. Including those 
eight men, there were 17 of us con
cealed by the darkness around 
Mozambique's national fuel storage 
depot. We were about to fire it up. 

Big Dare 

Mozambique's port city of Beira 
was a strange place for a Rhodesian 
Special Air Service captain to be, 
dressed in Mozambican Frelimo cam
ouflage, covered in mud and black 
face paint, feeding mosquitoes. It was 
23 March 1979, seven years into the 
Rhodesian war against communist
inspired, trained and armed guerrilla 
fighters intent on overthrowing the 
Rhodesian government. The SAS was 
about to execute one of its most au
dacious attacks of the war to date, 
and, in the interests of "plausible 
deniability," give all the blame/credit 
to someone else. 
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Mozambique borders the entire 
eastern side of Rhodesia (now Zim
babwe), and the Mozambican com
munist government of Samora Machel 
had long been providing Robert 
Mugabe's ZANLA terrorists with ex
tensive support in logistics and train
ing. The Mozambique national 
resistance, Renamo, had sprung up to 
fight Machel's regime, and Rhode
sian special forces sometimes assisted 

them. Because they shared the goal 
of toppling Machel and replacing him 
with a pro-Western democratic gov
ernment, and because Renamo some
times provided good intelligence on 
ZANLA activities, the relationship 
between Renamo and the Rhodesian 
SAS was mutually beneficial. The 

night's work ahead of us was to be one 
of our major combined operations. 

In the spirit of the SAS motto 
"Who Dares Wins," my raiding party 
had infiltrated Mozambique's second 
largest port to blow the Munhava oil 
storage depot. Many large Frelimo 
(Mozambique army) garrisons were 
located in and around the city, along 
with a major air base and several AAA 
and coastal defense installations. Just 
two kilometers from downtown, the 
depot was in a well-defended and 
heavily populated area on an estuary 
that formed part of the harbor. 

Supposedly secure because of their 
distance from Rhodesia, and from ar
eas of Renamo guerrilla activity, Io
c al troops did little patrolling, 
although their AA guns were reported 
to be constantly manned. During our 
approach to the fuel farm we had seen 
a few policemen patrolling a road, 
but no military activity. We knew that 
would change as soon as we started 
our attack. 

Rhodie Revenge 

In addition to punishing Machel 
and enhancing Renamo's credibil ity, 
there was another strong motivation 
for our raid. Just a few months ear
lier, ZANLA guerrillas had damaged 
a fuel storage depot in Salisbury, Rho
desia. We wanted revenge, and we 
wanted to issue a warning that in the 
future such acts would bring retribu
tion in kind. 

Comprising more than 40 huge fuel 
tanks, several sheds containing thou
sands of 200-Iiter fuel drums, and a 
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group of LPG tanks, the Munhava 
depot represented an investment of 
many millions of dollars that the 
Frelimo government, already in dire 
economic straits because of failed 
Marxist economic policies, could ill 
afford to lose. 

There were many secondary tar
gets as well: fuel and water lines, 
arms and general supply warehouses, 
and the Beira power station. As com
mander of the operation I had to sort 
out which ones were feasible for 16 
men to hit in a few hours of creeping 
about placing explosive charges. My 
final list of targets included some 
nearby railway lines, power lines, 
water lines, fuel lines and of course 
the fuel depot itself. 

Although there were still other 
valuable targets in the area - such 
as the arms warehouses and power 
station - I had neither the men nor 
the time to attack them. Still, I de
veloped an ambitious plan and would 
deliver the appropriate messages. We 
had every expectation of success: Our 
intelligence was good and current, 
my men were well-rehearsed and 
psyched, and we were, after all, the 
SAS. Our biggest potential problem 
was reaching the depot undetected. 

Mission OK - Exfil, Maybe 

My team soon found itself behind 
on a tight schedule. I had no doubts 
about destroying the fuel farm 250 

meters to our front, but our escape 
depended on reaching a rendezvous 
point in time for our transport to meet 
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us and get away before dawn. If we 
missed the boat, we were faced with 
a very long walk back to Rhodesia. 
That transport, provided by the South 
African navy and Reece commandos, 
could not wait. Their situation was 
political dynamite and if the sun had 
risen on two gray SA warships sitting 
in Beira's harbor, there would have 
been heads rolling in headquarters 
from Cape Town to Pretoria. 

The South Africans had made it 
clear that they would leave us if nec
essary - they had no intention of 
being discovered in their neighbor's 
backyard. In addition to transporta
tion, South Africa provided us with a 
good deal of help in the operation. 
We arrived at the harbor in South 
African strike craft, were ferried to 
the beach in rubber Zodiacs by South 
African special forces, and had been 
given training and intelligence assis
tance from their covert operatives. 

We had known, of course, that the 
operation would entail a high degree 
of risk. Taking out a target in an ur
ban area was an entirely different 
proposition from a rural attack, where 
the strike force could melt into 
the endless bush and vanish after 
making a hit. In an urban setting the 
scales were tipped more in the de
fenders' favor. We knew that small 
groups of Frelimo soldiers patrolled 
the city streets at night and that there 
were guards on duty around the fuel 

depot itself. In 
addition, there 
was a trench 
system and a 
continuously 
manned battery 
of 37mm anti
aircraft guns a 
mere 800 meters 
from the depot. 

But the de
fenses weren ' t 
really our big
gest problem -
time was. We 
had less than 
four hours to get 
from the point 
where the Zodi
acs had dropped 
us off to the de
pot, fire it up, and 
then get back to 

be picked up by the Zodiacs waiting 
just offshore. Planning the operation 
had been a formidable team effort. 

Aerial reconnaissance and the ac
tivities of a South African agent had 
provided good intelligence on the fuel 
depot and the surrounding area. We 
knew the entire lay-out, but didn't 
know which tanks would be full and 
which ones empty. So, pretending to 
be on an anti-terrorist course, we had 
visited the fuel storage facilities in 
Salisbury and cleared up a few tech
nical uncertainties. During the tour 
we found a couple of staff members 
who had actually helped set up the 
Beira facility and who still had com
prehensive knowledge of it. 

After I obtained their signatures 
on copies of the Official Secrets Act, 
they gave us lots of essential infor
mation about our target. By the time 
we finished talking to them we knew 
which tanks would contain gasoline, 
which would likely hold diesel, and 
which ones would hold less flam
mable liquids. We also were advised 
to avoid hitting the low-pressure gas 
tanks in the middle of the Beira de
pot as the explosion that would result 
if they went up would undoubtedly 
wipe us out as well. A particularly 
useful bit of information, that. 

Excellent aerial photos were taken 
of the target area and a South African 
agent had taken pictures from the 
ground, but all the photos had been 
taken during the day. I needed to see 
what activity there was after dark, 
and especially what kind of security 
lighting we would have to contend 
with. So one night I went out to New 
Sarum Airbase and climbed into a B-
57 Canberra for a midnight overflight 
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at high level. Lying in the nose bubble 
at 12,000 feet I saw to my relief and 
pleasure that while there were lots of 
lights around the perimeter of the de
pot, they all faced inward, illuminat
ing the fuel tanks and not the areas I 
needed for firing positions. Finally, 
after weeks of gathering information 
and formulating a plan, we were ready 
for the next phase of the operation. 
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Rehearsals are an absolutely es
sential part of most military opera
tions, but especially special ops. They 
often take far longer than the mission 
itself and must be repeated until ev
ery aspect of the task is practiced to 
perfection. Because this job required 
working with the South African navy 
and special forces, our rehearsals had 
to include them and their equipment. 

Since they couldn't bring the ir 
ships to Rhodesia, we went to South 
Africa. 

A week of intensive training fol
lowed, during which we combined 
our normal SAS skills with new ones. 
Of some concern was the prospect of 
boarding rubber boats from the decks 
of strike craft, then climbing back up 
on board the ships, but we practiced 
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until we could do it without prob
lems at night in the open ocean. By 
the end of the rehearsal period, I was 
confident that we were as ready as 
we would ever be. My South African 
counterpart and I contacted our re
spective HQs and were told to con
tinue as planned. We moved to 
Durban, boarded two strike craft 
and set off into the Indian Ocean, 
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heading north for Beira some 800 
miles away. 

Slip Sliding Away 

checked my watch again, and 
gave serious consideration to start
ing the attack without Colin. We had 
lost a lot of time in the mangrove 
swamps. Four Zodiacs, with outboard 
motors encased in styrofoam to re-

duce noise, had landed us on the shore 
a few miles up the estuary. We had 
headed for the d ispersal point 
near the depot, but mud - thick, 
foul, sometimes thigh-deep mud -
mud that had not shown up on the 
aerial photos or agents' reports, got 
in the way. 

Beira had been built near man
grove swamps, and because the Zo-
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diacs dropped us farther up the river 
than planned, we had to go through 
some of the swamp to reach our ob
jective. We were soon wading through 
the mud, slipping and sliding through 
tidal channels. Heavily loaded with 
four RPG-7 rocket launchers, six 
RPD machine guns, AKs, explosive 
charges and accessories, radios and 
medical equipment, we had some 
rough going before we finally reached 
dry land. 

Intense heat and humidity added 
to our woes and sweat poured down 
our faces, making streaks in our cam
ouflage paint. Several times men had 
to be hauled out of the mud by their 
rifles and, by the time we had all 
slithered out, we had used a lot of 
energy, and worse, time. 

I ordered a brief break, even 
though we were already behind sched
ule, and thought of ways to get some 
of that time back: Some of our cau
tion would have to be sacrificed in 
the interest of speed. 

Eat, Drink And Be Merry ... 

Fortunately the ground was harder 
and flatter beyond the swamps, and 
ambient light from the nearby city 
softened the blackness of the man
grove swamp, so we moved quickly 
and made up some time. At our dis
persal point, Colin and his team split 
off for their objectives and firing po
sitions and I took my team to ours. 
We moved into place 250 meters from 
the tanks, in waist-high grass, loaded 
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our rocket launch
ers and stood by to 
open fire immedi
ately if any alarm 
sounded from sen
tries or patrols. I 
dispatched Pete 
Cole and three 
men to plant ex
plosives on power 
pylons and railroad 
tracks, and within 
half an hour they 
were back, charges 
placed. 

Across a small 
rice paddy separat
ing us from the 
shantytown, we 
could hear people 
laughing and shout
ing, dogs barking 
and chickens 
squawking. A loud 

local beer hall was in full swing, but 
its patrons were only concerned with 
their music and grog and not the least 
bit interested in what might be going 
on in the darkness around them. There 

was a refuse dump not far down the 
road, and we could hear trash trucks 
rolling in and out and dumping their 
loads. All the noise from normal ac
tivities was reassuring - obviously 
we had not been seen. 

Waiting in the long grass and look
ing at the enormous fuel tanks just in 
front of us, I hoped that the experts 
in Salisbury were correct in their as
surances that each tank had a berm 
around it big enough to contain the 
entire contents of the tank if it rup
tured. The tanks were sure big, and 
we were sure close. 

Meanwhile Colin and his men were 
traveling as fast as caution allowed 
around to the other side of the depot. 
Risk of discovery, however, was slow
ing their movements, and they had to 
make many listening stops. Thei r 
route took them parallel to one side 
of the fuel farm and they had no idea 
where the guards were patrolling. 
Also, the fuel pipeline they planned 
to sever with a demo charge was very 
close to an anti-aircraft battery and 
required a stealthy approach. In due 
course, Colin and team managed to 
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cut through a security fence, place 
their charges, and withdraw to their 
firing positions, but not without run
ning well past our midnight H-hour. 
Finally, at half past midnight, Colin 
radioed his readiness. 

Lighting Up The Sky 

As soon as I heard Colin's voice 
my anxiety fell away and I stood up 
in the waist-high grass and aimed my 
RPG-7 at the nearest fuel tank. I heard 
the safety catches of my men's weap
ons click off all around me. I fired, 
and even before my rocket hit the 
tank, everyone else opened up, pour
ing a hail of RPG-7 rockets, armor
p i erci n g machine gun fire, and 
colored tracers into the tanks. Within 
seconds, Colin's men on the other 
side of the depot commenced firing 
as well. 

Almost immediately a huge gaso
line tank exploded into flames. The 
thought, "Fuck, we're fried," flashed 
through my mind, but I watched in 
fascination as the huge tank melted 
like it was made of chocolate. As my 
loader shoved another rocket into the 
front of my RPG, another tank went 
up, then another, and our cover of 
darkness burned away to an intense 
light, brighter than day. 

The heat was intense and growing 
as more fuel poured into the confla
gration: By then the other RPG op
erator in my group had fired his 
allocated three missiles, and my ma
chine gunners a hundred rounds 
apiece, so we moved down the side 
of the compound to another position 
and resumed firing. 

An ongoing series of bangs, booms 
and explosions from the other side of 
the depot indicated that Colin's team 
was having equally good results. The 
inferno was now consuming so 
much air that a wind started up blow
ing inward from all directions into 
the flames. Tracers were crisscross
ing the sky, and there were terrific 
flashes as our rockets exploded into 
the fuel tanks. 

Soon, massive black clouds of 
smoke were billowing into the sky 
and there was a reddish glow from 
firelight reflected off the smoke, 
supplementing the more direct orange 
light cast by the flames. Images of 
Dante's Inferno came to mind. 

Standing in the grass, casting shad
ows now instead of hiding in them, 
and still blasting away with rockets 
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and tracers, we 
were in growing 
danger of discov
ery. The heavy 
volume of gunfire 
that we poured 
into the depot, and 
of course the rag
ing flames, com
pletely suppressed 
any reaction from 
government sen
tries, who by now 
were no doubt 
miles away. Care
fully planned arcs 
of fire prevented 
us from hitting the 
LPG tanks in the 
middle of the 
compound, but 
there remained a 
possibility that 
they could blow 
because of the heat 
from the burning 
gas and diesel. I 
decided that it was 
time to go and 
called a cease-fire 
to my team, and to 
Colin on the radio. 

As my group 
started to move 
back to the RV, we 
took our only 
casualties when 
a burst of fire 
came out of the 
shantytown. Our 
Renamo guide 
took a couple of 
hits and died in
stantly. Pete Cole 
was wounded by 
a bullet that hit 
him in the hand. 
Our medic soon 
had him sorted out 
and mobile, but 
we had to leave 
the guide where 
he fell. 

Even before 

·: . ..• S,RAELI CONNECTION 

Abandoning the idea that a "blue water" navy was 
essential for their national security, South African mi litary 
planners of the 1970s decided to focl:ls on an ability to 
control the littoral instead. With that in mind, and 
considering the few potential trading partners they had at 
the time, they opted for Israeli Reshef missile patrol 
boats, which they call Minister Class strike craft. 

Displacing 430 tons fully loaded, with a 62-meter 
length and 8-meter beam, these strike craft are capable 
of speeds well over 32 knots. At economical cruising 
speed, their four diesel engines can carry them 5,800 
kilometers without refueling. Normal armament consists 
of two 76mm dual-purpose guns, two 20mm cannons, 
two 12.7mm twin machine guns, and six Scorpion anti
ship missiles. Designed with commando-carrying capabili
ties in mind, there is a troop compartment aft, and 
missiles and turrets can be removed to provide working 
deck space. 

Travelling in one of these boats as a non-paying 
passenger is quite a trip. Ten men and their gear do a 
good job of crowding the troop compartment. they sleep 
on bunks fastened to the bulkheads or clustered around 
a tiny table bolted to the deck in the middle of the 
"cabin." Since the compartment is at the extreme aft 
end of the boat, motion from pitching, yawing and rolling 
is at its worst, with attendant seasickness a constant 
problem. 

On our operation to Beira the boats were configured 
without ASMs to enable us to carry, assemble and 
launch Zodiacs from a clear deck. Versatile, swift and 
deadly, the Minister Class boats will be the mainstay of 
the South African navy for years to come. 

-8.M. 

we stopped shooting and started 
moving away, Beira's defenders had 
come up alive and put their various 
weapons into operation. Gunners of 
all types and calibers of AA guns 
were pouring streams of ordnance 
into the sky because they mistak
enly thought that they were under 
aerial attack. We could see flak 

bursting over the town - and 
bursting against the sides of build
ings too, as panicked gunners failed 
to elevate muzzles before pulling 
triggers. 

Thousands ofAK-47s and machine 
guns, 7.62mm, 12.7mm and 14.5mm 

Continued on page 71 
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William Batterman Roger's first firearms 
design was not the .22 LR semiautomatic pistol he intro
duced in 1950. While this pistol propelled Sturm, Ruger 
& Co. Inc. into a string of successes unparalleled in the 
history of U.S. firearms manufacturing, one of Ruger's 
first conceptualizations was a belt-fed machine gun he 
designed while employed at Auto-Ordnance Corp. in 
Bridgeport, Connecticut (made famous by their Thomp
son submachine gun). However, it was 1946 and no one 
was interested in new military small arms as warehouses 
were glutted with World War II weaponry. 

Bill Ruger has recently returned to the rapid fire arena 
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• • 
• 

Firing from a strong shoulder mount, and employing the 
sights provided, the SMG provides greater hit probability than 
a handgun. 

with the introduc~ion of the MP9 submachine gun (SMG), 
a firearm focused exclusively on the law enforcement and 
military marketplace. While both semiautomatic and se
lective-fire Mini-14s have filled police rifle racks through
out the country for many years, Sturm, Ruger & Co. Inc. 
is determined to push for a significant share of police 
small arms inventories. Their centerfire revolver and semi
automatic pistol series are largely directed to this audi-
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Ruger Builds A Better Burp Gun 

Text & Photos by Peter G. Kokalis 

ence, as is more obviously their M-77 Mark II 
Countersniper Rifle (see "Ruger/Leupold Countersniper 
System," SOF Oct. '94). 

During the late 1980s, famed Israeli gun designer Uzi 
Gal developed a prototype of a highly advanced version 
of his UZI submachine gun, called the Model 201. While 
it retained the unlocked blowback operation found on 
most submachine guns, the Model 201 dropped the more 
common open-bolt, advanced primer ignition method of 
firing in favor of closed-bolt fire by means of a hammer 
mechanism and spring-loaded firing pin. Bill Ruger pur
chased Gal's design and then proceeded to extensively 
revamp it. 

Several salient features of the original UZI submachine 
gun remain in place. The wrap-around bolt, taken from 
the Czech Vz 23, 24, 25 and 26 series of submachine guns 
has the primary advantage of compacting the envelope. In 
addition, at the moment of ignition, the recessed bolt 
surrounds a substantial portion of the barrel. Thus, by 
placing more weight over the chamber - where the ex
plosion occurs - upward climb during recoil is reduced. 
Finally, this is an added safety factor in the event of a 
blown case. 

The magazine-well on both the UZI and MP9 is lo
cated in the grip assembly. This is a desirable feature as it 
leaves the point of balance directly above the grip, pro
vides a firm support for the magazine and aids in rapid 
magazine changes, using the well-known principle of "hand 
finds hand." 

The UZl's distinctive stamped and welded, sheet-metal, 
square-tubed upper receiver configuration with longitudi
nal interior grooves that provide both structural support 
and channels for collecting debris has also been retained. 
The MP9's receiver and almost all other steel components 
have a black oxide finish. 

Just about every other feature and component on the 
MP9 is dramatically different from the UZI series, and, in 
some instances, previous SMGs in general. In fact, at first 
glance the Ruger MP9 appears startlingly unconventional. 
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An early Ruger tool-room sample was chambered for 
the now almost forgotten lOmm Auto cartridge and had a 
locked breech system with a falling locking block remi
niscent of that found on the Czech Vz 58 assault rifle and 
the German P.38 and Beretta 92 pistols. This was dis
carded when Bill Ruger directed his engineering staff to 
remain with the 9mm Parabellum cartridge. 

The MP9's lower receiver is made of matte-black, fi
berglass-reinforced, injection-molded Zytel nylon with a 
sheet-metal platform on top to accept the upper receiver 
assembly. This ultra lightweight material is unaffected by 
salt water, sweat, oils or bore-cleaning solvents. It will not 
crack, chip or peel, and never needs refinishing. Ruger 
has successfully applied this material to the Model 22/45 
and latest "P" series pistols. 

Because of its Zytel lower receiver, the MP9 weighs 
only 5.94 pounds (2.7kg), empty. This is almost as light as 
the H&K MP5A3 (retractable stock version) which weighs 
5.6 pounds (2.5kg), empty. With its stock folded, the 
MP9's overall length is 14.8 inches (376mm). Extending 
the stock increases the length to 21.9 inches (556mm). 

The MP9's folding stock is made of aluminum tubing 
to which the butt, a hard-anodized, aluminum-alloy cast
ing, has been pinned. To open the stock, just rotate the 
assembly upward until it locks in place. Then depress the 
spring-loaded catch/release on the underside of the butt 
casting and pull the butt rearward until it snaps in place. 
To fold the stock, depress the catch/release and push the 
butt forward as far as possible. Push the stock assembly to 
the right at its spring-loaded hinge at the rear of the upper 
receiver (in the manner of a Galil or folding-stock FN 
FAL) and fold it under the grip frame assembly. When the 
stock is fully extended, the length of pull is 15.? inches 
(404mm). Drop of the comb is 1.7 inches (43~m) and 
drop at the heel is 3.5 inches (89mm). : 

When the stock is extended to its maximum length and 
the MP9 is mounted to the shoulder in the proper manner 
- to both make use of the sights and permit an isometric 
hold for maximum control during burst fire - the opera-
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Robust and reliable, Auger's new MP9 submachine gun 
features a unique barrel buffer that reduces bolt bounce, 
parts wear and muzzle jump and softens the recoil Impulse. 

tor can employ the unique abbreviated foregrip in front of 
the trigger guard (and integral with the injection-molded 
Zytel lower receiver). Its front surface is both curved and 
grooved (to inhibit slippage). The operator grasps the 
foregrip with his thumb looped through the trigger guard 
in the same manner as used on the Beretta 93R machine 
pistol. I find that this provides an extremely secure and 
comfortable holding position for the support hand. The 
front of the magazine-well/firing-grip is also grooved. 

Uzi Gal developed an alternative firing position for 
this weapon system in which the operator places the sup
port hand toward the rear of the buttstock. During demon
strations he obtains high hit probability with this technique. 
However, it obviates any possibility of controlling a for
ward-mounted flashlight. 

The MP9 has two safety systems, independent of each 
other. The first is controlled by an UZI-type selector bar 
on the left side of the lower receiver at the top of the grip 
assembly. The rear position is marked "SAFE" and this 
blocks the trigger. Slide the bar forward to the center 
position, marked "SEMI," for semiautomatic fire and com
pletely forward to "AUTO" for burst fire. Movement of 
the selector bar forward from "SAFE" to "SEMI" and 
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then to "AUTO" is in the ergonomically correct direction. 
The second safety, located in the bolt body, is a firing 

pin block of the type found on all Ruger centerfire semi
automatic pistols. It consists of a spring-loaded plunger 
that prevents the firing pin from traveling forward until 
the trigger is pulled completely rearward and a lever in 
the trigger mechanism drives the safety plunger upward to 
permit the striker to move forward after it has been struck 
by the hammer. 

Magazine Mastery 

The MP9's magazine catch/release is located at the 
heel of the magazine-well. It is a spring-loaded paddle 
type and is well-protected by an integral shroud in the 
injection-molded Zytel lower receiver assembly. Push 
forward on the paddle and the magazine will fall 
freely away. 

MP9 magazines have a 32-round capacity (always load 
one or two rounds less than the specified capacity of any 
SMG or assault rifle magazine) and were copied from 
those of the Steyr MPi69/81 series of submachine guns 
with some alteration to the feed lips. These excellent two
position-feed, staggered-column, stamped sheet-metal de
tachable box-type magazines, were in turn taken from 
those of the famous Swedish Carl-Gustav M45(B) SMG 
(commonly known as the Swedish "K"). 

The bodies of these magazines are wedge-shaped with 
the sidewalls converging toward the front. This shape 
positions the cartridges so that the next in line to fire is 
pointed directly at the barrel's chamber. This magazine 
design is superior to all others in feeding and reliability. 
They are not only superior to the MP5's curved magazine, 
but can be disassembled easily and in a conventional 
manner. 

To further improve functioning with the hollow-point 
projectiles now so commonly used by law enforcement 
agencies, the MP9's magazine-well was tilted rearward 5 
degrees further than that of the Model 201 to enhance the 
round's alignment with the chamber. A small hood on top 
of the barrel at the chamber end is also designed to im
prove feeding. 

There is, at this time, no hold-open device on the MP9 
to keep the bolt group retracted after the last shot as been 
fired. There has been discussion concerning inclusion of 
this feature in the future. In my opinion, it is not required 
on a submachine gun. During the confined Close Quarters 
Battle (COB) for which the SMG remains ideal, operators 

Ruger MP9 SMG with stock folded. It features an unconven
tional appearance with advanced human engineering. 
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are far better served by concentration on transition drills 
to their service sidearm than practicing rapid reloads with 
the sub gun. Although the new H&K MPS/40 and MPS/10 
SMGs have a last-round hold-open, I have fired hundreds 
of thousands of rounds through MP5s and other burp 
guns without ever feeling the need for this feature . 

When loading or clearing the chamber, the MP9's bolt 
group can be held rearward by an inter
esting mechanism in the cocking group. When the cock
ing handle (a hard-anodized, aluminum casting which trav
els in a slot on top of the upper receiver) is manually 
pulled to the rear, a hook on the underside of the handle 
also pulls the bolt rearward. At the rearmost position, two 

Operators should grasp the MP9's unique 
abbreviated foregrip with their thumbs 
looped through the trigger guard in the 
same manner as used on the Beretta 93R 
machine pistol. 

ball bearings on 
the underside 
of the cocking 
assembly ' s 
sheet-metal 
dust cover push 
upward on the 
cocking handle 
to lock it in a 
recess at the 
rear of the up
per receiver. Hit 
smartly down
ward on the 
~ocking handle 
\vith the palm 
bf the support 
pand and every
thing will fly 

forward. Two forward detents in the upper receiver then 
engage the cocking assembly's ball bearings to keep it 
from reciprocating during the firing cycle. 

Buffered by DuPont 

There are two buffer systems, one in front and one in 
ihe rear of the recoiling components. The rear buffer, 
although made of DuPont's Hytrel, a modern thermoplas
tic elastomer, is of the conventional type and is attached 
to the rear end of the recoil spring's guide rod. 

The front buffer, designed by Ruger's engineering staff, 
is unique and quite innovative. Ruger MP9 barrels and 
barrel nuts are issued as a single component, even when 
purchased as spares. A split ring holds the barrel nut in 
place on the barrel. Under the barrel nut and surrounding 
the barrel are seven Belleville washers, preloaded to a set 
formula by a gauge and hydraulic press. They are held in 
this preloaded condition by a staked nut on a threaded 
portion of the barrel, which must never be tampered with 
by an operator or armorer. When the bolt strikes the cham
ber-end of the barrel in counter-recoil, the barrel actually 
moves forward a few thousandths of an inch momentarily 
and these saucer-shaped washers absorb the forward mo
mentum by deforming into a flat plate. When this strain 
energy is released, the plates become saucers again and 
the surge of energy throws the recoiling bolt group rear
ward with a velocity only slightly less than the forward 
velocity they possessed on contact with the barrel. 

The primary effect of this type of buffer system (en
countered in a somewhat different form in the buttstock of 
the FN MAG 58 GPMG) is to reduce bolt bounce, which 
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Under the MP9 barrel nut and sur
rounding the barrel are seven 
preloaded Belleville washers which 
serve as a unique front buffer system. 
Note that the barrel nut is held in place 
on the barrel by a split ring. Front 
sling swivel is mounted on the upper 
receiver directly in back of the 

could result in fir
ing out of battery 
in a closed-bolt 
system, which has 
a spring-loaded 
firing pin that is 
not fixed to the 
breech face. It 
also helps to re
duce parts wear 
and in this in
stance softens 
perceived recoil 
and significantly 
reduces muzzle 
jump during 
burst fire. barrel nut. 

The MP9 bar-
rel is made of heat-treated, chrome-moly steel and is 6.8 
inches (173mm) in length. The six-groove rifling has a 
right-hand twist of one turn in 10 inches (254mm). 

The MP9 sights are 
more than adequate for 
CQB. The front sight as
sembly, welded to the 
upper receiver body, 
consists of a square post, 
adjustable for elevation 
zero, protective ears and 
a very short Picatinny
type rail at the rear -
presumably for attaching 
lights, lasers or optical 
scopes. Each face of the 
front post carries a yel
low dot. 

Colored dots on front 
or rear sights, unless of 
the self-luminous tritium 

UZI-type selector bar on the left 
side of MP9's lower receiver 
blocks trigger when placed in 
the "SAFE" position. Move
ment of the selector forward 
from "SAFE" to "SEMI'~ and 
then to "AUTO" is in the 
ergonomically correct direc
tion. 

type are not discernible to the operator in a stress environ
ment. Laser aiming modules and optical sights do not 
belong on submachine guns. Both devices serve only to 
impede target acquisition at short ranges. However, a flash
light of the Laser Products Sure-Fire type is mandatory 
and provision for mounting it should be made on the left 
side of the MP9's upper receiver. 

The MP9's flip-type rear sight with protective ears 
provides users with either a large "ghost ring" aperture or 
a finer peep aperture for more precise aiming without a 
change in eleva
tion. The rear 
sight is adjustable 
for windage zero. 
As with the MPS, 
MP9 operators 
should utilize the 
large aperture for 
almost all law en
forcement tactical 
team applications. 
The MP9's cock
ing handle is U
shaped so that it 

MP9's flip-type rear sight with protec
tive ears provides users with either a 
large "ghost ring" aperture or a finer 
peep aperture for more precise aiming 
without a change in elevation. 
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RUGER MP9 SUBMACHINE GUN 
SPECIFICATIONS 

Caliber: •.••••••.•••••••••••••••.• 9mm Parabellum. 
Operation: ....................... Unlocked blowback. Firing from the closed-bolt 

position with hammer-driven spring-loaded 
firing pin. 

Weight, empty: ••••••••••••••• 5.94 pounds (2.7kg). 
Barrel: ............................ Heat-treated, chrome-moly steel. Six-groove 

with a right-hand twist of one turn in 10 inches 
(254mm). Comes complete with barrel nut and 
buffer assembly. 

Barrel length: ................. 6.8 inches (173mm). 
Overall length: ................ 14.8 inches (376mm), stock folded; 21.9 

inches (556mm), stock extended. 
Feed mechanism: ............ 32-round, staggered-column, two-position-feed, 

detachable box-type magazine. 
Sights: ........................... Square post-type front sight with protective 

ears and yellow dot on each surface; adjust
able for elevation zero. Flip-type rear sight with 
protective ears; large "ghost ring" aperture or 
finer peep aperture for more precise aiming 
without a change in elevation; adjustable for 
windage zero. Short Picatinny-type rails in front 
of the rear sight and behind the front sights 
provide interfaces for lights, lasers or optical 
sights. 

Furniture: ........................ Grip, magazine-well, trigger housing and front 
foregrip portion of lower receiver made of 
injection-molded, glass-reinforced Zytel. 

Finish: ............................ Black oxide on most steel surfaces. 
Manufacturer: ••••••••••.•••••• Sturm, Ruger & Co. Inc., Dept. SOF, 200 

Ruger Road, Prescott, AZ. 86301-6105; phone: 
602-778-6555, fax: 602-778-6633. 

T&E summary: •••.•••••••••••• Robust and reliable. Unconventional appear
ance with advanced human engineering. 
Unique barrel buffer reduces bolt bounce, 
parts wear and muzzle jump and softens the 
recoil impulse. Closed-bolt firing increases 
first-round accuracy potential. Two-shot burst 
fire exhibits above average hit probability. The 
best recent design in this genre. 

does not interfere with the sight picture. There is a short 
Picatinny-type rail in front of the rear sight also. 

Ruger MP9 SMG - fieldstripped. 

Pull the bolt group out the rear of 
the upper receiver body. Push in on the 
barrel nut detent and unscrew the bar
rel nut (which has both a knurled sur
face and two flats for a wrench) by 
turning it counterclockwise. Pull the 
barrel group forward and out of the 
upper receiver. Separate the recoil 
spring, guide rod and rear buffer from 
the bolt carrier. Push the retaining pin 
in the bolt carrier to the left and re
move the bolt group. Remove the fir
ing pin block and its spring from the 
bolt carrier. Remove the extractor re
taining pin and lift out the extractor 
and its spring. After this, the firing pin 
and its spring can be withdrawn from 
the rear of the J:>olt as the extractor se-

You cannot transition from a submachine gun to your 
service sidearm unless the SMG has a sling designed to 
permit this procedure. Thus, the type of sling attaching 
points and their location on the weapon are of greater 
importance to the user than they apparently are to many 
designers. In this area also, the MP9 receives a grade of 
excellent. The front swivel is located at the top of the 
front end of the upper receiver, directly above, and to the 
rear of the barrel nut. The rear swivel passes through the 
upper and lower receivers at the rear. It consists of a 
captive pin that the operator can push to the right or left to 
attach the sling to either side. Both front and rear swivels 
rotate 360 degrees. 

Ruger MP9 SMG with stock fully extended. To maximize hit 
probability all submachine guns should be fired from a strong 
shoulder mount. 

Fieldstripping the MP9 is a straightforward operation. 
First, remove the magazine and clear the weapon. Start 
with the hammer cocked, bolt forward and selector set to 
"SAFE." Pull the captive rear receiver retaining pin to the 
left as far as it will go. Raise up the rear end of the upper 
receiver and separate this assembly from the lower re
ceiver group. No further disassembly of the lower re
ceiver is required or recommended. 
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cures the firing pin. After cleaning and lubrication, reas
semble in the reverse order. 

Some MP9 prototypes have fired in excess of 40,000 
rounds. While it would be presumptuous to state that the 
1,000 rounds we fired recently at Ruger's Single Six ranch 
in Arizona constituted a valid "test and evaluation," the 

Continued on page 62 
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*** VOTE 
in '14 

Peace Table PsyOps 
The current blustering and 

posturing, the saber-rattling and ma
neuvering on the Korean peninsula 
over nuclear arms retention by U.S. 
forces and the specter of nuclear de
velopment by the North is not a new 
scenario. Ever since the "peace" at 
the end of the Korean _War, the jock
eying for advantage - military, po
litical, real or psychological - has 
never ceased. And it is not without 
its tragicomic aspects. 

The focal point of this tension 
is Panmunjom, the tiny Korean 
village where two enemies face 
each other on a border between 

Shortly after President Lyndon 
Johnson had inspected the area in 
1968, two Gls were machine-gunned 
to death in an ambush near 
Panmunjom. The North Korean 
demeanor has not changed: only the 
stakes have raised, with the specter 
of North Korean nukes. 
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Petty And Deadly Pranks 
At Panmunjom 

by Gary Bloomfield 

communism and freedom. 
Situated exactly athwart and bi

sected by the military demarcation 
line that separates North from South 
Korea is a conference building that 
has been the site of hundreds of ar
mistice meetings since a cease-fire 
signalled the end of the Korean War 
in 1953. 

What happens inside that building 
during "Big Yawn" conferences has 
front-page significance, yet most of 
the activities that journalists on the 
scene witness deal with petty trifles, 
as each side tries to outdo the other 
in minor, yet always image-en
hancing ways. 

With correspondents from every 
international news organization con
verging on Panmunjom, it's impor
tant for both the North Koreans and 
the U.N. delegation, usually led by 
American officials, to present a peace
loving yet domineering presence. And 
above all, each side must portray the 
other as a warmonger. This psycho-

Photos courtesy DoD 

logical war that seesaws back and 
forth is a constant battle of wits, 
nerves ... and childishness. 

A flag is a flag is a flag, except at 
Panmunjom. 

As a display of patriotism, two 
small flags - one North Korean, one 
United Nations - used to stand at 
respectable heights on their respec
tive sides of the conference table dur
ing armistice meetings. 

But something changed the sim
plicity of the two small flags, and 
suddenly they became larger and 
taller. 

The North Korean delegates had 
noted, upon seeing a news photo of 
an armistice conference, and after 
careful measurement, that the U.N. 
flag stood a little bit taller than theirs. 
So between one of the conferences, a 
one-inch base was added, making 
their flag slightly taller ... superior, 
they felt. 

After noticing the difference, the 
Americans followed suit, also adding 
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Left: Field exercise in futility: At a 
meeting held in North Korea in 1963, Lt. 
Col. Alphus Clark; USA, and British 
officers lodge vigorous protest with 
bored North Korean delegation over 
illegal movement of Demarcation Line 
marker into communist-held territory. 
Creative communists have never 
ceased their campaign of harassment. 

a one-inch base to a perfectly stable 
flag stand. This, because the U.N. 
flag was taller to begin with, made it 
again higher than its communist 
counterpart. 

Once again the North countered 
the move, which itself was matched, 
only to be bested again, and again. 

The multi-layered flag stands kept 
getting taller and taller until eventu
ally the delegates had trouble seeing 
their opposition across the table. Fi
nally, both sides agreed to a cease
fire. The two flags would be exactly 
the same heights. No more. No less. 

Both flags were carefully measured 
and matched up by representatives of 
both sides. 

And finally, after 20 years of ne
gotiations and arguing, the two sides 
had agreed on something, even if it 
was nothing more than the height of 
flags on the conference table. 

But the agreement didn't last very 
long. The next day, the North Korean 
flag was again slightly taller than the 
U.N. flag. An undetectable piece of 
felt underneath the base was used to 
boost it a few extra millimeters. Once 
again their flag was "superior." 

Tired of this petty game, the U.N. 
delegation didn't bother to retaliate 
in any way by raising their flag again 
or filing a violation of the truce agree
ment they just made the day before. 

The North Koreans had triumphed, 
and the press corps had a "major" 

What height in the propaganda war? 
What appears to be the Eiffel Tower is 
actually the North Korean flagpole at 
their propaganda village of Kijong
dong. The North even trained pigeons 
- "doves of peace" - to home on their 
colored roofs, proving they were the 
peace-loving peoples. Ahah! The U.N. 
forces countered by painting their roofs 
the same color. 
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story to write about. 
For numerous sessions during the 

early years after the Korean War 
ended, the armistice talks lasted for 
hours - marathon sessions continu
ing long into the night without any
one giving in and calling for a recess. 
Stomachs growled hungrily and blad
ders filled to overflowing. 

"Tie it in a knot if you have to, 
'cause you're going to sit there and 
suffer with the rest of us!" warned 
one delegate from the U.N. side to a 
cohort prior to a long meeting. 

To seek relief from "nature calls" 

countless stories to tell about the 
North Korean antics in the truce vil
lage. One of the funniest he told has 
been passed on through the years, and 
even today tourists to the truce vil
lage know all the details of why metal 
chairs are used during the joint meet
ings instead of wooden ones. 

"Naturally enough," recalled 
Johnson, "the Americans are slightly 
taller than the North Koreans. So 
when both sides first sat down to talk 
together, the North Koreans found 
themselves looking up at us across 
the table." 

And they didn't like it, 
especially since the press 
reported that the Ameri
cans appeared in com
mand of the sessions. 
Photos supported this 
contention. 

Johnson continued, 
"Next time, when we sat 
down, there was some
thing strange. We found 
ourselves looking up at 
the North Koreans. They 
had cut off the legs of all 
our chairs!" 

Harassment by the North often takes an ugly turn. 
Under standing orders to use any force necessary to 
"dominate and intimidate" American and South 
Korean guards, in 1975 Maj. William Henderson, then 
commander of security troops in the Joint Security 
Area, was savagely beaten while waiting outside the 
conference building. Two North Koreans in civilian 
clothes approached Henderson and roughed him up, 
then he was surrounded by North Koreans, some in 
uniform, and beaten unconscious. Henderson 
suffered a crushed larynx when one of the guards 
kicked him in the throat. 

Another North Korean 
ploy involved painting the 
roofs of all their build
ings in Panmunjom a 
color that attracted trained 
pigeons. And of course 
the communists pointed 
out to the press how ironic 
it was that even doves of 
peace were smart enough 

without disrupting the meetings, many 
of the delegates on both sides strapped 
plastic bottles or rubber bladders in
side their pants, which would be full 
by day's end. 

At some point during the history 
of the talks, though, an agreement 
was reached to allow for a 20-minute 
recess every three hours. And another 
history-making decision was made at 
Panmunjom. 

The bottles and · tubes were 
promptly discarded, but maybe they 
should have been saved and put on 
display somewhere.After all, they did 
play an important role in the early 
decision~making conferences that es
tablished the ground rules for today's 
North/South negotiations. 

Lieutenant Colonel Gaylon 
Johnson, commander of U.N. soldiers 
at Panmunjom in July of 1975, had 

to stay away from the 
American warmongers. 

It took a few months for the Ameri
cans to decipher the pigeon ploy, but 
once they painted their roofs the same 
color as those of the North, the birds 
of peace no longer chose up sides. 
They became neutral observers. 

After the strategic victory over the 
table flags in the conference room, 
the North Koreans set out to conquer 
a bigger, more visible objective -
the U.N. flag that flew at a respect
able height over Freedom Village to 
the south of Panmunjom. 

Across the border at Propaganda 
Village, the communists hoisted their 
slightly bigger flag on a slightly 
higher pole. And once again the battle 
was on, and the flags climbed. 

Soon, two metal superstructures 

Continued on page 65 
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Insects have been crawling 
over your hands and face for the last 
eight hours. Your eyes are stinging 
from rivulets of sweat running down 
your forehead. Every muscle in your 
bqdy is cramped and the pungent odor 
of your own urine gags you. The tar
get finally appears and professional 
discipline instantly takes command. 
You dial the BDC (bullet drop com
pensator) elevation knob on your 
scope to 400 
yards, align the 

crosshairs on the center of his brain 
cavity and carefully pull rearward on 
the trigger. 

Your target jerks abruptly and then 
almost simultaneously disappears be
hind cover and concealment. You have 
just blown the mission. Your 168-grain 
Sierra Matchking BTHP bullet sailed 
10 inches over his head. He was actu
ally only 300 yards away. Because of 
incorrect range estimation, your reticle 
crosshairs were actually more than a 
foot below the actual point of impact 
at 300 yards. Out at ranges of 400 to 
500 yards, every 10-yard error in range 
estimation changes the point of impact 
by 2.4 inches. 

Given match-grade ammunition, a 
sturdy, high-quality optical sight, a re
liab_le and accurate rifle and a properly 
trained marksman, no factor in the 
sniper equation results. in more misses 
than errors in range estimatiOn. 

Methods for estimating ranges by 
countersniper teams vary from the use 
of maps, the "100-meter increment," 
"appearance of objects," "bracketing" 
and "range card" methods up through 
rangefinding reticle patterns on scopes 
and sophisticated laser rangefinders that 
cost more than any organization, ex
cept possibly Delta or SEAL Team Six, 
could afford. 

Drag Bag Necessity 

There is now a superb alternative. 

and a thickness of 3.2 inches (80.5mm). 
There is a pure silver coating on all mirrored surfaces 

and all of the lens surfaces are multi-coated. The over
sized 6mm exit pupil creates a generous 17.2 twilight 
factor. Distance from the exit pupil to the eye is 18.5mm 
(0.73 inches). Made in Switzerland, ·the image quality is 
dazzling and the brightness stretches across the entire 
field of view with exceptional crispness even in dim light. 
The focus is fixed, with a range of sharpness from about 
12.5 meters (41 feet) to infinity. These 7X magnification 
binoculars provide a field of view of 39.37 feet at 328 feet 

t\ 

' 

Leica's new Geovid 7x42 BDA bin
oculars feature a built-in infrared laser 
rangefinder with accuracy to within 1 
meter at ranges from 25 to 1,000 
meters. Soldier Of Fortune was sent a 
pair for test and evaluation by Leica's 
exclusive law enforcement dealer, 
Black Hills Ammunition (Dept. SOF, 
P.O. Box 3090, Rapid City, SD 57709; 
phone: 800-568-6625, fax: 605-348-9827). 

Leica's superb new Geovid 7x42 BOA binoculars feature a built-in infrared laser 
rangefinder with accuracy to within 1 meter at ranges from 25 to 1,000 meters. 

While these are certainly not pocket-size binocu
lars, they will easily fit into a sniper's drag bag. 
They weigh 52 ounces. Overall height is about 8.1 
inches (205.5mm) with a width of 7 inches (177.5mm) 
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(12 meters at 100 meters). 
Each ocular can be adjusted up to plus and minus 4 

diopters. As the rugged die-cast aluminum housing is of 
unconventional one-piece construction and thus not hinged, 
the interpupillary distance is adjusted by a wheel on the 
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underside of the housing which moves the eyepieces until 
the right and left field of views merge into a single circu
lar image (from 58.5mm to 71.5mm). Each ocular has a 
sliding eyecup which can be pushed down for those wear
ing eyeglasses. Deeply-ridged, rubber armor on the hous
ing absorbs both shock and noise . 

All very interesting, but the Leica Geovid's most im
portant salient feature is its infrared laser rangefinder 
system. A laser is a device for producing electromagnetic 
radiation, equivalent to light, but of considerably higher 
radiant energy. The word "laser" is an acronym for "light 
amplification by simulated emission of radiation." Infra
red laser indicates that the wavelength of the generated 
light falls just below visible light in frequency on the 
electromagnetic spectrum. 

press it again. The azimuth, in degrees, will appear below 
and to the right of the aiming square. This digital compass 
measures the earth's magnetic field electronically, with
out a single moving part. Solid-state sensors determine 
both the magnetic poles and the gravitational vector, com
pensating for even a pronounced tilt of the binoculars. 
The Leica Geovid is electronically gimbaled at plus or 
minus 35 degrees and will give accurate directional bear
ing even from the deck of a severely heeled boat or a four
wheel-drive vehicle on a steep incline. 

Declination, which is the angle - variabie with geo
graphic position - between the direction in which the 
magnetic needle points and the true meridian (the north/ 
south line from which longitudes and azimuths are reck
oned) can be entered and stored. Whenever the battery is 

The Sniper's Companion 
Leica Rangefinders for First-Round Kills 
Text & Photos by Peter G. Kokalis 

The Geovid's infrared laser rangefinder is powered by 
a 6-volt lithium battery (model 2 CR 5) which can be 
installed and replaced by using a coin to loosen the battery 
compartment cover screw. While expensive, lithium batter
ies have an exceptionall¥ long shelf life, an important con
sideration when equipment is used only intermittently. 

To use the rangefinder, first activate the laser unit by 
depressing the button (with a double-pointed arrow sym
bol) on the top and left side of the binoculars. A small red 
LED aiming square will appear in the center of the -image. 
Release the button. Within 5 seconds, place the aiming 
square on the designated target and press the button again. 
The distance, in meters, to the target will instantly (actu
ally within 0.3 seconds) appear in the field of view. Nor
mally, the measuring range is from 25 to 1,000 meters . I 
have, in very clear air, measured targets out to 1,250 
meters with these binoculars. 

Several factors influence the unit's measuring range. 
They are: the reflective properties of the target (bright 
objects can be measured from greater distances); the angle 
to the reflected surface of the target (a head-on angle is 
best) ; atmospheric conditions (haze reduces the measur
ing distance); vibration (it's best to mount the binoculars 
on a tripod, and a threaded socket is provided for that 
purpose); and finally, lighting conditions (intense daylight 
infrared rays encountered in bright sunlight can reduce 
the measuring distance). 

Leica Geovid binocuiars also feature a built-in com
pass of exceptional accuracy. To use the compass, you 
must depress the button (with a triangle in a circle) on the 
top and right side of the binoculars. Once again, a small 
red LED aiming square will appear in the center of the 
image. Release the button and then within 5 seconds de-
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Leica Geovid binoculars belong in the drag bag of every law 
enforcement selected marksman. They complete the sniper 
equation and provide the certainty required in what has 
always been the weakest link in the chain of elements that 
result in one shot, one kill. 

changed or if the binoculars have been exposed to a strong 
magnetic field or used infrequently, the Leica Geovid 
must be degaussed (magnetic field neutralized). While a 
simple enough procedure, the instruction manual is mildly 
confusing in this area. 

I believe that these binoculars belong in the drag bag of 
every law enforcement selected marksman. They com
plete the sniper equation and provide the certainty re
quired in what has always been the weakest link in the 
chain of elements that result in one shot, one kill. 

Quality and technology at this level are not inexpen
sive. You can obtain the Leica Geovid from Black Hills 
Ammunition for $4,495. This includes a carrying strap for 
the binoculars and a padded case with its own strap and 
carrying handle. ~ 
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More damning than faint 
praise is an investigative report that 
avoids rather than acquits the diffi
cult issues. The Fiske report on the 
death of Deputy White House Coun
sel Vincent Foster is such a report. 

It concludes that Foster died where 
he was found, on his back in Fort 
Marcy Park; yet an FBI laboratory 
memo of 9 May 1994 appended to 
that same report corroborates the 
premise that Fost:er's body was moved 
there after his death. 

The memo notes the fact there 
were two blood drain tracks on the 
victim's face: on.e from the right cor
ner of his mouth toward and below 
his right ear, the other from the right 
nostril "over the right cheek toward 
the temple area :and above the right 

· ear." The FBI lab memo continues, 
"The victim's bopy is depicted at the 
scene in a supine position with his 
face looking generally straight up, and 
the head not tu:rned to either side. 
While the actual positioning of the 
victim's head r~lative to the ground 
and the contour ;:,of the ground itself 
is not known, th~· draining tracks sug
gest his head was tipped back slightly 

., 
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when the draining of blood occurred." 
This would mean that the blood 

draining from Foster's mouth and 
nose ran to the back of his neck when 
he was in the position in which his 
body was found. However, the FBI 
memo also notes there was a contact 
bloodstain on Foster's right cheek and 
jaw, apparently caused by his face 
coming into contact with the right 
shoulder of his shirt, which was 
soaked with blood. This presents a 
problem for those who contend 
Foster's body was not moved: First, 
where did the blood come from that 
soaked the right side of his shirt? 
Second, how did his jaw and cheek 
come into contact with that blood
soaked shirt? 

It is obvious that for some time af
ter he was shot, Foster's head had to 
have been in a different position than it 
was observed to be in by the man who 
found the body. It would had to have 
been canted somewhat to the right for 
the blood to have gotten on his shoul
der, and at some point it would have 
had to flop over sharply to the right for 
his cheek to touch his shoulder and 
receive· a contact bloodstain. 

Former U.S. attorney Robert Fiske Jr. 
was named independent counsel by 
Attorney General Janet Reno, tasked 
with probing Clinton's ties to failed 
Arkansas banks and land scams. As 
the plot thickened, White House 
deputy counsel and former Whitewater 
player Vincent Foster Jr. was found 
dead. Fiske's report on Foster's death 
is controversial at best - and a three
judge panel has sacked Fiske. 
Photo: AP/Wide World 
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However, the first person to see 
Foster's body told FBI investigators 
that the head was face up, as the Park 
Police photos showed. The FBI agents 
questioned him closely on this point, 
asking him repeatedly if the head was 
not turned to the right. He assured 
them that it was not. The Fiske report 
handles the contact stains on Foster's 
cheek and jaw by cavalierly assert
ing that paramedics or investigators 
moved the head, although no one ever 
saw the head against the shoulder. In 
any case, the drainage tracks of dried 
blood as seen in the Park Police pho
tos prove that the head was face up, 
not canted to the right against his 
shoulder, before the body was dis
covered. 

Eyewitness 
Disagrees 

The FBI Jab 
memo did not ad
dress any theories 
of how this might 
have happened, 
merely stating that 

panel, who said this would have re
sulted in more blood on the clothing 
and skin than was observed. Unless, 
of course, whoever moved him took 
steps to keep blood from getting all 
over their vehicle and clothes, as 
would anyone with such a task at 
hand. The possibility suggested by 
physical evidence that someone in
tended to make it look like a suicide 
in the park was not even addressed in 
the Fiske report. It should have been. 

Physical Evidence Vs. Words 

One can but speculate how the 
movement of Foster's head happened, 
and who made it happen. But the 

bloodstains are · 
strong, perhaps 
irrefutable, evi
dence that it oc
curred, and that 
Foster did not 
shoot himself 
and collapse 
into the supine, 
face-up posi
tion in which 
he was found. 

The FBI lab 
made other im
portant foren
sic discoveries, 
but these, too, 
were appar
ently of no 
interest to 

the head moved or 
had been moved 
and that "the spe
cific manner of this 
movement is not 
known." This was not 
an adequate dis
missal for Fiske and 
his panel of patholo
gists, because one ex
planation might be that 
it was not just the head, 
but the whole body 
that had been moved. 

Vincent W. Foster Jr. as deputy White 
House legal counsel. Did he die at his 
own hand? The Fiske report concludes 
he did - but Is not convincing. 

Fiske and his 
muzzled 
bloodhounds. 
Investigations 
of suicide -

Photo: Reuters/Bettmann 

Fiske's team therefore 
reported that "the finding of the head 
facing forward and the right-sided 
bloodstains are mutually exclusive" 
- concluding therefore that one of 
the early observers must have turned 
the head face up before the photos 
were taken. Since this glib theory 
would have been refuted by the di
rection of the blood drainage tracks, 
they conveniently left out that diffi
cult detail, only saying, "There were 
linear bloodstains coursing across the 
right side of the face, emanating from 
the nose and mouth." But the con
struction worker who found the body 
was adamant: The face was forward 
when he found the body. 

The premise that the body had 
been moved to the park from a dif
ferent place was dismissed by the 
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even obvi
ously legitimate suicides - encom
pass the last hours of the deceased. 
The FBI lab team found semen on 
Foster's shorts, and multi-colored car
pet fibers on all his clothing, includ
ing his underwear. Blonde human 
hairs, not his own, were found on his 
T-shirt, pants, belt, socks and shoes. 

Fiske's report makes no mention 
of an attempt to determine the source 
of any of these fibers, even though 
they would help determine where and 
with whom the victim spent his final 
hours. Such an evidentiary trail is 
critical to a legitimate investigation, 
as it might even lead to more than 
speculative conclusions regarding the 
circumstances of the victim's death, 
or the real motive thereto. But it was 
not followed. 

As Washington columnists Reed 
Irvine and Joe Goulden noted, the 
Fiske theory is that Foster was done 
in by depression over a series of un
favorable Wall Street Journal editori
als - but death by editorial is far 
more improbable than the moving 
of Foster's body. It may be possible, 
as are lightning strikes and lot
tery wins, but neither plaus ible 
nor probable. 

The failure to address specific is
sues raised by physical evidence, 
however, pales by comparison to the 
sheer weight of unlikely possibilities 
Fiske has accepted almost by rote, 
and would ask us to accept unques
tioned in turn. It may be possible the 
gun didn't fly out of Foster's hand 
after he fired it because his thumb 
was caught in the trigger guard; and 
it may be possible the first man on 
the scene was wrong when he ada
mantly stated Foster's hands were 
palms up and not holding a gun, 
whereas a police Polaroid leaked to 
ABC News shows Foster's hands 
palms down, and holding a gun. And 
it may be possible a left-handed per
son would shoot himself with the gun 
in his right hand. 

It may be possible the junker parts 
gun was part of Foster's father 's "col
lection"; it might be possible Foster 
thought so much of this junk gun that 
he, an attorney, would blatantly ig
nore Washington's gun laws to keep 
it with him. It might be possible he 
took the gun from his home and it 
was not detected by White House 
guards in their routine search of his 
car when he entered the White House 
grounds. It is possible he loved, 
handled and fired the gun without 
leaving fingerprints on it. It is pos
sible not a trace of blood got on the 
gun when he stuck it in his mouth 
and pulled the trigger. It is possible 
firing the ancient .38 parts gun in his 
mouth left no visible powder burns 
inside his mouth or detectable pow
der residue on his face. 

And, of course, it 's possible that 
EMTs at the scene were struck by the 
fact there was relatively little blood, 
because Foster's heart stopped as soon 
as the bullet penetrated his brain -
even though the heart is not controlled 
by the brain - and because the blood 
quickly settled to his extremities even 
though he was on a gentle slope and 

Continued on page 66 
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On cQmmand, Bob Taylor draws and throws knife before 
Russell Horine can draw and fire a handgun. Lack of a 
firearm d~es not have to mean you lose a gunfight. 

•' 

You couldn't help but notice the four- and 
six-page ads running in Soldier Of Fortune and numerous 
other firearms, martial arts and weapons magazines by 
Tactical Response Solutions (TRS): How only 4-6 pounds 
of pressure can snap a shin bone, the most decisive move 
you can make to end any fight instantly, how you will 
never again walk your streets in fear, etc. 

These seemingly outlandish claims are accompanied 
by list after list of failings and limitations of currently 
accepted self-defense theory. Additionally, the TRS pro
gram carries endorsements by several heavy hitters not 
unknown to this magazine: John Donovan, General John 
K. Singlaub and a certain publisher by the name of Robert 
K. Brown. 

The question begs to be asked: Is this another "Are you 
a 98-pound weakling" scam? Or is there something more 
substantial to a company that pays for multi-page adver
tising in leading weapons and self-defense journals rather 
than resorting to one-inch pitches in the back of comic 
books. To assuage our reservations, Bob Taylor invited SOF 
along to see one of the videos being shot and witness first
hand the quality and realism utilized in their production. 

Taylor, longtime SOF associate and convention regu
lar, is considered one of the world's foremost experts in 
close quarters combat, counterinsurgency and counter
terrorism. When we met up with him at KFBM studios in 
San Diego, California, the two-tour Vietnam vet looked as 
if he had just survived a week of hand-to-hand combat. 
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Using speed, balance and planning, Rick Reynolds 
demonstrates how anyone can easily and nearly instantly 
incapacitate multiple attackers. Disarmament techniques, 
multiple attackers and unconventional warfare are covered 
in working detail. 

"I've been shot, stabbed, maced, bloodied by broken beer 
bottles and have a new limp from being on the receiving 
end of a chair kicked across the room during a ' simulated' 
barroom brawl with Rick Reynolds," Taylor recounted, 
emphasizing the realism that has made the Fighting Chance 
video series a best seller. 

Under the meticulous direction of Bob Pierce and 
Russell Horine of TRS, Taylor, Reynolds, Dave Chatell ier, 
Tom Carter and Frank Cucci converged on the sound 
stages to make a series of self-defense videos without 
equal. These experts have joined to bring their varied 
techniques to the public in a forum easily understood by 
the common viewer. They did not want hours of tape 
merely depicting students practicing martial arts routines, 
they were after experts who had successfully honed and 
proven their self-defense methods on the streets. 

And they required all this in a first-class package. 
Michael Finn Productions of San Diego provided camera 
crews, sets, extras and expertise. Their TV-quality pro
duction techniques lend a degree of professionalism un
matched in this genre. There are no snowy or choppy 
pictures here. Each scenario has been shot with up to four 
cameras to provide multiple angles for study and review 
- nothing is missed. 

In Taylor's video, Unarmed and Fearless, he demon
strates his techniques of unarmed combat and power knife 
throwing. He consistently and accurately buries a thrown 
blade into a target before an opponent can draw and fire a 
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Tactical Response Solutions 
for Street Survival 

by Dwight Swift Photos by Robert Walchli 

Pepper sprays and non-lethal weapons are covered in several 
of the videos. With practice, anyone can feel more confident of 
their ability to defend themselves against criminal aggression. 

handgun. This performance was conducted with both weap
ons holstered and blank rounds loaded in the handgun. On 
command, each drew his weapon and "fired." Throughout 
the series of attempts, the tape clearly shows the knife em
bedded in the target before the brass has ejected from the 
handgun. This exercise was conducted at the distance within 
which most civilian combat encounters occur - 10 feet. 

Taylor contends that even in a disarmed society where 
only criminals carry firearms, a man armed with a knife 
and the proper training stands a fighting chance against an 
armed attacker. With a little practice of the methods in 
this video, everyone should gain a renewed confidence in 
their abil ities to protect themselves. 

This is the forthright approach taken throughout the 
entire video series. No outcomes are scripted, no punches 
are pulled. If the methods cannot produce the desired effect, 
if they do not work, they have no place in TRS's lineup. 

Reynolds, an Albuquerque police officer, illustrates 
various street-fighting techniques in his video, How to 
Win a Street Fight in 4 to 7 Seconds. Using speed, balance 
and strategy, he demonstrates how anyone can easily and 
nearly instantly incapacitate multiple attackers. Disarma
ment techniques, multiple attackers and unconventional 
warfare and weapons are covered in working detail. 

Taylor discovered just how effective these methods can 
be during the five-day taping session. Reynolds, capable 
of employing anything close at hand as a weapon, proved 
that special-effects beer bottles don't always harmlessly 
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An entire video is devoted to awareness and family protec
tion. Your ability to judge your surroundings and potential 
threats allows you to avoid becoming a victim, i.e. don't jog 
in alleys. · 

shatter on impact with someone's forehead. Taking his 
lumps in good humor, Taylor joked how the added realism 
only enhances the program. 

As the martial arts instructor for Navy SEAL Team 
Six, Cucci found that self-defense program wanting. A 
normal martial arts approach simply didn't work for the 
SEALs. They needed a program that was effective and 
efficient, even while carrying 100 pounds of gear or after 
swimming for hours, and emphasized offensive maneuvers 
and attacks. Cucci studied a host of martial arts disciplines 
and distilled them into a course that has helped make the 
SEALs one of the world's most feared SpecOps units. 

What I Teach the Navy SEALs encompasses Cucci's 
discoveries while in the Navy. Starting with basic punches 
and kicks, he slowly initiates the student in beginner-level 
moves, through intermediate techniques, and concludes 
with advanced combinations. The result is the essence of 
what works in martial arts without the bowing, discipline 
and dojo fees. 

Carjackings, muggings, rapes, robberies, abductions and 
drive-by shootings are the bane of American society to
day. With actors playing assailants and victims, Chatellier, 
a child recovery expert, and Carter, formerly of Delta 
Force, discuss personal security issues and awareness tech
niques in a fourth, and yet unnamed video. Both men are 
authorities in executive protection and security. The use 

Continued on page 68 
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A little bit of Walter Mitty lives in everyone; who among 
us doesn't want to be a little more heroic, a little richer, a 
little more worthy of recognition? Most would, I believe. 
Within that context then, it's fair to say that all of us are 
"wannabes" to some degree. I, for example, have often 
wished I could have been a fighter pilot, a college profes
sor or a professional athlete. However, wanting to be 
doesn't require masquerading as the real thing, as is cur
rently being done by thousands of Joe Blows claiming 
military accolades they haven't earned. 

The phenomenon of these otherwise decent 
men pretending to be Vietnam vets and war heroes has 
gotten entirely out of hand, and I think it is time for us 
"regular folks" to expose them. To that end, this article is 
first in a series designed to do just that. 

During my 27 years as a Navy SEAL 
officer, I have seen many strange and 
extraordinary things. However, the 
most arresting phenomenon I have en
countered is people who falsely main
tain to be members of elite U.S. military 
SpecOps units: SEAL teams, Special 
Forces, Delta, Rangers and others. I 
have personally run across more than a 
dozen of these characters, and simply 
can't understand why otherwise intel
ligent and upstanding men concoct 
some of the most outrageous tales about 
fictitious combat experience and battle
field heroics. 

receiving the Navy Cross, "two or three Silver Stars," the 
Distinguished Service Medal and at least one Purple Heart. 
According to this article and his own cassettes, he was a 
very unique SEAL in Vietnam: "As a member of the U.S. 
Navy's elite strike-force team, the SEALs, I was on my 
third tour of duty as a combat aircrewman attached to the 
aircraft carrier USS Enterprise." 

Saved By A 11HueyCobra" 

As gleaned from the Guideposts article and his series 
of cassettes, Wright's C-lA (a twin-engine logistical sup
port aircraft) came under fire while participating in a 
resupply mission between Da Nang and the Enterprise 
from Viet Cong gunners operating in the "jungle" be
tween Da Nang airfield and the beach. The plane was shot 
down and Wright found himself the only survivor, trying 

to stay afloat while being shot at by 
VC on the coast. After a few harrow
ing minutes, a "HueyCobra" helicop
ter arrived and dropped a paramedic 
into the sea. Then, as both men were 
being pulled into the helo by a hydrau
lic. hoist, Wright was struck in the back 
by two VC bullets which passed com
pletely through his body. 

As an example of the unbelievable 
lengths to which some of these impos
tors go, let me cite the remarkable case 
of the itinerant preacher Robin Wright. 
While commanding officer of Naval 
Special Warfare Center, the Navy's 
SEAL school in Coronado, California, 
an article was brought to my attention 

Robin Wright's lies were convincing 
because he looked the part of a SEAL 
vet at 6'8" and 250+ pounds. Here 
he's shown dwarfing his wife and 

Taken to the U.S. naval hospital in 
Yokosuka, Japan, he woke several days 
later to discover he had a crushed sci
atic nerve causing paralysis from the 
waist down. While in this condition he 
met a Marine named John who had 
lost both arms and legs as a conse
quence of throwing himself on an en
emy hand grenade to save his buddies' 
lives. I've tried and failed to fathom 
the physics of how John lost all four 
limbs by jumping on a grenade and, 
according to Wright's later testimony, 

son during happier times In Panama 
City, Florida, prior to his exposure as 
a fraud. 

from the June 1987 issue of Guideposts, Dr. Norman 
Vincent Peale's inspirational magazine. Additionally, a 
series of audio and video cassettes which Wright himself 
distributed accompanied the article. 

"Rough and tough and hard to bluff' began the Guide
posts article authored by Wright. It seems that the rever
end was, in his sinful days, a highly decorated SEAL, 
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survived to become a biological father. 
According to Wright's written and verbal accounts, 

John the Marine led Wright through a profound religious 
experience, after which the latter miraculously arose and 
walked out of the hospital. According to him, "Medics 
had never seen such a sudden and complete recovery from 
a crushed sciatic nerve." 

Several months after his sensational recovery, Wright 
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was discharged from the Navy. Returning to his native 
upstate New York, he " ... cashed in on [his] 'tough guy' 
image and became a deputy sheriff for Niagara County." 
Thus began Wright's colorful and imaginative career as a 
civilian. Around 1978-79 he became " ... the chaplain at 
Attica Correctional Institute, a place full of men suffering 
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' 

from ' tough-guy syndrome.' " 
Always suspicious of men claiming to have been 

SEALs, I set out to determine if Wright was legitimate. As 
I expected, none of the SEALs I asked remembered any 
Robin Wright, and all of them thought the article was 
patently ridiculous. Just for good measure, however, I 
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checked 30 years of 
UDT/SEAL training 
records, and found 
no such individual 
had ever entered, 
much less graduated, 
from that course of 
instruction. 

As an example 
of how just plain 
silly the Guideposts 
article was, no quali
fied SEAL ever 
served as a "combat 
aircrewman," as 
Wright claimed to 
have done, and he 
certainly wouldn't 
have been on his 
third tour of duty in 
Vietnam in 1966 -
the time period cov
ered in the article. 
Neither was there a 
strip of jungle be
tween the runway 
and beach at Da 
Nang where VC 
could hide and snipe 
at aircraft. Nor was 
there ever a "Huey
Cobra" helicopter 
capable of sea res
cue. The AH-1 vari-

Counterfeit SEALs are no stranger to 
SOF; these bogus naval commandos, 
Jason Salerno (top) and Dennis 
Chapman (bottom) were chronicled 
In "SEALing Saddam's Fate," SOF 
Feb. '92. Photos: The Star(The 
Bulletin 

ants known as Huey
Cobras were two-seat gunships incapable of dropping a 
paramedic into the sea, carrying any wounded personnel, 
or conducting an air-sea rescue mission. 

After concluding the story was false in its entirety, I 
contacted the editorial offices of Guideposts, where I was 
put in contact with Edward Grinnan, the editor respon
sible for Wright's article. After listening courteously to 
my contention that the whole story was a lie, Mr. Grinnan 
stated: " ... we do not think it would serve the interests of 
our readers to retract it. To do so might cast doubt over the 
veracity of the other stories in the magazine." While I 
thought that was a curious position for a religious maga
zine to adopt, it ended the matter for a while. 

Scum Resurfaces 

A couple of years later, I received an interesting tele
phone call from an old SEAL buddy, Bill Garnett of Panama 
City, Florida. The local newspaper, The News-Herald, had 
published a long and detailed article on the Reverend Robin 
Wright, and Bill smelled something fishy. The article 
detailed Wright's heroic background and his recent founding 
of a local evangelical church. Bill and another SEAL, 
Denny Baber, correctly thought the article was not quite 
accurate. They both wanted to know if I had ever heard 
of the guy. Indeed I had, and it was then I decided to do 
what I could about uncovering this phony Vietnam hero. 

I immediately ran up quite a phone bill checking up on 
Wright's past. Reverend Jeff Carter, a kindly gentleman 
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who was the Protestant chaplain at Attica Correctional 
Institute, informed me that Wright had never been the 
chaplain at Attica, as claimed in both Guideposts and The 
News-Herald. Rather, he served as a part-time chaplain 
for a few months and so alienated his co-workers through 
self-promotion and unauthorized fund-raising that he was 
asked to leave. Through Rev. Carter, I was able to trace 
Wright's movements to northern Georgia, where after an 
abortive attempt to affiliate with Chuck Colson 's Prison 
Fellowship, he became associated with "A Voice in the 
Wilderness," a legitimate prison ministry, in 1983. 

My next call put me in contact with the leader of the 
Voice organization, who told me how Wright had left his 
group to accept employment as pastor of a local church. It 
turned out that the elders of that church had asked him to 
leave after a very short tenure - allegedly because of a 
dalliance with a parishioner. Leaving Georgia with his 
long-suffering wife Kathleen, and their five children, he 
wound up in Panama City, where he quickly established 
himself with the local evangelical community in 1987. It 
was then that Garnett contacted me. 

After a few more telephone calls, I was able to locate a 
leading member of the Panama City evangelical group, 
and tried to warn him away from Wright. No matter how 
many facts I provided him, however, he simply could not 
accept that Wright was a phony. He, along with many 
others, had been completely taken in by Wright's cha
risma. In fact, not long after his arrival in Florida, Wright 
founded the Gulf Coast Christian Fellowship in Panama 
City Beach, which became one of the fastest-growing 
churches in the area. 

Wright was ultimately exposed as a result of the news
paper article and the persistence of Denny Baber. After 
The News-Herald refused to disavow its laudatory article 
about Wright, despite irrefutable evidence Baber presented 
that proved Wright was lying, Denny confronted him in 
his church office in the presence of a witness. At first he 
denied that he had ever claimed to be a SEAL; challenged 
with his own audio cassette testimony, he refused to lis
ten. From then on, Wright was on a downhill run. Mem
bers started leaving his church, reporters started asking 

Wright's Form 214 contrasts 
with his claim to have 
won the Navy Cross, 

"two or three" Silver Stars, 
the Distinguished Service 

Medal, and at least one 
Purple Heart. 

questions, and his finances came under scrutiny. 
Finally, this paragon of Christian virtue and SEAL 

heroism left his loyal wife and family and moved in with 
Julie Chapman, a married woman who was a member of 
his congregation. Kathleen Wright bowed to the inevi
table and filed for divorce. It was at this point that the 
story really begins to get interesting. 
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Masculine Compensatory Fantasy 

The incidence of "wannabes" claiming to have been Vietnam war heroes 
or members of elite military units has reached ridiculous proportions. Every 
SpecOps friend I have spoken to has his own favorite stories about these 
phonies, and I continue to encounter new cases on a regular basis. Just 
today I confirmed fraud in two more cases of men claiming to have been 
Vietnam-era SEALs - one in Naples, Florida, and the other in Mobile, 
Alabama. In their rational minds these individuals must know that their 
stories will inevitably be challenged, but something in their psyches 
compels them to continue living their lies. 

What kind of psychological make-up causes some individuals to claim to 
be what they never were? It is all the more puzzling when most of these 
men are highly respectable in their fields of endeavor. For example, I know 
of two regular Navy lieutenants who blatantly (and stupidly) wore the SEAL 
breast device in the company of SEAL officers. Similarly, a naval reserve 
captain, who was highly successful in civilian life and who commanded a 
large reserve unit in California, was caught wearing the Budweiser and, 
when challenged, averred that he was entitled to wear it. Only when 
confronted by his commanding admiral did he finally remove the device. 

In my attempt to understand the psychological functioning of individuals 
who impersonate SEALs, I visited a clinical psychologist in Maryland who, in 
the past, had reviewed the psychological and psychiatric literature on the 
impostor phenomenon. I discovered in discussion with the doctor that 
individuals who impersonate others can be found suffering from many 
forms of mental illness. The most disturbed of these are suffering from 
paranoid schizophrenia, and they have a fixed belief that they are, in fact, 
someone else. 

There are also those who have bipolar disorder, a condition in which the 
individual develops a grandiose sense of self. I also learned that sufferers 
of narcissistic personality disorders take on the roles of idealized persons 
to further their sense of superiority. Sadly, I have seen this occur in the 
cases of qualified SpecOps personnel who grossly exaggerated accounts of 
their combat prowess, often incurring thereby the ridicule of their peers, in 
order to satisfy some deep-rooted longing for recognition. 

The doctor also discussed individuals who have personality dysfunction, 
the most damaging of which is antisocial personality disorder. An individual 
suffering from this disorder assumes the role of some heroic figure for 
reasons of personal gain or to exploit an individual financially or emotion
ally. These individuals are the most reprehensible of the phonies; in my 
judgment, Robin Wright clearly falls into that category. 

As I talked over coffee with the doctor, I learned that a very common 
theme among impostors is low self-esteem. This disturbance in their sense 
of self leads them to create ever-more-intricate webs of lies and fantasies 
in order to make themselves feel more important. This is a condition known 
as pseudologia fantastica. When the individual takes this web of lies and 
begins mixing it into reality, e.g., dressing as a Green Beret or wearing the 
SEAL "Budweiser badge," it is referred to as the "impostor phenomenon." 

Oftentimes, especially as it relates to impersonating members of 
Special Operations Forces, the individual is engaging in a masculine 
compensatory fantasy. SEALs, Special Forces soldiers, Rangers and the 
like represent to many men the very epitome of masculinity. This is why 
SpecOps personnel are the frequent objects of impersonation. For many, 
these perceived-to-be-elite personnel are the fantasized optimal persons 
that an impostor wishes to be. 

As I spent more time with the good doctor, I came to see how imperson
ators tend to feel grossly inadequate. Individuals with very low self-esteem 
and a lack of sense of identity could easily seduce themselves step-by-step 
over the course of time into a belief that they are the fantasized superior 
warriors of our era. Those with low self-esteem, who genuinely need our 
compassion, are a far cry from the deceitful antisocial individuals dis
cussed above who prey upon trusting and unsuspecting individuals for the 
purpose of exploiting them financially and/or emotionally. It is these 
ant isocial personalities who, by impersonating members of the SpecOps 
community, do the greatest damage to the trust America places in that 
brotherhood. - L.B. 
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Julie Chapman, the other half of this 
"Bonnie and Clyde" story, divorced her 
husband to gallivant around with 
Wright. She lost her son in custody 
hearing, only to later kidnap hl"1 from 
her former husband. 

Kathleen Wright's attorney, Robert 
Staats, asked me to provide an affida
vit attesting that navyman Robin 
Wright had never been a SEAL - I 
gladly complied. I also provided him 
with the information given me by Rev. 
Jeff Carter. Using this knowledge and 
other data provided by the U.S. mili
tary records facility in St. Louis, Mis
souri, Staats was able to demonstrate 
that Robin Wright was definitely nei
ther the hero nor the clergyman he 
claimed to be. 

In fact, his DD Form 214 (discharge 
papers) shows him to have earned only 
the National Defense Service Medal, 
the Vietnam Service Medal and the 
Republic of Vietnam Campaign Medal 
with Device. Wright's Form 214 con
trasts sharply with his claim to have 
won the Navy Cross, "two or three" 
Silver Stars, the DistinguisheCI Service 
Medal, and at least one Purple Heart. 
And Kathleen later told me that, as far 
as she knew, he had never been or
dained as a minister. 

The judge presiding over the di
vorce proceedings promulgated a sum
mary of his findings with regard to 
Wright's principal claims; among other 
things, he found that Robin Wright: 

-never attended SEAL school; 
- was never in a plane crash; 
-was never hospitalized at a mili-

tary hospital in Japan; 
-was never shot twice while be

ing rescued from the water after the 
purported plane crash; 

- never received two Purple Hearts, 
the Distinguished Service Medal, or 
the Navy Cross; (As an aside, nowhere 

Continued on page 68 
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WHEN YOUR TYPICAL DAY ON THE JOB 
IS ANYTHING BUT TYPICAL. 

LONDON BRIDGE TRADING Co. IS 

A manufacturer OF TACTICAL LOAD

BEARl NG AND OTHER SPECIALIZED 

EQUIPMENT FOR: BUILDING ENTRY, 

SNIPER/COUNTER-SNIPER, SUR

VIVAL, ESCAPE AND EVASION. 

BY MILITARY SPECIAL OPS UNITS, 

GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES AND 

SPECIAL LAW ENFORCEMENT UNITS. 

RETAIL AND WHOLESALE ACCOUNTS. 

Send $2. 00 for our extetui~e catalog. 
STORE HOURS: M-F 9:00-7 :00. 

OUR GEAR IS USED WORLDWIDE SAT. 12 :00-6:00. • 804-498-0207 

~~- LONDON BRIDGE TRADING CO. LTD. 
~ 3900 BONNEY RD., STE. 107 1-800-229-0207 Si VA . BEACH , VA 23452 USA FAX 804-498-0059 

• FREE SHIPPING* • FREE MOUNT 
• F EE BATTERY •FREE LASER HOLSTER 

TOLL FREE 
800-291-5511 

0~tD ~iv/ 
~r,·"i' ~ "''"' r,r, . - ~" 

•l L. JI):' 

C.H. WORLDWIDE 
P.O. Box 2712 

San Ramon, CA 94583 
Tel 510-838-1665 
Fax 510-838-3172 

MOUNTS AVAILABLE FOR THESE BRAND NAME PISTOLS 
AMT; Auto Ord; Beretta; Browning; Colt; CZ 75; Davis; Desert Eagle; FEG; 
FIE; Glock; H & K; Uama; lorcin; Norinco; Phoenix; Rocky Min. Arms; 
Ruger; SIG Sauer; Smith & Wesson; Springfield; Star; Taurus; ID5; Walther 

Shotgun, Rifle and Revolver mounts also in stock. 

Don't forget to ask about our new reinforced Laser Holsters. 
Desert Eagle and H & K $20 additional • Holster Not Included with Desert Eagle 

'UPS - Ground • Continental U.S. Only • C.O.D. Add $5.00 
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• Blue or Stainless 
• 1 Year Limited 

Warranty 
• 3V Lithium Battery, 

up to 20 hours 
continuous 

•Range 300+ 
yards I• : 

• <5mW 

MP9 

Continued from page 49 

general performance characteristics of 
the MP9 were well illustrated. 

Firing M882 ball ammunition 
(headstamped "WCC 92" with NATO 
cross in circle) with 124-grain FMJ 
projectiles, we ran a number of 20-
round bursts past the superb PACT 
(Practical Applied Computer Tech
nologies Inc., Dept. SOF, P.O. Box 
531525, Grand Prairie, TX 75053; 
phone: 800-722-8462) MKIV Cham
pionship Timer with its built-in rate 
of fire mode. Ruger specifications 
indicate a cyclic rate of 600 rpm, 
which in my opinion is ideal for a 
submachine gun. The rates of fire we 
obtained were between 617 to 619 
rpm. That's right on the money, as a 
wide range of factors affect a ma
chine gun's cyclic rate. Exclusive of 
given factors, su.ch as the method of 
operation and mass of the reciprocat
ing parts, some of the variables are: 
ammunition, fouling, recoil spring ten
sion, magazine stripping pressure, at
mospheric conditions and lubrication. 

We found the front buffer to be 
especially effective in "softening" 
perceived recoil and muzzle jump. 
As a consequence, and together with 
its closed-bolt operation, the MP9 
demonstrates above average accuracy. 
This weapon exhibits a considerable 
amount of sophisticated human engi
neering and when employed correctly 
by experienced submachine gun op
erators from a strong shoulder mount, 
the abbreviated foregrip noticeably 
aids the weapon's controllability. Be
cause of the low cyclic rate, even 
inexperienced operators can fire con
sistent two-shot bursts with ease and 
very little practice. The largest rear 
sight aperture provides the proper 
shadow-like effect with extremely fast 
sight alignment at close ranges. There 
were no stoppages of any kind during 
the 1,000 rounds fired. 

H&K MP5s and modest quantities 
of Colt SMGs prevail in federal and 
local law enforcement inventories in 
this country at this time. Bill Ruger 
appears poised to stake a claim on 
his fair share of this limited market. 
His MP9 has all the right attributes 
required of a modern submachine gun. 
It's compact, lightweight, reliable, 
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The "PNEU-GUN" ) 
pronounced newgun) is a 

fistful of security. It is only 14 
inches long when assembled 

~and fires out a lead pellet filled 
"Shotbag" at a muzzle velocity of 250-

300 f .p.s. One C02 gas cartridge supplies 
sufficient energy to know down a 300 lb. assailant 20 

feet away. The "PNEU-GUN" air powered ballistic baton is 
awesome! You have to see it in action lo believe just how effective ii 

really is. Don't confuse "PNEU-GUN" with old style "stun guns", "Un-Guns" or 
"Bean Bag Guns". There is no comparison in power, quality, range, 
effectiv~ness or sheer beauty of design. Keep on in your car, next to your 
bed or handy for that unexpected emergency. The "PNEU-GUN" air powered 
ballistic baton is the perfect alternative to a handgun. Legal, effective, yet 
safe to use. 

AG1 ... "PNEU-GUN" Alrgun Kit ... $169.95 
(includes Airgun, 4 Shotbags, 6 C02 cartridges, 10 gas check, 

1 O white end caps, loading cartridge, instruction book) 

SAP GLOVES 
Made of soft, pliable, ling -· 
wearing leather. Has six~H 
ounces of powdered ff 
lead carefully · 
inserted into the 1· ,,, .. 
fist of each glove. r, 
High quality and ~ T)'"r' / 
available in !hree ~ 
sizes, medium, 
large, and x- ' 
large. \ . 

DAM •.. Sap "-·=·~:::c. 
Gloves ••. $44.95 

ALASKAN 
MAGNUM 
PepperGas® 

Alaskan Magnum is an 
effective easy to use 
repellent that can be 
carried by hikers', 
joggers, backpackers 
or by anyone that is 
likely to encounter a 
violet attack. Utilizing a 
10% concentration of 
pepper, Alaskan 
Magnum is sure to 
knock down any 
attacker . Alaskan 
Magnum comes in a 9 
oz. fogger unit that has 
a range of 20 feet! 
PG9 ... 9 oz. Alaskan 

Magnum ••• $49.95 

BALLISTIC KNIFE 

PHONE CHECK 
(Telephone Bug Detector) 
This unit has both 
a light emitting 

diode and a meter ~ 
read out. Will tell 
you if your line is E=:J 
interrupted while 

0 
in use. Will also 
automatically · 
shut down the 
line if a bug is 
detected or an extension is picked 
up. 

ST1 ... Phone Check ... $79.95 

STUN GUARD 
( 160,000 volt maxi-

baton) 
This baton has an awesome 
160,000 volts of stopping 
power from two 9-volt 
batteries . It will intimidate 
most attackers without 
contact. The crackle and the 
sight of the discharge is fear
some to say the least. It is 
"hot" right down the shaft as 
well as the contact probes. A 
full 18 inches of stun power. 
The hand grip is rubberized 
to prevent ii from being taken 
away from you. This baton is ' 
ideal for security guards, 
bouncers, bar owners, etc. 
OM160 ••. Maxi-Baton ... 

$119.95 

Congress outlawed the springs which 
enables this knife to shoot Its blade with 
deadly force. The Ballistic Knife was 
invented by Russia and issued to their elite 
"Spetznatz" forces. This knife based on the 
original Soviet version which Is able to fire 
its blade silently out of the knife handle with 
five times the force of a manual stab! This 
American made copy of far superior to the 
original and Its unique firing ability was so 
effective, a federal law was made that out
laws and knife with a propelled blade. 
Now you can get this knife in kit form. The 

handle and sheath are made of aircraft 
grade aluminum. The blade Is tempered out 
of 41040 steel with a rockwell hardness of 
561) 

FCC1 ••. Balllstlc Knife ••• $139.95 
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THUNDER BLASTER 
This new high tech, electrical self-defense weapon is the 
stun gun you've been waiting tori Now with a full 150,000 
volts of increased power! This gun utilizes two 9-volt 
batteries and has dual coils. It has an extremely loud 
electrical sound so. it is an even more effective deterrent 
than most other stun guns. The improved ergonomic hand 
grip is just perfect for a firm hold. Other features include 
an easier to use angular trigger, an on/off safety switch, a 
battery power indicator light, and a built-in belt clip. This 
gun will visually intimidate an attacker up to 20 feet away. 

TB-1 ... Thunder Blaster .•. $119.95 

BIONIC EAR 

TRANSMITTER 
(BUG DETECTOR) 

Find hidden RF 
transmitters (bugs) 
planted in your 
home, office, car 
or attached to 
your telephone 
line. This device 
is designed to 
locate the most 
common type of 
electronic bugs. 
Frequency 
range of 1 MHz to 
1,000 MHz. 
TD-17 ... Bug Detector 

$98.00 

This sound amplifier system increase sound 
by up to 30 db. It comes complete with 
headphones, wrist straps that allow hands
free use and a 12 inch parabolic booster that 
makes the unit more directional. Automatic 
safety circuit prevents sound over 95 db from 
reaching your ears . Also has mono output 
jack for recording. 

SC11 •.. Bionic Ear ... $139.95 

WIRE TAP DETECTOR 
The Tap Detector ,L/---~ 
detects series devices 
with a resistance of 61 
ohms or more. It will 
also detect parallel 
devices with a 
resistance of 65 
megohms or less. 

[
:r::::rl -·.!>-· 
~a--

T•p Tr•p I/ 

This device is the best full anti-wireless 
tap detector for the money. Compact. 
only 4-1/4 ' x 3-1/2 ' x 1-1/2' : and 
comes with all the necessary plugs , 
cords, adapters, battery and illustrated 
instruction manual. Buy this one to 
sweep the phone line and the Phone 
Check device lo make · sure no more 
taps are put on our lines! 

TT-17 ... Tap •.. $99.00 

PISTOL CROSSBOW 
This compact pistol version of the // .,,...,1. 
deadly and silent crossbow is now ~· 
available. This unit has fully adjustable ~;1~ 
sights, is amazingly accurate, comes in 
two different versions (50 lb. draw and , 
80 lb. draw) and comes with three tk/ 
practice arrows. ' 

PC1 .•• 50 LB. DRAW ... $49.95 
PC2 ... 80 LB. DRAW ••• $59.95 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
By Mall: Mall coupon or separate sheet with payment or credit card 

Information to: 
SONIC TECHNOLOGY, INC. 10105 E. Via Linda, Scottsdale. AZ 85258 

By Phone: Call 1-800-538-0787. Have all Information ready. 
Sonic Technology. Inc. does not warrant that you may legally possess or carry slun guns. 
pepper spray. etc . By ordering you acknowledge thol you ore on adult and there ore no legal 
restrictions. 

~----------------• SONIC TECHNOLOGY, INC. 10105 E. Via Linda, Ste. 103-261 

I 1-800-538-0787 Scottsdale. AZ 85258 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Qty. 

Charge My: 

Card#: 

Exp. Date: 

Number Description 

v1saO MCO AmexO 

I Name: --------------1 Address: _____________ _ 

Subtotal 

Shipping 

Total 

Price 

$5.00 
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and exhibits advanced human engi
neering and a high level of innova
tive technology. For further informa
tion, qualified governmental agencies 
should contact Sturm, Ruger & Co. 
Inc. (Dept. SOF, 200 Ruger Road, 
Prescott, AZ 86301-6105; phone: 602-
778-6555, fax: 602-778-6633). ~ 

I WAS THERE 

Continued from page 22 

had been killed. We found more 
weapons lying there; apparently 
some VC had ditched them and 
made a run for safety. 

One Ruff Puff came up and 
pointed to a knife on my belt, 
asking to borrow it. I handed it 
over to him. He returned shortly 
with a big shit-eating grin on his 
face and showed me a set of 
testicles he had cut off one of the 
dead. I was not impressed. It's 
bad when you can work up a 
greater hatred for the guys you are 
trying to help than for the guys you 
are trying to kill. 

SHOPPING LIST 

As we worked our way down to 
the riverbank we found two more 
B-40 rounds and a bamboo frame 
full of GI batteries. There were 
about 12 D-cell batteries fitted in a 
long tube of bamboo strips held 
together by rubber bands. This 
power source was used to fire the 
command-defonated water mine 
that had exploded astern of our 
Swift boat. A pair of wires led into 
the water revealing the location of 
the mine. Apparently, whoever fired 
it had his timing off, had a bad 
contact or a hang fire. Luck was 
with us on that one. 

Our SOP called for a body 
count. It is difficult to conceive 
how those numbers meant any
thing. There were 13 dead Viet 
Cong, but by the time the numbers 
were added from each unit, the 
total far exceeded the actual count. 
This was typical, and I believe it 
was done purposefully to make 
our efforts look more productive 
than they actually were. Some poli
ticians equated military victory with 
how many enemy were killed vs. 
how many Americans were lost. 

The .captured weapons were 

a _ Night Vision Goggles (NVG)' 

b _ Aviation NVG - ANVIS 

c _ NVG Magnetic Compass HU.~.::,,.-.';_ :J 
d _ Night Vision Binoculars _ ~ 

e _ Night Weapon Sights 
1 

· h~ 
f _ Night Photography Scopes ~ & ~ · ~ 
g _ Laser Weapon Aimers ~ ~ ~ 

gathered up and we slogged 
through the mud back to the Swift 
boats. We st0pped at the village to 
drop off the Ruff Puffs and went 
ashore for that Coke. The Ruff 
Puffs kept all captured weapons. 
We joked nervously that we would 
probably be shot at again with 
them next time we went out. 

The villagers were impressed 
with the little packages our heroes 
brought back. I only felt revulsion 
for anyone who could cut up some
one from their own country after 
they were dead. It left me with no 
impression of bravery, only cow
ardice. Men are killed in combat, 
but once a soldier is dead, he 
should be afforded the privacy of 
his death. These false victors should 
have saved their heroics for running 
their country after the war. 

As an afterthought, we totaled 
the cost of ammunition for that 
day's operation. As nearly as we 
could estimate, it came to about 
$20,000 per dead Viet Cong. If 
there had been some way to offer 
those guys a reward just to go the 
hell home and forget it, we all 
might have been better off. ~ 

h _ IA Flashlight Filters •.• ~~~~En~~~tR~s7:nL~Y:~~~~~~!i-n~:'~~<;;d ~~~:t~:~~~s~'NEW 
components and image intensifier tubes. 

_ IA Chemical Lights 2. Our image tubes are MADE IN THE USA by a major manufacturer of night 
vision systems for the US Military (no Russian surplus). 

IA "Fi"refli"es'' 3. Our systems are WARRANTED for TWO FULL YEARS. 
WORLD 'S LARGEST STOCKING DISTRIBUTOR OF U.S.-MADE NIGHT VISION EQUIPMENT! 

EXCALIBUR ENTERPRISES, P.O. BOX 400, FOGLESVILLE, PA 18051-0400 
(610) 391-9106 Special equipment for NIGHT OPERATIONS FAX (610) 391-9223 
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PEACE TABLE PSYOPS 

Continued from page 51 

supported massive billowing flags at 
Panmunjom that could be seen pok
ing above low-lying clouds from 
miles away. 

In a desperate move to show the 
world that even sentry dogs south of 
the DMZ yearned for the northern 
paradise, the communists deployed 
bitches in heat to entice the U.N. ca
nines to defect. 

Deadly snakes have been thrown 
at U.N. vehicles, gas tanks have been 
clogged with dirt, and a variety of 
street punk antics, such as punctur
ing ti res and littering the access roads. 
around Panmunjom with shattered 
glass and metal shards, ' were com
mon ploys instigated by the commu
nist hooligans inside the truce village. 

To outsiders, the antics at Panmun
jom simply seem humorous, but 
American soldiers who have lived and 
worked there see it a little differently. 

"They send every smart-ass in the 
North Korean army down here to spit 

on our boots," stated one American 
military policeman in the Joint Secu
rity Area. "It's just completely unbe
lievable that grown men can behave 
the way they do. Some of these men 
are officers, and the things they do 
are junior-high school level," com
plained another young American sol
dier, also formerly assigned as a 
security guard for the U.N. delega
tion at Panmunjom. 

What they were referring to was 
the verbal abuse by their North Ko
rean counterparts, which sometimes 
escalates to stone throwing and other 
physical confrontations. Even spit
ting, biting and kicking are in the 
North Korean Soldier's Guide to 
Gentlemanly Behavior. 

"We're told not to retaliate, but 
sometimes, because they act like such 
immature brats, I'd like to bend one 
over my knee, give him a good spank
ing, then make him sit in a corner," 
said one MP. 

Another GI was more cautious: 
"When we have to go in there every 
single day and put up with the same 
crap, it becomes an astonishing battle 
of nerves. But we can never let our 
guard down, even for one minute, 

because in the past Americans have 
been killed at Panmunjom, by North 
Korean thugs keeping score." 

Gary L. Bloomfield was the Army 
journalist of the year in 1977 for his 
writing while stationed along the Ko
rean DMZ. He is now managing edi
tor of Veterans of Foreign Wars 
(VFW) magazine. ~ 

COMBAT 
WEAPON CRAFT 

Continued from page 27 

recoil. Where you see the front sight 
leave the target is where the shot 
goes. If you haven't noticed what 
the front sight does in recoil, look 
for it: It will make a big difference. 

In darkness, the techniques you 
develop will enable you to get on 
target as easily as in light. The only 
problem is to locate and ID the 
target, which must be done regard
less of shooting style. Whether or 
not you shoot in such a situation is 
a tactical, not technical, issue. 

BlaclfHawlf Industries 

Long6un 
Paclf Mat 

Quality From Experience 
, 

SPEC-OPS 
Holster & Mag Pouch 

Modular Mesh 
Vest 

SPEC-OPS 
Medical Bads Pads 

BlackHawk is a unique company, owned and operated by a Navy SEAL. We offer state-of-the-art designs and 
quality for vests, harnesses, back packs, bags and pouches. All BlackHawk produCts are guaranteed for life! 

BlaclrHawlf. lndustrtes, Inc. 
Dealer inquiries welcome 2413 Bowland Plfway, Suite 102 ~~~~~~ ~~~~0n~~~e~~:~:~r 
~ l•J ~ Virginia Beach, VA 23454 complete photograph catalog 
lrnrii8 - 804 486-8254 FAX 804 486-8286 
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The complete ma nua l fo r 
one of the most effect ive 
battle r~les ever made. If you 
own a FN-FAL you need this 
book. Fully illustrated with pho
tos a nd drawings on a lmost 
every one of its 130 pages. 
51/,"x8 ' / i'. 
Item No. C-211...$13.95 

HK Assault Rifle 
Systems 

The tough G3 rifle and its 
huge number of spinoffs has 
long been a favorite of soldiers. 
policemen. and c ivil ians. Now 
firearms expert Duncan Long 
reveals the little known history 
behind this fasc inating family 
of weapons. tracing its begin
nings from the ashes of WWII to 
the present. The book goes on 

1----------..!'::::========---l to show the probable direction 

Designed for the Marines in 
World War II . the Reising was 
innovative and it fired the pow
erful .45 cartridge. Unfortu
nate ly, the design was not 
suited to the jungle environ
ment that it was to be used in 
and it eventually found its way 
into the hands of war plant 
g uards a nd the po lice. This 

book combines the rare o riginal H&R fac tory manua l 
with the military tech. manual. This is a must have book. 
Approx. 75 pp .. 6"X9". photos. illus .. softcove r. 

Item No. C-9127 ............... ........ . $12.95 
Thompson 

Submachine Guns 
Few arms in histo~; have en

joyed the notoriety and publicity 
of the famous Thompso n 
submachine guns. This book puts 
under one cover the most com
plete listing of practicalandtech
nical Tommy Gun information 
ever published. Reprints of U.S. 
and British military manuals p lus 
an old Auto-Ordnance catalog 
add up to over 230 pages. Illus. 
51/2x8'/2'. soft cover 

Item No. C-284 ...................... $13.95 

HK designs wi ll take in the future 
and tells why the G3 and its variants will remain popular 
during much of the next century. The author also 
examines customized versions of the .308, .223. and 
9mm rifles and submachine guns and semiauto ver
sions as we ll as other chamberings of the G3 spinoffs 
(like the HK-91/93/94, SR-9. SAR-3/8. SP-89, etc.). 81/ 

2"x l l ", 128 pages. illus .. soft cove r. 
Item No. C-9013 ...... .. .. ..................... $27.95 

HK 91 & 93 Factory Manuals 
A 52 page detailed manual for your HK rifle . You 

have just purchased a new or used rifle and did not 
receive a manual here is your c hance to get one. 

Item No. C-403 (HK 91, .308) .... $15.95 
Item No. C-404 (HK 93, .223) .... $15.95 

More MG Manuals 
C-135 The M-14 Rifle .. .... .... ............ .... $8.95 

81/,'x l I ", 50 pages. illus .. soft cover. 
C-274 M14/M14Al Rifles & Rifle 

Marksmanship .............. ...... .. . $14. 95 
8'/ 2xl I ", 236pages. illus .. soft cover. 

C-333 US Marine M-16A2 Manual .. $16.95 
8'/z"x l I ", 262 pages. illus .. soft cover. 

C-265 US Army M-16Al Manual ..... $14.95 
8'/,'xl I ". 216pages. illus .. soft cover. 

C-061 MAC Submachine Gun Operating 
Manual (MAC- 10 & MAC-11) .... ......... $6. 95 

5'/2'x8'!2. 35 pages, illus .. soft cover. 
UZI Submachine Gun C-279 M-60 Machine Gun TM9-1215 $14.95 

This comprehensive book 
gives fully illustrated deta ils on 
both the wooden and folding 
metal stock models: function
ing, detail disassembly and parts 
description, technical specifica
tions and dcita. loading. firing. 
handling, zeroing, stoppages 
and more. 46 pages with nearly 
60 large. clear photos & illustra· 
lions. 5'/2x8 ' / 2" , softcover. 
Item No. C-126 ... .... $7.95 

81/z"xl I". 188pages, illus .. soft cover. 
C-307 .50 Cal. Browning FM23-65 ... $16.95 

8'/2'xl I ", 207 pages, illus .. soft cover. 
Browning M1918A2 (B.A.R.) 

C-647 Maintenance Manual .......... $10.00 
C-648 Depot Manual. .... .. .............. ... $10.00 

Both 8'h'xl I'. appx. 50+ pages. illus .. soft cover. 
C-9002German MG-34 ........ .... ...... ..... $9.95 

5'/z"x8'/ 2 . 70 pages. illus .. soft cover. 
The manuols In this ad ore NOT conversion manuals. Most ore 
Enhanced reprints of govemmanf or monulaclurEH's manuals. 

. Add $4.95 S&H to all orders plus an 
Credit Card Orders Only call our I additional $3.00 for orders to Canada. 

T 011-F ree 0 rder Line Other foreign add $12.00 for first item & $2.00 for 

1 800 852 4445 

~
ach additional Item. 

- - - Send Check or Mone Order to: 
Customer Service DEL. TA PRESS 

1-501-862-4984 P.O. Box 1625 Dept.-SF56 
Fax Number 1-501-862-9671 DELTA El Dorado, AR. 71731 

II 2 k f d I. , Send $3 for a 80 page color A ow wee s or e 1ver Sorry No C.O.D. s catalo Free With order 

It's time to call in the 
heavy hitters! 
Forget those "magic" bullets that turn into pretty stars or grow claws. 
Cor-Bon® offers street-proven performance, harder-hitting, higher veloc-
ities, and low muzzle flash that won 't make you the \.OCITY AMMu 
target... all in the heavier bullet weights that the ~y.. "~ Ntr10 
pros prefer: 230gr. /.45, 180gr. /.40, 158gr. ~" '+ 
/ .38, 147gr. /9mm and more. Cor-Bon ammo 
isn 't fancy. It just plain gets the job done! 

TO ORDER: 1800788•2666 
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Remember: See the spot, stop 
on the spot, shift to the front sight, 
break the shot, and you'll do OK. 
Shifting your focus to the sights to 
verify you are on target takes no 
longer than simply grabbing the 
pistol and shooting with eyes 
closed. But it lets you hit your 
target. It is most important to make 
all this automatic through continu
ous and attentive practice. 

Using sights properly within re
quirements of a tactical situation is 
as fast as "instinctive" methods. 
More importantly, it allows you to 
hit. That's what combat pistolcraft 
is about. You want solid hits in the 
least time on another who is bent 
on killing you. 

You fight like you train, so train 
like you fight. In training, condition 
your mind that it is for real. If 
tempted to ignore the sight pic
ture, remember, if you miss, you 
die. Feel lucky? 

A California police firearms in
structor, Gabriel Suarez is a fre
quent contributor to "Combat 
Weaponcraft." ~ 

CLINTON COVER-UP? 

Continued from page 55 

not the 45-degree slope Fiske's pa
thologists reported. Perhaps it is pos
sible he could write a note by hand 
and then tear it into 28 pieces with
out leaving his fingerprints on it; it's 
even possible an articulate attorney 
could have written a note whose tenor 
was that of a whining schoolgirl; and 
it is possible the Park Police could 
have carefully examined his brief
case and not seen any of the 27 pieces 
of torn paper that were discovered 
six days after his death; and it's pos
sible that White House Counsel Ber
nard Nussbaum, presidential aide 
Patsy L. Thomasson and Hillary 
Rodham Clinton's Chief of Staff Mar
garet Williams had the purest of in
tentions when they entered Foster's 
supposedly sealed office, hours after 
his death, to sneak Whitewater docu
ments out and deliver them to the 
Clintons' lawyer David Kendall. And 
it's possible Nussbaum was further
ing justice when he high-handedly 
denied access to the office or any 
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ANTI-NEW WORLD 
ORDER BOOKS by 

Robert K. Spear 
11!!!11'-1••11!!!1 S u r v i v i n g 

;;JUn> VIV 11 .. \:1 

GLOBAL 
SLAVERY 
~ 

~~fi\~ 
.... 7 

Living Under the 
New World Order 

Robert K. Spear 

Global Sla
very 
Learn how to safe
guard your family 
from the impacts of 
a tyranical world 
government . 
$9.95 

Creating Covenant 
Communities 

Detailed info on how r-i'.' "",:(?l\.(i\T1Nc-' ·· : 
to relocate with com- ... ~ · ~2~t~~~fEs · 
mon sense to rural .. . ·· '"-~'.~~i~· ! 
areas with other pa- .{/:''"!·:•· 

triots. $9.95 

add $3.00 S&H 

UFD-SOF, P.O. Box 410, 
Leavenworth, KS 66048 

Are you ready? 

52" 

•water/air tight burial/storage safes. 
•can hold up to three fireanns. 
•Non-magnetic/Non-metallic. 
•Extra heavy PVC construction. 
•Made here in the U.S.A.111 
'Choice of dark green or black. 
•17" pistol case, only $29.95. 
•52" rifle case, only $59.95. 
•custom sizes available. 
'Dealer's Inquiries welcome. 

Please add $12.00 for S&H, $18.00 for AK or HI. 
For Immediate service, please pay by money order 
or cashier's check, personal check allow two weeks. 

Berelt Industries 
P.O. Box 130304 Tampa, FL. 33681..0304 

TEL: (813)832-3191 
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documents to Park Police and FBI 
agents investigating the Foster death. 

Among other possibilities is that 
Foster was able to hide his suicidal 
depression from all his co-workers, 
including the president. It is possible 
he decided to commit suicide despite 
the fact his sister was flying in that 
night for a family get-together, that 
he had an appointment with the presi
dent the next day, and that James 
Lyons, a friend of the president's from 
Denver, was flying in to see him. 

A Spider's Web Does Not 
Weave To Silk 

And it's possible the crucial Park 
Police photos of the scene were all 
"underexposed." And it's possible the 
pathologist, Dr. James Beyer, who 
conducted the original autopsy, got 
this one right even though he failed 
to detect any drugs in the body -
the FBI found mild antidepressants 
and Valium - and even though he 
has a history of botching autopsies 
involving "suicides" (in one case a 
murderer later confessed, and in an
other case a second autopsy found 
multiple head injuries that he failed 
to note). 

Yes, all these tenuous circum
stances are individually possible. But 
woven together they do not make a 
plausible fabric. Does this mean we 
are entering an era where crooked 
politicians must only strive for pos
sible deniability before they put on 
an indignant poker face? Early on in 
the Whitewater scandal, one colum
nist noted that the stench along the 
banks of the Potomac was taking on 
the fragrance of a Third World ba
nana republic. With the issuance of 
the Fiske report, it got worse. 

Perhaps it was because of a con
clusion that on its face the Fiske "in
vestigation" was avoiding the dis
tasteful avenues of investigation; or 
perhaps because Fiske had been a 
long-time associate of Nussbaum and 
was thoroughly involved with princi
pals and corporations implicated in 
the BCCI and Whitewater scandal it
self that Fiske has now been replaced. 
At any rate, as we go to press, former 
Bush administration Solicitor General 
Kenneth Starr has now been appointed 
by a panel of federal judges to head the 
Whitewater investigation. With that 
accomplished, and with the congres
sional hearings now underway, it is 
possible they may get at the truth. ~ 

COUNTERFEIT GUNS 
that are inexpensive to own and safe to display in your 

home. They are realistic, full size working melal models 
that look, feel, weigh and handle like the expensive 

originals. You can work the action, release the clip and 
dry fire these high quality models. 

CANNOT BE 
FIREDI 

ISRAELI UZI 
SUBMACHINE GUN 
Used by Israeli troops 
in the historic 6-Day 
War, the Entebbe Raid. 
Adopted 30 other 
nations as the most 
successful sub
machine gun on the 
market today. 

Over 72 parts 
folding metal stock 

detachable 32-round 
magazine. Length 25" 

Wt. 9 lbs. 
101-705M .. .. ... $310 PPD 

1921 
THOMPSON 
as used by FBI & U.S. 
combat troops. Over 59 
parts, including vertical foregrip, delachable wood butt
stock & 20-rd. magazine. Lgth. 35". Wt. 9.5 lbs. 
Disassembles like original. 
01-700 ............... ... .... .. ............... $299 PPD 

Full size (non-firing) models took, weigh, 
and handle like the originals. 

M-16 ASSAULT RIFLE 
The ultimate defense arm as 
used by S.W.A.T. forces. Made 
famous by U.S. troops in S.E. 
Asia. Full size. Bolt functions like 
original-over 70 ABS plastic and metal 
parts. CANNOT BE FIRED. Lgth. 39". Wt. 5 lbs. 

Declared "non-gun" by the Federal Gov'I. 
139-2707.. ........ ... ............. $300 PPO 

U.S. 45 
AUTOMATIC 
A favorite of Gl 's for 80 
yrs .. from WWI to Viet
nam. This metal ' non
firing" repl ica model is exact in 
every detail-even the grip safety 

works. Blued finish. Can be 
disassembled. L• 8.5" 

M92 
AUTOMATIC 

W: 2.5 lbs. 101 ·300 
$107 PPO 

This massive 9mm was 
chosen to replace the 
.45 auto. Made famous 
in Operation Desert Storm, 

FULLY ASSEMBLED 

this blued "non-firing" metal model 
actionworks like lhe original. Can be 
partially disassembled. L• 8.5: W• 3 lbs. 
122-1254 .... .......... ..... ... $102 PPD 

COLLECTORTIRMoURY - -
800 SLATERS LANE, DEPT. SD 
BOX 59, ALEXANDRIA, VA 22313 Not1~~\ii~1~~/·u~ept 
SEND: 0 SEND FREE CATALOG 
Credit Card Orders: 1-800-544-3456 Ext. 515 

NAME ____________ _ 

ADDRESS ___________ _ 

CITY/STATE/ZIP __________ _ 

MONEY BACK LESS POSTAGE IF NOT SATISFIED 
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FIGHTING CHANCE? 

Continued from page 57 

of pepper sprays and non-lethal means 
of self-defense are stressed, as are 
personal security measures at home. 
They cover revealing lessons geared 
toward preventing child abductions. 

This video library will help those 
desiring to learn proven self-defense 
techniques without studying martial 
arts for a decade. The combat infor
mation imparted by these experts is 
simply unavailable anywhere else. 
Delivered in a professional, realistic 
and high quality package, this infor
mation will allow anyone to develop 
a personal program enabling them to 
walk the streets in greater safety. In 
fact, Taylor admitted their goal is an 
encyclopedia of self-defense tapes 
comprehensive enough to allow view
ers to pick and choose those tech
niques that work for them. 

This is the first time various ex
perts have enlisted to bring their se
crets to a waiting public. Tactical 
Response Systems is always on the 
lookout for individuals with valid ere-

Do It While 
You Can!!! 

dentials and experience who can con
tribute to their goal. Watch SOF for 
new releases, and give yourself a 
fighting chance. 

The Fighting Chance video series 
is available for $97 from Tactical 
Response Solutions, Dept. SOF, 2945 
S. Mooney Blvd. Dept. 22-G, Visalia, 
CA 93277; phone: 1-800-899-8153. ~ 

FAKE SEAL 

Continued from page 61 

in accounts of his life and times does 
he mention how he won the Navy 
Cross, his Silver Stars or his Distin
guished Service Medal. I thought that 
was a curious omission - if you 're 
going to lie, support the overall lie 
with fraudulent detail.) 

-in all probability, lied about John 
the Marine; and 

-was asked to leave his position 
as a part-time chaplain at Attica Cor
rectional Institute because of ques
tionable fund-raising practices and 
statements the actual chaplain de-

scribed as those of a pathological liar. 
Kathleen Wright was granted a di

vorce from her husband in 1990 and 
he was ordered to provide child sup
port for their children. After talking 
and corresponding with this God-fear
ing lady on several occasions, I mar
vel that she was able to stay with her 
husband for 17 years. As a matter of 
fact, their children are said to be top
drawer in every respect; that they 
turned out so well is tribute to a de
voted mother's ministrations. Predict
ably, our hero never provided for his 
children after the divorce. 

After the divorce Robin Wright 
married Julie Chapman, who had in 
the meantime divorced her husband. 
At that point, they thought it prudent 
to leave town and start over. It was 
not long before he had another pas
torate in northern Georgia after sell
ing Julie's Mercedes to raise funds. 
Nor was it long until he and Julie, 
who had signature authority over the 
church's accounts, vanished in the 
middle of the night with more than 
$3,000 of church funds. 

Settling in Las Cruces, New 
Mexico, Wright decided to become a 
clinical psychologist, complete with 

- ORDER TODAY -
(314) 669 - 5319 

Tactical Grips - (front) ..... .................... .. .. .. .. .............. .. $18.00 Jumbo Head Safety .... ....... .. .... .. ... .... ... .... ... ... ..... ..... ..... $8.00 
(rear) ..... ...... ........ ....... .............. ..... .. ... $15.00 

Models to fit Mossberg 500 - 600; Remington 870 
Winchester 1200 - 1300. Specify shotgun & front or rear. 

Magazine Extensions ................ .. .................. ......... .. .. $29.95 
7 shot for Remington 870, 1100, 11-87 - 8 shot for same 
guns - 7 shot for Winchester 1200, 1300. All for 12 ga. 

Shell Follower, High Vlslblllty ... .. ..... .... .... ................. .. $5.95 
Barrel/Magazine Clamps .... ................... .. .... ........ ........ $5.95 

2 different models fit all above guns. Specify shotgun. 
QD Swivel - fits above clamps .......... ..... .............. ......... $4.95 
Universal Barrel Shroud ...... .... .. ........... ... ... ............ ... $15.95 

13 3/4 in. long. Fits most 12 ga shotguns without vent rib. 
SldeSaddle® Shotshell carrier ........... .. .. ... ..... .......... $24.95 

Models to fit Remington 870, 1100, 11-87; Mossberg 500, 
600; Winchester 1200, 1300; HK Super 90. Specify gun. 

Tactical Sling ............ .. ... .. .... ....... .... ..... ....................... $16.95 
1" Plain Carrying Sllng ......... ... .. ...... .. ............ ............... $2.95 
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Fits Rem ington 870, 1100, 11-87. 
T-45 Tactical Flashllght ... ... .. ................. ....... ... ....... .. .. $29.95 

(includes batteries and nylon carry ing pouch) 
Universal Barrel Mount #3 .. .. ..... .. ......... .. ... ..... ........... $19.95 

Mounts T-45 fl ashlight to shotgun as above. 
Tactical Shotgun Case (Fits 18 - 20" with pistol grip) $29.95 

Moore Technical Industries 
P.O. Box 86 - Dept SOF 

Bowling Green, MO 63334 
We .stock the enti re TacStar® line of laser sights, flashlights, shotgun 
accessories. We also carry shotgun acces so ries by Scatterg un 
Technologies® plus much more. Send $2.00 for our complete catalog. 
Refunded on first order. Free with order. FAX (314) 669 - 5684 
Add $5.00 for UPS shipping. We accept MO, Visa, MC, or 
Cash Only COD. No checks, please. We ship only to the 
United States. Tactical Equipment for Prepared Americans 
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Ph.D. According to local accounts, 
he actually conducted a counseling 
practice for some months, billing in
surance companies $90 per hour for 
his work - although there is no evi
dence that he prospered in this en
deavor. While he and Julie were in 
Las Cruces, custody of Julie's son 
David was awarded to David's fa
ther, and he picked up the boy. 

Skipping town just a few steps 
ahead of the authorities who had be
come suspicious of Wright's creden
tials, the two headed to Birmingham, 
Alabama, where he sold used cars while 
Julie planned and carried out the kid
napping of David from Panama City. 

Giant Man, Giant Fraud 

It is here the trail vanishes. From 
time to time Kathleen, his three 
daughters and younger son, who have 
returned to upstate New York, receive 
birthday cards from northern Geor
gia. He is thought to be either there 
or in southeastern Tennessee. Given 
his predilection for becoming in
volved in remunerative religious ac
tivities, though, it is a good bet that 
he is back in a pulpit of some kind. 
And given the man's size, almost 6 
feet 8 inches tall and hefty, he's go
ing to have a hard time evading a 
determined effort to find him. 

And that'.s what SOF wants to do, 
with the active assistance of its read
ers. It aims not only to locate the 
Rev. Wright in order that David's fa
ther can regain custody of his son, 
but also to expose this giant of a man 
for the gigantic fraud he has perpe
trated on thousands of trusting souls. 

Take a good look at the picture of 
Wright, put the face on top of a 
6-foot-8-inch frame, and consider 
whether you have any knowledge of 
the whereabouts of Robin Wright, 
phony war hero and deadbeat father 
who left his family in near destitu
tion. At the same time, take a look at 
the picture of Julie Chapman, who 
deserted her husband and robbed him 
of his only son. 

As far as is known, Robin Wright 
hasn't surfaced in the form of a 
preacher. He did show up at a classic 
automobile show in upstate New York 
in 1993, where one of his daughters, 
working as a waitress at the show, 
actually saw and spoke with him. His 
only comment to her was, "I'm sorry." 
After the show, he disappeared again 
and has not been seen since. 
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620- 624 OLD PACIFIC HWY SE • OLYMPIA, WA 98513 
TELEPHONE (206) 459-7940 • FAX (206) 491-3447 

NEW from 
OLYMPIC ARMS -

The OA-93 

THE ARST 
TRUE AR PISTOL 
with no buffer tube, no buttstock 
New from Olympic Arms, Inc., an AR-15 
pistol in calibers .ZZ3 and 7.6Zx39mm 
{Russian short). Our patented design 
features a unique gas-operated pistol that 

has no buffer tube, stock, or charging handle. 

The OA-93 is 15. 75" long, weighs approximately 
4.2 pounds and features a free-floated 6" match barrel, custom match 
handguards, and upper receiver with integral scope mount base. 

It has virtually no recoil or muzzle flash. 
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UNlEASH~HEll:FlRE~ 
Do you own any Semi-Automatic and want to Rock 'N Roll! Well, the all
new "HELL-FIRE" Trigger System is here! You won't find anyth ing closer . 
to a "Select Fire" Conversion, and It's LEGALi The unit is installed 
externally in seconds. It does not interfere with the normal operation of 
trigger. When engaged, you may fire bursts, to emptying complete 
magazines at a full automatic rate accurately and legally/ Hurry and get 
yours now before It's too late/ Minimim age to order - 18 years. 

MODEL HFS (UNIVERSAL) MODEL HFS 22 FOR 10/ 22 
FOR MOST SEMI-AUTOMATICS $1995 COMPLETE PREPAID 
$2995 COMPLETE PREPAID 

PHONE ORDERS ONLY (303) 249-2694 
OR SEND CASHIER'S CHECK OR MONE Y ORDER TO: 

~ .c (PERSONAL CHECKS DELAY ORDER) 

Hm RRE 
Colorado residents add 4% -- : 

- SYSTEMS INC. Visa/MC · 

u SPal & Othei Pa t en tsPe~ /TM P.0.BOX549,0LATHE,C081425 

ITS GROUNDHOG DAY! 
For those of us living under the shadow of gun control. .. 

Hide your weapons WHILE YOU CAN! 
GROUNDHOG™ UNDERGROUND STORAGE SYSTEMS 
GROUNDHOG™ the only container available today that will accept the AR15-M16 
family of weaeons without disassembly; at 58"x1 O" (@5 feeU4554 cubic inches), the 
Groundhog1 easily holds four AR15's, two AK-47's and 2300 rounds ammo, with 
plenty of extra room for handguns or anything else you want to safeguard! Largest 
underground stora~ safe available today at a reasonable cost! 
GROUNDHOG, JR at 58"x8"(2914 cubic") holds four AK-47's and 1500 rounds ammo. 
GROUNDHOG™ AMMO SAFE (40"x10") Holds three standard military ammo boxes! 
GROUNDHOG, JR™ AMMO SAFE (40"x8") to store handguns and other valuables. 

*Airtight, watertight, nonmagnetic subterranean safes• 
*Half pound desiccant included for added moisture removal/absorption* 

*Heavy-duty PVC materials *Built in the USA*Complete instructions included. 

DON'T LET THEM BURY YOUR RIGHT TO KEEP & BEAR ARMS 
Groundhog™ ......... ..... #GH1 ...... $94.95 Groundhog, JR™ ..•............ #GH2 ..... $59.95 
Groundhog Ammo Safe™ ... #GH3 .. $64.95 Groundhog, JR. Ammo Safe11o1 ... #GH4 ... $44.95 
Extra Desiccant (Half lb.) ........ #GH5 ... $4.95 Shipping $15.oo tor GH1&GH3 and 

$10.00 for GH2&GH4 to lower 48 states 
N.l.C, lnc.--PO Box 5950-Dept. FGH 

Shreveport, LA 71135-5950 
CALL (318)688-1365 or FAX (318)688-1367 

The Automatic Knife Resource 
Guide and Newsletter 

Send for your Groundhog"' Safe using 
Check, Money Order or call 
for VISA/MasterCard orders. 

Free 144 page color catalog with orderl . 

A unique publication for the automatic knife enthusiast, NOW 
in it's THIRD YEAR! Terrific photos, in-depth articles, mainte
nance and repair tips, the LA TEST trends, resources for ALL 
kinds of automatic knives, free classified ads and MOREi Send 
$10. for single issue or $30. ($36. Foreign) for one year [4 
issues] subscription to: "THE NEWSLETIER' 2269 Chestnut 
Street, Suite 212·A, San Francisco CA 94123, USA, Phone/ 
FAX: 415 731-0210. 
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Do you know where Wright, Julie 
and David are hiding? There are quite 
a few people who would like to know 
where they are for a number of rea
sons: 

-David Chapman's father, who 
would like to have his son returned 
to him; 

-Rob's ex-wife, who is owed 
some $46,000 in child support pay
ments; and 

-Various local, state, and federal 
authorities who are after Rob and 
Julie on a variety of charges. 

If you have information regarding 
the whereabouts of "Reverend" Robin 
Wright or his wife Julie, contact SOF, 
Attn: Phony Vets, P.O. Box 693, Boul
der, CO 80306. There is no reward 
money involved, but we will pass the 
information on to the proper authori
ties, and thereby get another phony 
war hero off the front pages and off 
the streets. 

Navy SEAL Captain Larry Bailey 
retired after 28 years of service and 
is now a freelance writer, consultant 
on military affairs and frequent con
tributor to SOF. ~ 

COMMAND GUIDANCE 

Continued from page 3 

0830 to 2000 EST daily, not only 
to advise you on where the Senate 
and congressional candidates in 
your state and district stand on the 
issue, but also to provide fact 
sheets, pamphlets and other ma
terials to help persuade the 
waverers and undecideds. 

In both Houses, the votes on 
Brady and the various aspects of 
the crime bill have been very close. 
For a lot of reasons, among them 
the Whitewater cover-up, the 
Vincent Foster murder, the Waco 
massacre, the Paula Jones case, 
and waffling on Bosnia and Haiti, 
the Draft-Dodger in Chief is, to put 
it mildly, politically vulnerable. So 
there is a good chance this year of 
electing pro-gun, anti-Clinton ma
jorities both in the Senate and the 
House of Representatives. The al
ternative is Brady II, more Feinstein 
amendments, more Whitewater, 
more Wacos. A lot of these races 
will be extremely close. Every last 
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vote is extremely important. Espe
cially yours. 

And it does not stop there. "All 
of the above" with minor changes, 
applies also to your local and state 
elections. No political campaign 
has enough money to hire people 
to do what has to be done. Volun
teer campaign work for your can
didate is a time-consuming chore, 
but easier than the sacrifices our 
forefathers made during the found
ing of "the land of the free." 

Doing what needs to be done to 
win this most critical election is as 
much a simple and a sacred duty 
as wearing your country's uniform 
in time of war. )( 

THE BIG BANG 

Continued from page 43 

were firing into the night from every 
government position and garrison for 
miles around. Larger flak guns -
23rnm, 37mm and some larger can
nons - added HE shells to the al
ready impressive display of tracers 
from the machine guns. It seemed as 
if everyone in the district with a 
weapon - probably even those car
rying pistols - had joined in. 

I would have liked to stay and 
watch, but we were already so far 
behind schedule that I didn't know if 
our boats would still be waiting, so 
we moved off rapidly to the RV. 
Crossing a large patch of bare ground 
- well lit from the raging fires be
hind us -we were finally spotted by 
gunners in an AA position. They tried 
to engage us with their 14.5s, but to 
our great good fortune could not de
press their muzzles low enough to hit 
us. They did have the effect of speed
ing up our movement, though, and 
we jogged across the open area under 
a sheet of anti-aircraft fire about 20 
feet over our heads. 

Incentive To Leave 

Colin 's team met us in a clump of 
trees at the same time that we started 
drawing small arms fire from the AA 
position. Our luck held, though, as 
the trees and extreme range protected 
us from effective shooting. But bul
lets whining through the branches pro-

Continued on page 82 
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OPEN TO GENERAL PUBLIC MEMBERSHIP AS WELL AS 
FOR THE PROFESSIONAL INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY. 

Membel'i leamed what lo expect ll'om N. l<ol'etl a long 
lime ago. Membel'I ollel'ed fop pl'ole11ion11/ inveifiga
fion fl't1ining al deep diicounf. Membel'I t1/'e 11/wagi 
wag oaf ll'onf in even1 t1l'et1. You can be a parl ol if, loo. 

Members also receive a special personalized, official A.AI.I.S. 
membership card, newsletters, special reports, special product 
offers and the opportunity for interesting personal involvement. 

Send $28. check, for a 1 year membership, made out to our processing agent: 

AMERICAN COMMUNICATION ARTS (DEPT. SF-8 ) 
1742 GARNET AVENUE - # 144 F 

SAN DIEGO, CA 92109 

NOTICE TO 
CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS 

Some firearms advenlsed In this magazine 
may or may not be lawful for sale In California. 

Tho•• •P•clflc•l/y not •llow•d for ••I• In C•lllornl• •re: 

A . All of the following rifles : 
1. Avtomat Kalashnikovs (AK) series 
2. UZI and Galil 
3. Beretta AR· 70 (SC· 70) 
4. CETMEC3 
5. Colt AR-15 series and CAR-15 series 
6. Daewoo K-1, K-2, Max 1, and Max 2 
7. Fabrlque Nationale FNIFAL, FN/lAR AND FNC 
B. FAMAS MAS223 
9. Heckler & Koch HK-91, H-93, HK-94 and PSG-1 
10. MAC 10 and MAC! I 
11. SKS with detachable magazine 
12. SIG AMT, SIG 500 Serles, and SIG PE-57 
13. Springfield Armory BM59 and SAR-48 
14. Sterling MK-6 and SAR 
15. Steyr AUG 
16. Valme! M62, M71S and M7B 
17. Arnalite AR-180 Carbine 
18. Bwhmaster Assault Rifle (amgun) 
19. Calico M-900 Assault Carbine 
20. Mandall Tl-IE-TAC-1 Carbine 
21. Plainfield Machine Company Carbine 
22. PJK M-68 Carbine 
23. Weaver Arn Nighthawk 

B. All of the following pistols : 
1. UZI 
2. Encom MP-9 and MP-45 
3 . MAC 10 and MAC 11 
4. !NTRATEC TEC-9 
5. Mitchell Arms Spectre Auto 
6 . Sterling MK-7 
7. Calico M-900 

C. All of the following shotguns: 
1. Franchi SPAS 12 and LAW 12 
2. Gilbert Equipment Company Striker 12 and 

SWD Street Sweeper 
3. Encom CM-55 

SOLDIER OF FORTUNE MAGAZINE 

$5 reprints of the 
1) SOF Gun Caching Manual 
2) Special Forces Caching 

Manual 

$5 EACH OR BOTH 
FOR ONLY $7 

IYES!-;n;;:e- - - - - - - I 
I 0 SOF Gun Caching Manual for $5 I 
I 0 Special Forces Caching Manual for $5 I 
0 Send both for $7.00 

I 0 Payment enclosed (U.S. funds only) I 
I 0 MasterCard 0 Visa 0 Exp. Date I 
I 

Card# I 
Name 

I - -----, 
Address -----------

j acy Srare I 
i..:'.P_ - - - - - - - - - ::..J 
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Target to Adventure! 
U.S. Cavalry has everything you'll need for 
your adventurous lifestyle! Over 120 full
color pages loaded with shooting acces
sories, knives, hi-tech optics, camping and 
survival gear, GPS's, official and tactical 
uniforms, communication equipment, flash
lights, boots, military memorabilia, personal 
protection devices, target practice aids and 
much more. Guaranteed 100% satisfac
tion! For your catalog, send your name, 
address and $4.00 to: 

U.S. CAVA,RY ~ 
Dept. SF 2855 Centennial Ave. 

Radcliff, KY 40160-9000 

HANDS-FREE 
NIGHT VISION 
EXCLUSIVELY from HiTEK International , 
these proprietary goggles are manufactured at 
our own factory and are fu ll of features not 
available even on much more expensive units. 
Now offered to you factory-direct. Great for use 
on boats, off-road vehicles or wherever you 
need both hands free while seeing in the dark! 

We offer a full line of low-cost, high-pertormance Night 
Vision binoculars, goggles, spotting & rifle scopes. 

NEW UNITS $495 f ~~uJ' 

,. 
30-Day Money-Back Guarantee! 

Call Now: 1-800-54-NIGH~ 
VISA - MC - AMEX • DISCOVER 

Callfornlans add 7.75% sales tax 

490 El!::!I!d!§!$ 94063 
TEL: 415·363·1404 •FAX: 415·363·1408 
Use of these products for hunting & other activities may no! be 

legal in your area 
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Featuring an inventory of over 450 million gun 
parts we have for sale. A 650+ page catalog with 
exploded drawings that are invaluable to the gun
smith or hobbyist Commercial, military, an
tique and foreign gun parts (many exclusively 
available from us) are listed and priced along with 
accessories, surplus & specialty items. A veritable 
encyclopedia of gun parts, this catalog wilt pay for 
itself time and time again with information and time 

saved in identifying parts. 

This product is to be taken orally. 
No harmful side effects. 

S&K Performance Product Boronl 
Can dramatically increase your 

Testosterone levels up to 300%1 
Higher Testosterone means faster, easier muscl 

growth! Greatly enhance your physical 
appearance literally sculpting your own body with 

huge healthy, hard muscle. 
Get that lean awesome body builder physique 

now with one 3 month cycle for only $15.951 
If you are not completely satisfied 

with the growth you obtain within 15 days 
return it for a full refund. 

Money back guarantee! To get your 
super anabolic growth cycle from: 

S&K Performance Products 
~ Order Now!!I ,.. ~ 
~ $15.95+shipping VISA .I 

1 ·800-398-6946 
24hrs. 7 days a week 

C.0.D's welcome add $4.00 shipping. 
Check or money order send with 
$15.95+shipping and handling to: 

S & K Labs, 2637 E. Atlantic Blvd. Suite 101, 
Pompano Beach, FL 33062 

-3 
:r 
~ 

Develop the. body you've".always dreamed of ~ 
having. Add inches to your chest, anns, and thighs. i; 
Sculpt your stomach, buttocks, and calves. The rJJ 

Body Sculptor builds & tones m uscles, and relieves ,.. 
stress and tension. Adjustable electrical impulses t"l 
work your muscles more effectively than regular ;;' 
exercise. It's medically proven, effortless and safe! ~ 
Use it at home, in the office, traveling, even while ci 
reading or watching T.V. Results guaranteed in = 
30 days or your money back! ;:;· 

• .\dd "-illl lor!-.h1p & hndlg •(\Tl"" .1dd; 7~'1 t.1v 
(.ill :\o\\ I or lmmedi.1le Ddi' ''"' 

1-Hllll -41ll-4h77 (l '.S & Lll1.1d .1) 
or send c hcr~ mo1H.' \ otJcr lo: D.n id Skdc 

h.J I d11gh ,\1-.ll'. Di.·pt ·~01 1 PJ..I In lll l.' t ·\ 1J:?.71 ; 

TIGER 
Sportin<J. 

:r 

KNIFE 
The Ultimate Tool 

of the Trade! 
Only $39.95 
$2.00 S&H 

Money-Back 
Guarantee! 

Two-Position, Locking Stainless Blade 
Closed-fist Grip for Sure Handling 

Rugged Field Construction 

Send Check or Money Order to: 

Trade Partners Group • P.O. Box 5120-375 
Chino Hills, CA 91709 
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COUERT ACTION TANTO 
ONLY 

$19.95 
+$3.88 SHPG. 

Black silent and 
rugged.this knife will get 

the job done. Features a 
6" blade, sure-grip Zyte® 

design, 'skull crushing" pommel, 
and incredible penetrating power. 
30 day money back guarantee! 

Send check or M.O. to: Cutlery Connections•2101 
W. Broadway #171-Columbia, MO 65205-6018 

AUTOMATIC KNIVES 
Only Protection at / \

1 $29.95 ~hu~t;0nr of a ~· \ 

each! Lightning fast, ·~. -. 
stainless steel "'· 

+$5.00 shipping blade and ' - -!< 
and handling shock resistant 

handle. 
Save $1 O on orders for 2 or more! 
24 hr. order turnaround and best 
price guaranteed (slight delay on 
personal checks) . Don't delay, 
order now! C.O.D. orders call toll
free anytime.Send check or M.O. 
+ $5 Shipping to: 

Cutting Edge Ent. 
2101 W. Broadway #171 

Columbia, MO 65205-6018 
1-800-554-5880 

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! 

BULLETPROOF 
VEST 

Will stop the .357 Magnum, 9mm and 00 
Buck. Meets and exceeds "Threat Level 
D-A" tested in accordance with the NILECJ
STD-0101.01. Weighs 23/4 lbs. Ats easily 
under T-shirt. 

Front & Back Protector $220 
Detachable Side Panels $45 

Chest Trauma Plata $35 

Officially tested by the U.S. Government 
Edgewood Arsenal at the Aberdeen Prov
ing Grounds under the U.S. Department 
of Justice Standards. State height, chest 
and waist measurements. 

MATIHEWS POLICE SUPPLY CO. 
(a division oi David~. Inc.) 

P.O. Box 1754 Dept SF 
~. N.C. 28105 

Ph. (704) 847-8793 ~: (704) 847-#47 
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.22 LR. AMMO 
FOR SILENCED WEAPONS 

Subsonic Hollowpoint Ammo 
No Muzzle Crack! Less Noise for any .22! Loads 
flawlessly in all guns! Manufactured In Germany. 
Used by Israeli Mossad and numerous_ Elite Para
Military Forces! Quietest .22 L.R. Ammo 1n the world! 
Match grade Accuracy! No License Required to Buy! 
UPS aelivery only/No PO Boxes! Order now! 

_ Box of 50, $6.95; + 3.50 S&H 
3 Boxes for $18.95; + 5.00 S&H 

Name ______________ ~ 

Address--------------11 
City/SVZiP--------------11 
Card #--------- Exp--- -m 
VisaO M!CO MiOO CheckO F.1'11'h ~~~a~~f 

NIC Law Enforcement Supply 
500 Flournoy Lucas-PO Box 5950-F22 · 

Shreveport, LA 71135 
24-Hour #318-688-1365 FAX #318-688-1367 

HK SPARE 
PARTS~ 

CATALOG $2.00 

DEL TA ARMS Ltd. 
Box 1100-F Delta, Utah 84624 
(801)864-3232 FAX 864-3331 

Then you need this collection of 
valuable information. advice, and 

opinion. Whe
ther you are 
curious or am
bitious. you can 
get it by sending 
$5.00 to: 

Havoc Press 
P.O. Box 542 
Sugar Land. 
Texas 77487 

HAWK 
JACKETED HUNTING BULLETS 

" ... truly amazing bullets ... " 
• C. Greenwood, Guns Review, U.K 
• Unsurpassed accuracy. 
• Controlled expansion. 
• Superior penetration. 
• High weight control. 
• More one shot kills. 
Obsoletes, African, European and 
Single Shot Pistol calibers. 
From .264 to .577 cal. 
For more info. and prices send a SASE to: 
Hawk, Inc., P.O. Box 1689, Dept. SOF 11 
Glenrock, WY 82637 (307) 436-5561 

THE HOUND DOG 
Sniffs Out Hidden Transmitters 

Throughtout the world today. corporations . professional 
men . and businessmen are spending mlllions a.nnually to m· 
sure privacy in their offices and homes where important plans 
and policy making decisions are discussed and formulalcd 
The ' ' HOUND DOG '· is a wise investment tor anyone wno has 
reason to believe that an eavesdropping device is now hidden. 
or may be hidden in the luture . in either home or oflice. No 
radio transmitter. no matter how well it may have been hid
den . can escape delection by the " HOUND DOG " 

The "HOUND DOG" is an advanced electronic instrument 
designed for lhe sole purpose of localing hidden 1ransmi1ters 
An averaQe size office or room can be thoroughly searched in 

only a ma"er ol minutes . The " HOUND DOG " snifls out any 
transmillers hidden in pictures . wa lls. desks . chairs . etc .. 
regardless of their operating frequency. 

The " HOUND DOG .. is simple to use. Single knob ad1ust· 
men! calibrates the meter and any transmitter signal received 
1s mdicated by the meter movement. By simply sweeping the 
probe past walls . chairs. pictures. desks . etc . lhe presence 
ol any transmitter will cause a rise m lhe meter reading. The 
meter reading will continue to rise as lhe probe approaches 
the transmitter 

We believe you will !ind the " HOUND DOG " outpe~orms 
most other units selling for seve1al l imes the price . This 11em 
has been built since 1962. Each one is backed by a 3-year 
warranty by us . 

Meter Calibrate 

SIZE 16x24x821NCHES $195.00 
USES A COMMON RADIO BATIERY 

Super Powerful 
FM TRANSMITTER 

Many times more powerful than other transmitte~. 
' Transmits up to 'I• mile to any FM radio- Easy to 

"5.semble Ki1 - up to 9V battery (not Incl.) 

$19.95 
Call 407-725-1000 or send $195.00 plus $5.00 shipping for 
Hound Dog and $19.95 and $1.00 shipping for FM Transmitter 
to USl Corp. P.O. Box SF-2052, Melbourne, FL 32902. 
COO's OK. For a catalog of transmitters, voice scramblers l 
other speclalty Items enclose $2.00 to LISI Corp. 

HOW TO OPEN A BANK 
ACCOUNT 

WITH NO SOCIAL SECURITY 
NUMBER! 

(Special) Do _Y.OU want financial pri
vacy? Good, because now you can g_et 
it. Yes, it's_ possibl~ ~o OJJ.el1 up a baiik 
account wifhout givmg The bank your 
Social Security number!! 

And, if they refuse to coo_perate -
then you have legal ground's to sue 
them. 

Listen. It's no secret your Social Se
curity number is about the only means 
the government has to keep tabs on 
your finances. And when _Y.Our Social 
Security number is attachea to any 
J:Ype of financial account - it's easy 
' pick~ns" for .thieving bureaucratic 
agencies to seIZe. 

But when your Social Security 
number is not attached to your finan
cial accounts - it's nearly impossible 
for anyone doing a computer search to 
find out where your money is. 

This method of financial is as sim
ple as they come. No need to hide 
your money offshore - or set up a 
complica~ea trust. Or worse, put your 
accounts m someone else's name. 

Finding out how to open a bank ac
count witfi no Social SeCurit}: Number 
is easy. Just write "No Socicil Security 
Number" on any piece of paper, along 
with your name and mailihg address. 
Enclose a check or money order for 
$10, and send it off today to: Ander
son Publishing, 71712ili Street, #11, 
Golden ,CO 80401. • · 
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Factory New, Military 

NIGHT VISION 
Binoculars, Scopes & Goggles 

From Only $399.00! 
Previously unavailable to the civilian 
market. Now you can own starlight 
technology originally developed for 

the Russian Military and KGB. 
Great for camping, boating, 

photography, nocturnal wildlife 
observation, survival , security, 
surveillance - or just plain fun! 

Baigish-BN-453 Baigish-6 
Starlight Starlight 

3.2 Magnification Panoramic Viewer 
Only $545.00! Only $1349.00! 

Plus $12.00 S&H. Californians add 7.75% 

ONE-YEAR WARRANTY 
30-DAY UNCONDITIONAL 

100% MONEY-BACK 
GUARANTEE! =••lil CALL NOW: 1-800-424-8222 

M•O•R•O•VISION 
219 Broadway, Suite 307 
Laguna Beach, CA 92651 

Tel: 714/497-4683 • Fax: 714/497-1270 

FREE CATALOG 
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CATALOG 
$2.00 

P .0. Bx 1000-F 
Delta, UT 84624 
(801 )864-4402 

la.AIRES 
SURVIVAL 
BOOT KllFE 

ONLY 
•1211 

Add 11.05 Hndl. 

Double edge 440 stalnleaa 111881 bleda. 
Fulltangone~conatruction. l.AMlto 
er ehMth with quick ,...,_ SlllP 11111 
metal boot/bait clip. Money Baclr 
Gulntr9ed If Not Fu/Ir s.&lledll 

WESTBURY SALES CO. DEPT BK-11-SF 
156 Post Avenue, Westbury, New York 11590 

I I 
D-BALL 
JET 

TEST 
DECA 

Ana,bolic Steroids increase Testosterone 
levels to Build Muscle Mass and Strength 

Now there is a safe and effective replace
ment for steroids. Boron*. Tens of thou
sands have used Boron from JTR Labs to 
sucessfully replace steroids without the 
harmful side effects. Guaranteed. Check 
out these results. All from Boron users. 
" ... 20 pounds of muscle in three months ... " 
Willie Beck III. AL 
Terry Goetz. VT. Put90 pounds on his bench. 
" .. . two inches in my chest..." J. Ramsey. TX 
" ... its the extra edge I needed ... " Charles 
Walters, Military 
All these amazing gains using Boron. 
For your own Huge Increases - Order 
your 3 month cycle ofBoron today. Only 
$19.95, shipping included. Blow away 
your competition and order now. 

•eoron is a safe, 100% natural nutrient 

COD's,Credit Card,Catalog orders call: 
1-800-962-4769 .... ask for dept.#669 

Order lines open 24 hours 7 days a week 
Send check or money order to: 

• JTRLABS 
10230 Bach Blvd. 

Dept.#669 
St. Louis, MO 63132 

HOME OF THE LIFETIME GUARANTEE 
WARNING: Accept no imitations or copy 
cats. JTR Labs, gives you the highest quality 
Boron. For 6 years. Unlimited Guarantee. 

MMC UNIVERSAL FN FAULAR SCOPE MOUNT 
Fits all models including Paratrooper. 

MMC UNIVERSAL AK SCOPE MOUNT 
Fits all AK (KALASHNIKOV) type firearms. 

Both mounts are lightweight, ultra low profile & 
rigid. Unobstructed view of iron sights over 
mount. Field stripping capabilities retained 
with scope and mount in place. 

MINIATURE MACHINE CORP. 
606 Grace Ave. I Dept. SDF 

Ft. Worth, TX 761111(817) 831-0837 

~ .See our catalog o~n color video 

?i.r. . . . l 

~ f':.~7 ' . . .' 
l 811 lt~ \ . ~~-·({:.~_ 

~·1.,,..,: 
Cross wl chain 

$20.00 

t 
Olympics w/ chain 

Video 
OIW catalog on VHS video 

only $20.00 poatpald 
free w/ $25.00+ ordar. 

"W.W.#2 Ltd. Box 2063-F, St. Louis, MO. 63158, 
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IT CAN PAY 
I HUGE PROFITS! 
lcRIME PREVENTION 
I IS A MULTI-MILLION 
I DOLLAR BUSINESS! I 

OUR DEVICES SELL LIKE CRAZY 
I We carry the best line of security sprays, stun guns, I 
I personal sound alarms, burglar alarms and much I 
I 

more. We specialize in offering the best security I 
products at the very best wholesale prices. 

CALL OR WRITE TODAY! 
I We are committed to your success. I 
I Crime does not wait! Will you? I 
I L.A. LAW ENFORCERS I 
I 1005 N. 1st Street., Dept SW I 
I Yakima, WA 98901 I 
.. {800)967-8133 • FAX{509)575-1875 i 

~----------"' 

.. Ai·tc.- ~Nana: 
A Police Story 

Howard Dale thought 
his warring days were 
over when he left Viet 
Nam. Then he beeam.e 
a eop ... 

Rich in detai l and human passion, this is a frank and .. street 
level" s1ory of how one Marine Vietnam vet's war did nol stop 
when he came home; Howard Dale merely changed uniforms 
from Marine to police officer. 

.. A book of artistry and great significance.A powerful novel 
1ha1 is long overdue." 

- Chuck Dean, author of Nam Vet: Mak ing Peace With 
Your Past 

Send only S?.95 - full prico- including postage, etc. , 
payable lo: 

Cart Ax 
P.O. Box 25 
Eartvltle, PA 19519 
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r i;c;;;; iu;; 1 
1 repair expert! 1 
I I 
I Professional- I 
I level home study I 

trains you to do 

I expert work on all kinds of I 
firearms. Call today for free I literature: 800-223-4542. I 
Name _____ _ 

I Address Phone I 
1 

Citv State_ Zip 

1 

L--------..J 
FREE!!! -<ll'llmt11-= 
WITH EVERY ORDER 

FULL COLOR CATALOG & MINIATURE 
BOOTKNIFE W/KEYRING SHEATH 

THE ULTIMATE COMBAT/SURVIVAL KNIFE! 
GIANT 'tSV .. " OVERALL 
10" 420 J2 stainless steel blade. Handle & sheath 

hold a complete survival kit. Hurry! Limited Supply! 

~Super Low Price at $39.95 5!~ 
~ 1-800-385-4103 c•.'.'fc~.~os 

OR RUSH CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR S44.95TO : 

HURRICANE: INTERNATIONAL 
PO Box 109, Cold Spring Harbor, New York 11724 

T-SHIRTS 
Mm'alllli l!iml 

ca1#001->~ 

~<-call~~ 
(jJ:.;:Q~J 

[!ffi <- cal#005 
DOWM '"' , • ., I rK)Nr MAD 

-jt. ca1io10 -> IOH lflli 
- r1 . ""' _,, dMlgl>I 

M-XL $15/XXL $17/USA .. $3 51.H, $1 .. eclen 
CaMI. - - • 1/4'14 ... 
Fot9tgn/W 116H, $3 M OOCl'I 

c.aiog -$1 ·--s.tld ck ot mo to: 

CIC PIG (Potltlcally lncOO'oct Grllj)l\lca) ffi 
P.O. Box 2147AS, onnoa, CA 9'4563 
er- Catd ~ ca11 (5101 s:11.5a11 

rP"HoTo-------~ ~ 
I CARD I :g 
: ~~:~~CE~ 1-SPE_C_,M 'T(i)>m""'!o~N :: ~ 
I Our Professional quality, Q 

laminated photo cards will O 
I 

amaze your associates! We 

r.:~i:!~e t~~d C:~~~ · iz~~~ z ;ii:: 

I ~~r~d:\~~r~~e!~o~ No. 77<Ml3 , -1 ~ I ~ 
I your home! The result is a I 

distinctive, profess ional 

I 
system! The highest quality 

1 cards in the US! Lost your 
original card? Replace ft 

I now' $ 9 I ~nly 4. 5 C203 Ball Enforcement Agent 

L - - - Se..!!:t~~!!.,K!!!;_ - - -· 

I 
C04 O Bounty Hunter C06 0 Mercenary I 
C130Special Investigator C41 O Intelligence Officer 

I
C450 MAC-V (CIA), #1 C2120 Official Press I 
C600 MAC·V(CIA), #2 C46 O Special Forces 

IC140 OCB C47 O Seal Team I 
C520 Air America Pilot C18 O Pilot 

lco1 O Press Card C03 O Security I 
I

C500 Phoenix Program C17 O Int'! Drivers Permit I 
C490 Delta Force C11 O Private Investigator 

IC250 Parachutist, Certified ·C02 0 Bodyguard I 
C260 SCUBA, Certified C12 O Security Consultant 

IC070 Weapons Specialist C51 O Special Operations I 

I •S'IM •'PIH I I NIC Law Enforcement Supply I 
I 

500 Flourney Lucas Rd. Box 5950-SV I 
Shreveport, LA 71135-5950 

I COLOR CATALOG S2.00 OR FREE WITH ORDER I 
Name ---------------

1 Address I 
I City/State/ZIP I 
I Card# Exp, Date--· 

~
0 0 0 0 24-hour order No. (318) 688·133;15 

VISA M/C CHK MO FAX I (318) 688-1361 ----------

Avoid BIG BROTHER. 
Best techniques for creating 

COMPLETE PRIVACY! 
• Avoid Surveillance, Eavesdropping 
• Become "Invisible" to Investigators 
• Stop Generating Financial Records 
• Communications Privacy .. Phone, Mail 
• How to Stay Out of Government Files 
• Begin Eliminating NegC11tlve Records 
• How to Create Helpful New Records 
• Generating Quick Cash Income 
• Hiding Your Assets • Privacy Afloat 
• Banking Alternatives • "Low Profile" 
• Privacy from Taxes • Nomadic Living 
• Multiple Addresses 
• Hideouts, Deep Cover 
• How to "Disappear" 
ALL THE PRIVACY YOU 

WANT - and MORE! 
Visa/MC: 800-338-8484 

ONLY $18.95 .. -----.EDEN PRESS 
I l !623 Slaler ··c·-. 801 8410.AP Founlain Valley. CA 92728 I 
I Your jD Regular P&H, $3.00 (Please add I 

Choice lo FIRST CLASS,$6.00 to order.) 
I (California r-.sidents please add 7.75'11 sales ta1.)I 
I 0 Send latest Book Cata log - FREE. I 
IName ~-~-~-----~-1 

I Address I 
I City I 
I State Zip _ I 
... ____________ .. 
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Professional Locksmithing Tools 

LOCKAID 

Lockplcklng Simplified $8.50 
Complete Guide to Lockpicking $15.00 
Improvised Lock Picks $9.95 
Tubular Locks $8.95 
Lockout and forced entry $8.95 
Involuntary Repression $10.95 

' 

. 

. . m ·-ESP.13 fl~ 
Thie hlndy ,_ pick .. Is the moet popular ... lllllOllll 
polllelonal loclalmilhl today. This kit COlllilll or 12 dllllll'
ntXlll halmd Ina IWldlornlbllcl<...,.~dileV*I 
for a lhlrt poclGlt Included In the price, )IOU reoeM1 a 
I piece wmdld lllr 811 n a COPr or "Loc:lqllcldng 
............. 17 piece ... '*'· 
ESP-13 $45.95 

~~.!-~ : 0 j~ 
=~~~~~-. 
• All Piclal wtth MataJ ·• ..' .... 
Handles. ,./ 
• eqiy or Lockplcklng Simplified. 

PXP 8 $24.95 

~.;~~l~ 
• Has 13 Picks, Tenelon Wl8ncha and 8rola!n ~ 
Extraclor. 
• All Piclal wtth MataJ Handles. 
• eqiy or Lockplcklng Slmpllfled. 

PXP 10 $34.95 

Safe & Vault manipulation 
How to Pick Pins & Wafers 
Combination Locks 
Keys by lmpresslonlng 
Key Casting Manual 
Locks, Picks, Clicks 

$9.95 
$9.95 
$8.50 
$7.00 
$8.95 
$10.00 

KEY RING PICK SET 

@ ..__ __ ,.----=, 
This unique. deeigrl Is lclMI when low prcllle Is l'8CJJir8d 
or lo leap on )OJI' ~ tar -gei idea. Conlllne 
a IBnllion -ai, thr8e pkNI RI the "~ Pick." 

""" Ring Pick &ti $27.95 

• 
DOUBLE SIDED DISK TUMBLER PICKS 
Set or• PIC:ICI dee9111d lo be IMC! on the moel popular dol.tJie.eldlld 
dllc ll.llrilllM; lhawcMe, Clm and padlodal. 

$29.95 

MINI PICK TUBULAR 
Th& moe1 elllclllle tubuls pick on the nwtGal, unh the larger pkNI with long 
handlle OI' ~ handles. The longer the lool, the fTIOl8 sx-inl '-*' $79 95 
which ca.- tef tnalalge. The adwlnlllge or the 11111 Plcll Is M Is ID llhort, " 
)IOU art/ we ·)OJI' ttunb and Inda< tlnglll Wllh a llllle praaice this IDOi wll open a tubuls loci< In ._ than a mlnua 
A ~Chea: (1) Cenlllr (2) 011981 left (3) Olf98I rV11; a "Segal" 8 pin lli:lular; C. Si>lfl UUar; D 6iJ1n 1ibJlar; E. &ft! ks. 

SESAMEE DECODER 
This lool - dee9al lo decode the exact CXJml>IMlon 
ol • - padlock without damaging thll.lock. Delailecl 
lnllruction Included. 

Catalog $3.00 
Free with order. 

$17.95 

Sorry, no credit card orders 

SCHLAGE WAFER 
Themollflrllalllclool)IOU ... _ 
Im. This ael conalllla or !'Ml '
~ and pick. eon..,.. lnlllruc> 
tiOIW Included. 

$29.95 

PIX-EZ 
All·ln-One 
Plck-5et 
100% American Madel 
M C01111911illnl lo cany 
and uae as a poclClll knife! 
Only 4 Inches long, hall Inch equant, welghe under five 
ounces, wortca latll and opens pin and Wlllllr tumbler 
kx:lcll qulcldy, wtth ~ llllle ellort Six lllmpenld spring 
ltlllel piclcB, tension WlllnCh. $34.95 

WKS PICKS 
Made or the~ blue lllmpeNd 
l!Jring ltlllel this 5 piece padlock 
plck4111 Is • must In ~ lock-
emltha' IDOi bOlc. Thia 911 will pick open moet ~ 
Mrded padlock made toda>t. $9.95 

NEW MONTHLY SPECIAL 
RECEIVE A COMBINATION SET 
INCLUDES - 5 ITEMS 
1·MD·16 DELUXE SET.... .... . . ............. .... 559.95 
1-SCHALGE WAFER SET. ........... . ............... 527.95 
1-SESAMEE DECODER .. ... ......... ..... ..... ........ ..... 517.95 
1-WKS PICKS .............. ............ ........... .... ........... .. 5 9.95 
1·DOUBLE SIDED TUMBLER PICKS .......... .. ..... 527.95 

A VALUE OF 5143.75 
AT A LOW PRICE OF $89.95 

MD32 
Hip Focllllt Siz8, 
1ilp Gfaln 
Cowhide l..ealher, 
ZippM8d ea.. 
111111 32 piclcB, 
Tenelon Wre(lcha, 

Broken~ 
Exlraclor. 
$89.95 

MD16 
Shirt Pocket Siz8, 1ilp Grain 

Cowhide Lealher, Zlpper9d 
c-. 111111 18 Piclal, l8nelon 

Wrench8 and Broken ~ 
Extracb' . 
$59.95 

MD60 
1ilp Gnlln ~ Lellher, Zlpper9d ea.. 11111180 piclcB, 
1inian 'lftncha, Brolllln ~ Extraclor and Wllrdld ....... 
Keoys. $99.95 

TI1er..18QU1reea11 Send to =:-oc:fallh. Steve Arnolds 
without ma1oe Gun Room 
beli8'8 or fraud by postage & handling 
genuine pe!90l'18 $5 00 
within this lndlllllry Overseas Surface 

$6.00 
Add 30% of total 

for overseas mail. 

P.O. Box 68, Dept. SF11, Dexter, OR 97431; (503) 726-6360 Must be 18 years 
of age. 
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f~l..1\SSil~IEl)S 
NOTICE TO READERS 

SOLDIER OF FORTUNE Magazine is a magazine of national and 
international distribution. There may be products for which sale, 
possession or interstate transportation may be restricted, prohibited or 
subject to special licensing requirements in your state. Purchasers 
should consult the local law enforcement authorities in their area. 

READERS OF BOTH DISPLAY AND CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ARE ADVISED 
THAT SOLDIER OF FORTUNE MAGAZINE DOES NOT VERIFY VALIDITY OF 
EVERY ADVERTISEMENT AND/OR THE LEGALITY OF EVERY PRODUCT 
CONTAINED HEREIN. SHOULD ANY READER HAVE A PROBLEM WITH 
PRODUCTS OR SERVICES OFFERED BY AN ADVERTISER, HE SHOULD SEEK 
ASSISTANCE FROM HIS NEAREST POSTAL INSPECTOR AND ALSO CONTACT 
OUR ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. SOLDIER OF FORTUNE DOES NOT INTEND 
FOR ANY PRODUCT OR SERVICE ADVERTISED TO BE USED IN ANY ILLEGAL 
MANNER. 

UNUSUAL BOOKS 
MANY AVAILABLE NOWHERE ELSE 

100 s of Titles to Choose 1 

CREDIT • EMPLOYMENT • EXOTIC WEAPONRY • MARTIAL 
ARTS • PRIVACY • NEW IDENTITY • DISQUISES 
• SURVEILLANCE • FIREWORKS end Much, Much Morel 

Best Prices and Selection. Money Back Guar1ntee. 
C•t•log ... . . $1.00 

ALPHA PUBLICATIONS 
PO Box 308-M Sharon Center, OH 44274 

*~1IkI~~ 
RUSSIAN 

WHOLESALERS 

Sales Office: 

P.O. Box 1191 

Night & Day 
optics, badges, 

medals, uniforms 
and naval antiques 

Lane Cove, NSW 2066, Australia 

Phone: (011) 61 2-417-8824 

Fax: (011) 61 2 417-8871 

Speak to Bala 

MEET WOMEN WORLD-WIDE 
FREE 32 page photo catalog frQm Aroorica's most 
respected correspondence service since t974. 

CHERRY BLOSSOMS 
190FT Rainbow Ridge 
Kapaau, Hawaii 96755 
1-408-980-7 488 

APPAREL 
FRENCH FOREIGN LEGION T-Shirt with Legion Motto in 
French and Lalin! $10.00 each! WOLFGANG, Box 709H, Prudenville, 
Ml486.51. (205) 

MlllTARY UNIFORMS From 50 Nations! Newly Updated Catalog 
of Rare & Unique Military Camouflage Unifonns from around the 
world. $1.00. AHA, Box21606, Denver, CO 80221. (205) 

FOREIGN CAMOUFIAGE! All countries, all periods. Send $1.00 
for catalog: WOR!D WIDE Mll.ITARIA, DepL SOF, P.0.Box 522, 
f.amantown, MD 20875. (205) 

FREE CATALOG! Screen printed sportswear military and 
paramilitary designs. Send to:TI!EHARDUNE, 999 E. Fry Blvd. #306, 
Sierra Vista,AZ85635. (205) 

PROTEcrnD BY: "ShootFm;t Security" Products. Decals 3/$3.00, 
Shirts $14.95, Caps$6.95, S&H add $2.00 shirt/onler, $1.00 cap/onler. 
TillNKFIRST, 5020Sandmann Drive, CovingtDn, KY 41015. (206) 

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS 
SOIDIER OF FORIUNE Magazine Binder. Holds 12 issues, $12.00 
plus$4.00 P&H. VISA/MC accepted. No COD's. SOFBINDER, P.O.Box 
003, Boulder, co 80306. (205) 
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Buy direct! Qty. discounts! 

Don't develop an ulcer listening to Liberal trash on 
TY. This digital/programmable shortwave radio picks 
up professional American broadcasts that inform us 
about the "New World Order" and the destruction 
of the Constitution. For FREE info send SASE, or 
send $49.95+$4.00 S&H to: 

E.I.S., P.O. Box 2415-SF, Youngstown, OH 44509. 
Credit card orders only (MC/VISA) (800) 456-8770. 
Orders shipped in one week! 

U.S. MILITARY INSIGNIA 

'

1940 through Current§ 
Large Catalog, $3.00 

SAUNDERS 
x 3133 •SF • Naples, FL 33939-3133 

MEN OF ACTION AND ADVENTURE· Paladin Press has 
been descnbed as "the most dangerous press in America." Millions of 
satisfied readers disagree. Outrageous and controversial books and 
videos on fireanns, exotic weaporuy, new identity, creative revenge, 
espionage and investigation, privacy, action careers, and more! To 
onlerour64i>agecatalog send $2.00 to: PA!ADIN PRESS, Box 1307· 
4Gsr, Boulder, co 80306, (303) 443-7250 (21l6J 

BOOKS ON AFRICAN WARS, hunting, politics. Catalogue $2 
write: Lemur Books, PO Box 1645,Alberton, 1450, SOlJlll AFlUCA: 
Fax 011-l!69-0800 (205) 

WHO Kill.ED KENNEDY? Assassination research materials; 
Videocassettes, photographs. books, unpublished manuscripts. 
Catalogue: $3.00. COll.ECl'OR'SARCHIVES, Box 2, Beaconsfield, 
Quebec,H9WST6CANADA ('216) 

MILITARY HISTORY and Technology Publications. For free 
catalogue write: Military /Wo,, P.O. Box 27640.SF, Golden Valley, MN 
55427. Announcing for sale our Antiannor Series Books: US Rocket 
launcher 2.36 Inch, US Rocket Launcher 3.5 lnch, US Recoilless Rifle 
57mm, and US Recoilless Rifle 75 mm. Each forSl0.00 plus $4.00 for 
shipping. (205) 

ART OF TIIE BLADE Magazine. This magazine is for all martial 
artists, edged weapons enilmsiastsand ioday's modem soldier. Makes 
a great gifU Send SASE for info or $16.80 for one year subscription. 
Canada add $6.00 shipping. All oihercountries add $10.50 shipping 
U.S.Funds only. RONIN PUBLICATIONS, 34·3 Shunpike Rd., Dept 
162, Cromwell. CT06416. (205) 

MIUfARY MONITORING GUIDE. Newbookcoversallphases 
of Military Monitoring. Military Frequencies All Services, U.S. Military 
Base;, Military Black Projects. Major Air Forte Installations, Monitoring 
Equipment and Systems, Navy/Coast Guan! and more $19.95 plus $4 
Priority Mail Universal Electronics, 4555 Groves Road, 112, Colwnbus, 
OH 43Zl2. (614) 866-4605. ('2(Xj) 

• Your splrit or adventure, danger, and 
-~ self reliance can lead you to an exdt· 

ing career opportunity. Solve m)'!ter· 
les, bring criminals to justice, protect 
the innocent. Experts guide you every 
step of the way . Men and women 

EQUIPMENT needed to work in challenging situa· 
- e-. )\1tions, withstanding hardships, c-kb. -. make on the spot decisions. 
~ ~~ Learn the latest inveotiga· ...,.._ v-. ,_ tive technlques ualng spedal 

:~· =:= law enforcement equipment 
M\ldl Mor9 . • . the sime equipment 

tl8ed by the FBI, the CIA, and the Secret Service. Start your 
dwn investigative agency. S.ve up to 25% and more on all 
equipment. Send for free details. 

Approved by Calif Dept. of Public lnslntel. 
THE ROUSE SCHOOL of Special Detectlve Training r Dept. SG411 P.O. Box 25750, Santa Ana CA 92799 l 

I Name ------ ----- Age __ I 
Address _____________ _ 

t:_ity~te/Zip ________ :.J 

KNOW YOUR RIGIITS! Discover some you didn\ know you had. 
This booklet contains: Famous Quotes, Bill of Rights, Jury Rights, and 
much more. To order your Citizen Rule Book, send $2 lo: Jeff 
Monaghan. P.O.Box 165, Ganlen City, Ml 41!130-0165. (205) 

ENCYCWPEDIA OF REVENGE· Now in softcover!Themosl 
devastating manual ever published! Over l!XXJenlries. Completely cross
relerenced. ll would take 15 books to equal the infonnationjampacked 
in this giant 8 l/2''xll ' volume. $19.95 plus $3.50 shipping/handling 
to:ANCHORPUBllS!IlNG, P.0.Box.2631).S, l.andover Hills, MD 20784. 
Visa/MasterCard onlers call 24 hours. (BOO) 448-6280. Dealer inquiries 
invited. (205) 

MISSING PERSON instruction manual reveals most effective 
techniques. Learn how lo find people for fun/profit. $17. ACM, 
P.0.Box4lYll, Gailhersburg, MD 2088.'i. (206) 

WHEN ITS YOUR TURN to take command, be ready ... The 
"updated" Light Infantry Tactical Notebook, Mortar and Artillery 
ernploymen~ Machine Gun ernploymen~ NightAltack.Assauk !lJpport, 
Raids, Improvised Munitions, Logistics, Combat Engineering, weapons, 
and much more! Everything the Light Infantry Leader needs lo kick 
ass and gel home ... Fits in cammo pocket. $25,00 U.S. Quanitity 
discounts available. Team C Research, 3531 S. l.ogan, Suitc-D348, 
F.nglewood, co 80110. (205) 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your new or existing 
small business. Grants/Loans to $500.000. Free reconled message: 
(/[ff) 44!)l!fffl. (KW5) (206) 

NEED FUNDS/CAPITALIZATION for your idea, produc~ 
business? Focused investors now considering serious proposals. 
$150,000 to 25,500,000 (plus) available. Send $10.00 check, money order 
for information letter and application: Unsworth Venture Capitalists, 
125 Saddleridge CL, Jacksonville, NC2&541).9159. (205) 

MAKE MONEY part-time, full.time. Send tapes on the New World 
Order. Free Wonnation: W.S.K, P.O. Box374, Gwmison, CO 81230. 

COLLECTORS 
MILITARY COLLECTIBLES: WWI/WWII/Korea/Vietnam. 
CURRENT: Patches/Badges/Rank Insignia/etc. Catalog $4.00. Phone 
(408) 295-1136 or FAX (408) 288-6350 or write: LEE-JACKSON 
MlllTARIA, P.O.Box 8663, San Jose, CA95155a663. (205) 

BRmSH/SCOTilSH Milli.aria Collectooi. Regimental insignia and 
accessories of elile Regiments; including SAS; Paratroopers; Royal 
Marines; Black Wat<h; Guards, el<. Import Catalog $6.00. BRITISH 
REGAilA IMPORTS, Department 6, P.O.Box 50473, Nashville, 1l'l 
372Q5. (205) 
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AFRAID TO TRAVEL AS AN AMERICAN? 
NEED ALTERNATE IDENTIFICATION? 

FOR TRAVELERS AFRAID OF BEING SINGLED our 
BY TERRORISTS, HIJACKERS OR KIDNAPPERS, WE 
OFFER PASSPORTS FROM VARIOUS COUNTRIES. 

"AN AMERICAN7 - NOT MEI" 
CUSIOM MADE LEGAL SECOND PASSPORTS WJ1H 

YOUR PHOID AND PERSONAL INFO PLUS TWO 
BACK-UP l.D. CARDS - $135.00 

SEN0$2 FOR INFO AND BROCHURE 

SAFEGUARD SERVICES 
P.O. Box 689-F Ely, NV 89301 

(702) 289-4229 

Send For~ Build It 
Free Yourself 
Brochure £ RBackhoe 

Plans to build and use In your own backyard ~ 
Self propelled · No machining· Cartowable ~lans 
Under $1,000 to build• Design In use over B years •• , •• :. , , •• 

P.O. Box 606, Dept P • Dalevllle, VA 24083 • (703) 992-4758 

HOW TO HIDE YOUR VALUABLES 

SECRET SAFE CANS look exactly like house
hold products. The bottom unscrews to hide cash, 
jewelry and other valuables. Also available: Cambell's 
Soup, Fix-A-Flat and Brut by Faberge. 

$12.95 each or any 3 for $36.00 
Add $4.50 postage/ 50¢ for each additional can. 

Money Back Guaranteed. 
Send Check or Money Order to: 

CiORCiEOVS ASIAN 
WOMEN 

DESIRE PENPALS, 
ROMANCE, MARRIACiE! 
Details, color photos - $1: 

P.f.C., P.O. Box 461873-SF, 
Los Angeles, CA 90046 

P.O. Box 344, 
Dept. 52 
East Rockaway 
New York, NY 11518 

BEATING RETREAT (60 Minutes) 
VHS ONLY $39.95 
By the massed bands of the 
Royal Marines. A spectacular 
rousing performance. 

BRITISH REGALIA IMPORTS 
Department 6 

P.O. Boll 50473, Nashville, TN 37205 

VIETNAM WAR INSIGNIA and Uniform Llsl. I mail a list of 
Vielnam War Militaria six times per year. Buyers receive a list free, 
others pay $3 per list. Insignia are picillred so you know what you are 
buying. I always have a nice collection of original patches, insignia, 
books, maps, uniforms, field gear etc. Both U.S. and VC/NVA I also 
buy singles and collections ofVielnam War souvenirs. lOOl: guarantee 
from me. Buy with confidence. BILL BROOKS, P.O.Box 230832. 
Montgomery,Al.36123. (205) 
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SOVIET MILITARIA 
Soviet Mililary Meda ls, Orders, A 
Police Badges, Uniforms, Fie ld w 
Gear, Insignia and All Related~ 
Items. Specia l Orders Welcome. 
FREE CATALOG. 

The Russian Trade House 
Depl. 101 , P.O. Box 2585 

Fa irfax, VA 2203 1 
Fax: 703-978-4885 

P~S~7""*
"COMBAT BABE" 

SID POSTPAID 
MISS BUSY BODIES, Inc. 
2809 Bird Ave., Suite 269 

Miami, Fl 33133 

#102 NATO 
MILITARY 

3'!.'' Stainless 
blade. Front open· 

ing, fast lever-action. 

#104 THE GODFATHER. 
Stilelto. 4" li!jllning·quick 

side open stainles.s steel blade. 
Lifetime Mooey-Back Guarantee. 

I Order 2 knives & get FREE/Swiss Army Knifet 
I Check or M.O. to PERFORMANCE KNIVESI 
~202 Lexington Ave (Rm 192) DeptA-11, New York 100281 

L
I Limited offer. ACT NOW 1-800-324-43711 

-----------------~ 
~ U.S. GOVERNM~NT LAND ~ 
Federally owned land currenlly available in AK, AZ, AR, CA, 
CO, ID, MT, NV, NM, OR , UT, WA, WY lor $2.50 per acre. 
U.S. cilizens en'.llled lo purchase up to 160 acres per 
person. For complele inlormalion package including maps, 
te lephone helpline, filing form s, elc. send $20 check or 
money orderlo: FEDERAL LAND CO., Deptl, Box 2159B, 
Washington, DC 20009. (Nole: lhis is not homeslead
ing- lands are sold oulrighl. ) MONEYBACK GUARANTEE! 

WWII RELICS! Cheaper than certain "well-known" relics dealers! 
We beat their prices for flags, daggers, medals, helmets. illustrated 
catalog$5.00 (refundable). Telephone: (612) 68!H146. MIUI'ARIA, 
Box26l·D, Cambridge, MN 55008. (206) 

VIETNAM TIGERSTRIPES, Thai/Vietnam patlern worn by 
Special Forces& S.EAL's; $72.00 suit; matching boonie hat $16.00. 
AHA, Box 21606, Denver, CO 80221. (205) 

RHODESIAN AND SOUTH AFRICAN badges, medals, and 
wiiforms to sale. For a list send $1 to KAPIANS. Box 800638, Lyndhwst 
2106, South Africa. (xxx) 

UNITED NATIONS BERETS, Sky blue beret with enamelled 
U.N. badge unissued $30.00, U.N. Officers beret with bullion 
embroidered badge $36.00, U.N. Inspector's baseball caps with patch 
$20.00. AHA, Box 21606, Denver, CO 80221. (205) 

Mick Tyner 

The book Iha! blew lhe lid off Forbidden Technol· 
ogy! Building Tellon··coaled bullels, re-arming 
inert grenades, secrels ol lilanium warheads, hy· 
persecure encryption, rocket weapons, clandes· 
line pyro expose. wearing a wire , defeating 
alarms. lorbidden lech marketplace, surveillance 
pholography, compuler viruses, scramblin[j'de· 
scrambling. ultrasonic weapons. much more! 
8.5x11, 258 mealy pages, a lresh & lucid look at 
Forbidden Technology! $33 domestic postage 
paid. Registry Distributing, 200 Union Blvd. Suite 
430, Denver,C0,80228.Soldonlytoinlorm. 

AK SKS 
MAK90 

SEND OR CALL FOR FREE COLOR CATALOG 
Catalog containing rifles, parts, accessories, scopes, 
mounts, stocks, magazines, muzzle brakes and 1 OO's 
of other products for SKS, MAK90, Hakim, AK 47 and 
other firearms. 

FEDERAL ARMS CORPORATION ot America 

7928 Universily Avenue N.E. 
Fridley, MN 55432 
612·780·8780 •FAX 612-780-5747 

World's Most Fascinating Police Catalog! 

112 pg. Catalog l Badges; ID Cards; · . 
Books; Clothing: , 
Ammo;Weapons 

1 

•• ...... ' 
Spy Equip; Posters; 
Hats& morel 
World's Best Catala 

:. •I 

Send $3.00 for 
Catalog, or Call 
1-900-226-2444 

for RUSH shipment! 
FREE $3.00 Coupon 

Included with 
each catalog! 

EDUCATION 
TERM PAPER ASSISTANCE. 19,278 topics available! 306-page 
catalog-rush $2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho, #206EX, Los Angeles, CA 
900'25. 1Dl.LFREE HaruNE: 800-351-0222 or 310-477-8226). (214) 

EMPLOYMENT 
OVERSEAS, STATESIDE. $1()().$1,000 daily. Now hiring. FREE 
lisL ZINCS 117, Box585, Dearborn, Ml 48120 (208) 

INTERESTING CAREER LISTINGS. Police, security, 
investigation. Nationwide, some international. Executives to $119,300. 
Positions explained. Four monthly issues. $21.95. PSIC/FO, P.0.Box 
3831, Springfield, IL62708. (205) 

FEDERAL !AW ENFORCEMENT Employment Guide. 37-page 
bookie I delailing 33 Federal Agenl/Ofiicer Careers. Job descriptions, 
qualifications, application procedures, salaries, and more. Send $9.95 
lo FCF Employment Guide. P.0.Box 2176, Brunswick, GA 31525-2176. 
(IDS) 

FIREARMS - ACCESSORIES 
30RD GERMAN AK MAGAZINES $15 each or 
5/$60, 30 round Z)'1el SKS magazines $20. Send money order plus $4 
S&H to Black Knight Arms &Accessories, 301 Newbury Street, Suite 
126, Danvers, MA 01923. MA residents add 5% sales tax. (206) 

NATIONAL MILITIA NEEDS YOU! United StatesSpecial field 
Forces: Government chartered, leaders as volunteer officers in home 
town. Courageous, self-reliant 18 or older. $5 brings information and 
application for commission. Write: GENERAi., Box432, Camp Bradley, 
FL32066 (212) 

MACHINEGUN KITS, allpartsexceptreceiver.AR15E2 new$395, 
AK-47 new $245, Sten Mkil used $185, 1919A4 (norightsideplateonly) 
used $495, Thompson MlAl used $285, 1918 BAR used $249, MG34 
used $455, FAL used $325, spare mags: sten, BAR, $9: M34, 1919behs 
$15: MlAl, AK-47,AR15$21. Check, MO, COD. Ron M. Cheney, 52 
Quail Run, Henderson, NV 89014. Add shipping (702) 898-5809. (205) 
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BEAMSHOT™ 2000 
Laser Sight FDA APPROVAL 

PATENTED 

Retail:$ 99 .00 
Including: 
•Laser Sight •Mount *Gun Case • Battery 

1 year warranty 

'Click Alignmtnl S~·stem •Window Lens •Water Rrsistant 

Please call the dealer near you or 800-520-8435 

Quarton USA, LTD. co. 
7042 Alumo Douns Parkwa\'. Suile 250, 
Siln Antonio, Tuas 78238-'518 
Tel: t210)520-8430 Fax: 12101520-8433 

LATIN AMERICAN LADIES ! 
Marry a beautiful, faithful, old-fash
ioned, lady from Central/South 
America like our President and VP did ! 
Call (713) 896·9224 or write for a 
free Photo Brochure end Details to: 

T.LC. WORWWIDE, INC. 
P.O. BOX 924994 

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77292-4994 ' . . 

' l 00% Cotton Nose Art T·shirls. Many 
desi9ns available: Memphis Belle~ Sock Time, 

Miss Behovin and much more. ~I 5.95eo.+ 
applicable soles lox and $2 S&H. 

"'- SendSl .9Sforcotolog-relun:lobleuponpurchase . 

. ~ ''i lil\'llM;!WM. RIGHT LINE 
~ ~ESIGH 

P.O. Box 84, Orange CA 92666, USA 

FOR SALE 
UNIFORMS FROM Around the World, Camouflage Unifonnsfrom 
over 50 Countries, !&page Catalog $1.00. I.M.S., Box 21606, Denvu, 
CO!m21. (205) 

AN'll-CHRISllAN plastic shark emblem with adhesive. Send $5.8.5 
U.S. Funds. Have A Tu de, Box 48513, Phoenix, AZ8507&8513. (205) 

FREE 
FREE CATALOG. Military/Education Diplomas, Certificates, 
Awards, any high schooL univernity, government dept New European 
&corporateooatof rums. COUCH POTATO PUBllSlilNG 4211 Little 
Road, Suite 9, New Port Richey, FL34655, U.SA (205) 

DRIVER'S LICENSE (entire USA) . Must be U.S. citizen. Free 
application, information. MAXSE!l., Box 23021, Fl Lauderdale, FL 
33307. 305-568-14&> (24 Rm.) (205) 

INSTRUCTION 
INVESTIGATION CAREER. Quidc, easyhomestudy.12lessons. 
Become a professional. Free information. Shaw Investigation (Since 
1971). Call (800) 272-66&l. (207) 

KNIVES - BAYONETS 
CENTRAL AMERICAN MACHETES, 24 inch steel blade, 
beautifully crafted leather scabbard, color.; gold, brown, black. natural 
Cost $29.00 add $4.00 for shipping. Send check or money order to 
ODYSSEY IMPORTS, 3817 Candara Rd., Knoxville, TN 37920. 
Telephone (615) 57!H245, 2 week delivery. (205) 

BOOT KNIFE. 61/4" with wooden handle & brass bolsters. Double 
edged sll!inless steel blade and genuine leather sheath. $6.95 EK 
Enterprises, 2124 Lymington, Carrollton, 1X 75fX1/. (205) 

COW STEEL, Spyderco, Gerber, SOG and more. Huge Discounts! 
Free List. KNIVES PWS, 2467 Interstate 40West,Amarillo, 1X 79109. 
(&l6) 35%202. (205) 
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Send check or money order to. 
Marshall Marketing P.O. Box 242 Draper. Utah 84020·0242 

Hypnosis Instant 
Methods 

*Free Details* 

TRANCE 
P.O. Box 5022-124 
El Toro, CA 92630 

Military Medals & 
Books Catala s 

Catalog Available on: 
BOOKS 

• Military History 
•Medals 
• Unifonns 
• Weapons 

Ovrr JS rag('r 

Semi $2.00 

Catalog Available on: 
MEDALS 

• Worldwide Medals 
• Wings & Badges 
•Mini Medals 
• Ribbon Bars 

Over 60 Pages 

Send $1.00 

Over 1 000 Titles & Medals in Stock? 
Pieces o ts ory 

P.O. Box 4470 - Dept. SF 
Cave Creek, AZ 85331 - (602)488-1377 

MISCELLANEOUS 
ARAB HEADCLOTHS, Black/\Vhite or White $30.00 with Cords 
$45.00. AHA, Box 21606, Denver, CO 80221. (205) 

MALE POWER PACK. Creates/builds muscle, strength, stamina, 
endurance. Can elev.ue testosterone level 200l\! Enhaoces virility. Safe. 
ON SALE: !-lro87Sll844. (205) 

ASIAN WOMEN Desire Correspondence! Overseas, sincere, 
attractive, traditional. Free details! Sunshine International 
Correspondence, Box 5500-ZH, Kailua-Kona, Hawaii 96745 (808) 325-
T/Cf/ (210) 

PHOTO ID CARD (50 stales). Send photo, eye/hair color, heigh~ 
weigh~ birth date. $15.00. MAXSEU, P.O.Box 23021, Ft. Lauderdale, 
FL33307. (206) 

BEAUTIFUL RUSSIAN WOMEN through overseas 
correspondence! Eager, sincere, and failhlull. IBEE 32-page, 500 photo 
catalogue. CLUB PRIMA, 13164 Memorial Drive, #233DD, Houston, 
TX T/079. (713) 973-1515 anytime. (205) 

TELEPHONE LISTENING DEVICE 
Record lelephone convers.11ons In your o"ice Of 

homo Connects between any ca•sette 0t i.pe 
recorder 1nd your telephone !int. StJrls au1o· 
maticalty when phone ls answered. Records bolh 
skies of conversation. Stops recorder when 

Silt 1 cu. in. phone ts hung up. 

$19.95EACH 
Super Powerful 

FM TRANSMITTER 
Many times '""" powet!ul tll.ln other transmlteB. 
Transmits up to Vo ml~ lo any FM rado ·Easy to 
Assunble Kl · up to 9V banery fnot Incl. l 
For catalog of Transmilters. Yoke Scramblers ano 
otllerspec~ly Hems. enclose $2.00 lo US! Corp 

Call 407-725-1000 or send $19.95 + $1.00 
ahlpplng per Item to: USI Corp, P.O. Box 
SF,2052, Melbourne, FL 32902 COO'a OK 

ISRAEL MILITARY PRODUCTS 
".I',+ 

¢~ 
AIRBORNE T-SHIRT S·XXI $11+$3 POST 

IDF WEBBING, HELMET. INSIGNIAS, UNIFORMS, T-SHIRTS 
CATALOG $2 (FREE WITH T-SHIRT ORDER) 

IMP P.O.B. 31006, TEL AVIV 61310, ISRAEL 

~ 
I RATTLER RIDGE 

I Name 

I 
I 

IM~~ I 
I City Stale Zip I 
.. .: ..:A~ls.:.A~I~ ~~A:.T:.:D. *- .. 

MUL1't-COL011 
ON ht.ACK 1'-SIU111'S 

ALL sties sao.oo 
+$3 S&H per order, S1 ea add'I shirt 

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: 
T. M. A. N. E. M. 

P.O. Box 4918 Seattle, Wa 98104-0918 
ANY QUESTIONS? 206-624-6524 

FO'VToooR" CAREERS!- - ~ 
I Home study. Train for careers in conser- I 

vation, forestry1 wildlife, parks, and more. 

I Free career literature: 800-223-4542. I 
Nam•----------~ 

I 
Address 
City _____ State _ Zip __ 

L:
School of Conaervallon, Dept. NNM171 

COi, 6065 Roswell Rd., Atlanta, GA 30328 -------
I 

_:J 
LOsr DOCUMENTS REPIACED. College Degree, High School 
Diploma, Birth, Baptismal, Marriage, Divorce, Discharge Etc. SASE to 
MAXSEU. P.O. Box 23021, Fl Laud. FL33307 (206) 

BEAUTIFUL, Traditional, Romantic Asian ladies desire friendship 
and marriage. Free photo brochure. ASIAN CONNECTIONS. Box 1230, 
l.aGrange, 1X 78!M5. (409) 242-5820. (205) 

MEET BEAUTIFUL Asian Coeds through correspondence. For 
free photo brochure write to: The Phil-Am Connection, 366 N. Allen 
Ave., Suite 331-F, Pasadena, CA 91106. (205) 
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G Ma~~!Pw!~~e!! ~ 
~Tools, Photo equipment, I 

Forges, Boats, Trolling ~ 
~ motors,. morel Using 
IJl.bl stock/recycled material [II 

All Guaranteed! Send 
~'1forinfoto: & ~I~ 

POOR MAN'S PUBLICATIONS Jft\ 
rR 7000 20th St. #930-SF ~ 
._ Vero Beach, FL 32966-8878 ~ 
~~...-~~ 

LADIES 270 Photo Catalog 
Beautiful Women Around 
The World Seek Loving Men 
TAWL Box 937(SOF) Kailua
Kona, Hawaii 96745. FREE 
Brochure 808/329-5559 

Drivers Licenses 
Social Security Cards 

Birth Certificates 

IIU'l'AllY CIUl'l'll~ICA'l'ES 

Martial Arts Diplomas 
Law Enforcement Certificates 

College Degrees 

CALL NOW Free 24 
TOLL FREE Brochure HOURS 

• • 

(800) 354-7555 

EAYEIQROPPfNG is unbelievably widespread! Electronic 
Devices with amazing capabilities can be monitoring your 
telephone and room conversations RIGHT NOWI Are you 
sure you're safe? FREE CATALOG tells you fastl Includes 
Free Bonus details on fantastic opportunities now open in 
Counter-Surveillance field. Exciting, immensely interesting 
ond EXTREMELY profitable (u to $ 250 hr) lull/ ert·timo 
incomo. Coll Nowl ; I 1 I I I 

REGIMENTAL INSIGNIA & WEAPONRY 
• SAS • RAF • BLACK WATCH 

/Ci)~ · PAAR • AM • CAMEAONS 
~ )) • ASDG • AN • GUARDS etc. 

Import Catalog $6.00 

BRITISH REGALIA IMPORTS 
Department-6 

P.O. Box 50473 • Nashvllle, TN 37205 

LIVE 24 HOURS/DAY!! Talk to beautiful girls! 1-900-407-2273 
Ex1. 8705. $3.99perminute. Must be 18yr.; ProcaJl (602)954-1720 (205) 

JOIN 1llE MIUilA NOW. Defendyourlivesandcountry. Delails. 
News. Catalog. Donation request$5.00 CCU\, Afton, 'JN. 37616 Soldier 
(a6) 

PASSPORT establishes 2nd identity for international safe travel. 
Embossed,entry/exitstampsplusmore. Ullimatecredibilityworldwide. 
Positive client testimonials. Quintessential quality. (305) 568-5889 (24 
Hr.;) f;lJlT) 
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· REAL ESTATE, YACHTS, CARS, TRUCKS, 
P ANES, OATS, & MORE FDR ONLY PENNIES ON THE 
DOLLAR.Auction Deparlmenls include: Customs Service, Drug 
Raid Seizures, U.S. Marshall's Office, D.E.A., l.R.S., 
R.t.C.D., Sherill's Office. and MORE! Our book is lhe most 
comprehensive and easy lo use auide currenlly available. To order 
"THE COMPLETE GUIDE TD G VERNMENT AUCTIONS,' send a 
$20 check or money order lo Federal Information Co . . Box 21658, 
Depl. G, Washington, D.C. 20009. Moneyback guarantee. 

BADGES TO ORDER 
Concealed Weapons Badge 
Law Enlorcement Size, Weight, Quality 

Legal To Carry Or Wear 

(COULD SAVE YOUR LIFE) 

· PLEASE SPECIFY· 
• L1Herl11 Desired 
• Sliver $45, Gold $50, Two-Tone $55 
• Wallet Clip or Satety Pin Attchmt. 
• Stale Scene· All 50 Available 

Add $3.00 UPS Shipping 
CATALOG LSASE 

ALSO 
Badge Wallets• Photo l .D. 

MAXSELL CORPORATION 
4038 Powerline Rd. • Ft. Laud, FL 33309 

(305) 568·1480 

TO THE MAGAZINE THAT 
MORE THAN 10,000 READ

ERS TURN TO FOR AR· 
T/CLES, ADS & NEWS 

~ ABOUT MILITARY JEEPS, 
TRUCKS, TANKS & MORE/ 

Full I/sting of upcoming rallles. 

ltlIU'fAllY m VEDICl.ES 
MAGAZINE 

USA: l Year (6 Issues) $15 • 2 Years (12 Issues) $25 
Conodo: t YearS24 • 2Yeoo SM .AllOthers: I Year S26 • 2YeorsS46 

P.O. Box 1748-L •Union, NJ 07083 
l'Dll MAHKE'l'PIACE 

FOR MIUTARY VEDICIJ!S 

******************* 

HOW TO ESCAPE from regulation handcuffs! Houdini's secrel 
melhod,and olhers, exposed! Send $4.00 to P.O. Box 7740, New York, 
NY 10116 (W5) 

BAYONETS, military surplus, knives, collectibles and olher great 
stuff. Freecalalog. Gold Coast Trading Company, P.0.Box3496, Costa 
Mesa, CA92626. (205) 

DESERT STORM COMBAT PHOTOS. 24 gigantic 4x6" color 
pholos. Graphic battlefield and POW scenes, $24.95 plus $4 s&h. 
P.0.Box 1075, DeptS, Mika, MN 533450075. (205) 

PAIN1WAR SUPPLIES. Paintballs (1250) $49.00; 12gram Co2 
$.50; mask & goggles $21.99; paint grenade $5.75, smoke bombs $5.95; 
pump paint rifle $85.99; semi aulo paint riOe $116.95; gun, goggle, 
mask. Co2, paintballs$114.00. (607)796-5229, 7 days a week 6pm-9pm 
(ES'!). S.T .P. SUPPUES. (205) 

SPORIS TEAMS picked to SCORE: PREDICTIONS by Experts/ 
Pros, spreads. Daily 1·900407-5678 ext 495. $2/min. Avg: 4 min. 18+ 
1'oneAvalon 305/525-0800. (205) 

MILITARY INTEUJGENCE badge $24.95 Poslpaid, Catalog $2. 
B-PEC, Box 7638, Department Sf794, Sunnymead, CA 92552. (208) 

TEENAGE ASIAN GIRLS desire men over 40! 250 Girl Video 
$17.95. lnlopak $1.00. lnlemational, Box 1035, Deerfield Beach, FL 
33443-1035. (205) 

· FULL SIZE US MEDALS • SKlU. BADGES 
· UH AHD RVH MEDALS • DISPLAY CASES 
· MINIATURE MEDAL'i • MANUALS OH 
· OfflCAL RIBBONS CLAIMING MEDALS 
· RANK BADGES. PATCHES. ••. AU GUARANTEED I 

SEND $2.00 TODA YfOR All HEW COLOR CATALOG t 

MEDALS OF AMERICA 
192952 FAIRVIEW ROAD 

FOUNTAIN INN ,S.C. 29644 

OUR BOOl<S HELP YOU GET: New Identity & credit. 
•Jobs in 48 hours. College degrees. ID by mall. 
• Cash Income. Private loans. Asset protection. 
•Offshore banking. Foreign passports & MORE! 

FREE 40 pg. PRIVACY CA TALOG:800-338-8484 
EDEN PRESS· Box 841o-PS ·Fountain Valley, CA 92728 

CHOOSE FROM HUNDREDS 
OF FASCINATING WOMEN 

FANTASY ISLANDS, America's only guidebook on meeting 
exotic women and international travel, is for the adventurer in 
search of romance or the man who wants to find a wife from a 
distant land. Free infonnation package! Write or call: 

World Community Publishing 
734 Haight, Suile 0(13), Alameda, CA 94501 

510-769-6449 (24 bows) 

EU:CffiONICS, BOOKS, Videos, Surveillance, Weapons, MORE, 
Stop paying too much! BigCatalog$3. Mai!TODAY! Golden1iger, 139 
Cyrpesswood, Spring, 1X 77388. f;lJlTJ 

JUST SAY NOTO HAIR WSS! Protectyoun;elffrombaldness. 
Our 160-page book will teach you how. Free information: Elite 
Publication P.0.Box 720, Dept.C, Chicago, IL fi0690-0720. (207) 

GLADIATOR "MUSCLES" without equipment! Unbelievable 
resullS in six weeks! Free details. KISHA, Box 147, Dept Cl, Duquesne, 
PA 15110. (205) 

50,000 MAPS, topographic, Tactical Quads, Travel, Political 
(Vielnam, Shithatha, Ohio, AnyplaceO Catalog $3.00 (refundable). 
MONARCH, Box 42003-203F, Phoenix, Al. 85080. (NEW! 7000 
l.andsals.) (205) 

RUSSIAN LADIES, truly beautiful, educated, want to meet YOU . 
Free colorphotobrochure. RUSS!A46, P.O.Box 888851,Allanta, GA 
30356; (404) 45S-0009. (217) 

OPTICS 
POWERFUL 12x45 BINOCUIARS. Russian, rugged military· 
style. Superb optic&--gUaranteed. l..ealher case, Only $65. BALTIC 
GUIF !MPORTS, Box591982, Houston, 1X 772!'/J (205) 

BINOCULAR WAREHOUSE - Zeiss, Leica, 
Swarovski, Steiner, Nikon, Pentax, Minolta, plus much 
more! All discounted. Send $1.00 for catalog. 6635 San 
Pedro, San Antonio, TX 78216 or call 210.525-9000 (207) 

REMAILING SERVICES 
CONFIDENTIAL ADDRESS. Mail received here, lhen forwarded 
to you worldwide. Voiremail, too! MAIIl'OSf, 2421SOFPratt, Chicago, 
IL60645 (312) 764-0100, (800} 890-3199. (205) 

SECURITY PRODUCTS 
CONFIDENTIAL Catalog of Police and Investigation Equipment 
$2. IPEC, Department SF394, P.0.Box 7638, Moreno, CA92552. (206) 

SECURE VOICE TURNS PC into powerful voice encryption 
machine. $100/pair. FAX (817) 332-4953 lorinfo. (207) 

CRIMEFIGIITERS send $2.00 for police equipment catalog. BPEC, 
Box7638, Dept.SF594,Sunnymead, CA92552. (206) 
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-BEWARE. 
Th• World's Most Powerful Blowgans 

.,.. DOWN & DIRTY! 
Write or Coll For Immediate laro. 

J.W. McFAALIN COMPANY 
P.O. Box 209. Lake Havasu Ctty, AZ. B6405-0209 

Tel. 602 855-8095 

Russian Ladies, truly 
beautiful, want ,/1'- <,. 
to meet you! r,;'jlo',. 
260 Beautiful. Educated · ·· ·. 

Russian Ladies are sincerely · . 1 -; 

seeking friendship and 
marriage with American 

men of all ages. I' We have selected these ladies -
from over 4800 applicants. . · • \ 

FREE =~I.or Photo Brochure ; ~ 
1 

RUSSIA)) ~ .. ' · ·. 
connE"cc 11 . ."ln ,.-... ~. .v-· :'.. 
Dept. 100 ·P.O. Box 888851 ·Atlanta. GA 30356 
(404) 458·0909 {24 hours) 

EXCITING MOSCOW TOURS AVAILABLE 

SURPLUS 
MIUTARY CLOTIUNG, Gear, Boots, Jackets, Collectibles, etc. 
Call (408) 295-1136orFax (408) ~for FREE catalog or write: 
LEE-JACKSON Mll.ITARIA, P.O.Box 8663, San Jose, CA 95155. 
Foreigncatalogsare$4.00. (21l5) 

MILrrARY SURPLUS & Survival Items; large inventory, new and 
used. Mail$!. (refundable) for price list HUGHWADE'S,2120West 
Reelfoot Ave., Union City, TN 38261-9732. (21l5) 

MILrrARY SURPLUS. New and used, also survival items. Send $2 
forcatdog. REMAMIIIfARYSURPWS, P.O.Box 7039, Canton, OH 
44705. (205) 

GOVERNMENT AUCTIONS in your area! Must sell: Cars, trucks. 
computers, more! Great deals! Call anytime Toll Free: l-800ffil·2212 
ExtSP7770. (205) 

SURVIVAL 
DESICCANT P AKS ·Affordable Protection. Adsorbs and holds 
trapped moisture inside storage containers that corrode metals and kill 
primers.15gags (.lx5xl/4") $12.00;30bags$20.00ppd. One bag over 
protects .30 & .50 cans. Milspec. Renewable. Instructions. Send check 
or MO_ Preservation Pak. Inc. HC RT2 619F, Twentynine Pahns, CA 
9?ZTI. (205) 

SMOKE GENERATORS - Largest selection 
anywhere. Write for 5&-page catalogue of 500 products. 
U.S. $3.00, Canada $5.00, others $10.00. Signus, Box 
33712·W57, Phoenix, AZ. 85067-3712. (205) 

TRAINING 
BOUNTY HUNTER TRAINING by professionals; on-site in 
Fk>rida oral country-wide seminars. Details. NABEA, P.O.Box 6757, 
We& Palm Beach, Fl.33405. Phone: (407) 547-3630. (205) 

RANGER, AIRBORNE, Bodyguard Training. Catalog and 
information $7.00 ($12.00 Foreign). USTC, 2024 N. Broadway, Suite 
205,SantaAna,CA9270&2623. (714) 547-2567. (206) 

NAVY SEAL FTJ'NESS Program. Gain strength and self-confidence. 
Get in shape using the methods of the world's most elite combat uniL 
Send $10.95 to:T-N.S ENT, P.O.Box 16297, Seattle, WA98116. (208). 
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SKELETON KEY 
FITS MOST LOCKS 

(bohlocks. doorlocks. & some padlocks) 
Ama1e Your Friends 

With A Lock Picking Demonslr.ltion. 
You gc1 J siz.cd mcUJ.l tcnsion keys. the slide 
pick. precise instructions & more. Note: this 
device is to be used for dcmonstr,uion 
purposes only! Sa1israc1ion Guaranteed or 

Full Refund; 2 weeks delivery. 
To get this exciting device. Send Now ONLY SS.95 + 52 S&H to: 

Sare Marketing • 90 W. Montgomery A\' N~F • Rock\ille Md 20850 

r-- -Si'..eelleih&r--., 
I SPEED KILL I I IB"' Cln you hH 1 111111 11 1111111 or mt111 In Dftl ACDnd or 11117 I 
I 

IB"' Cln you tlTap 1 111111 ID his kll111 wtth an1 blDw? I 
IB"' Cln you win 1 fight In 3 ACDndl Dr 19117 

I WE TRAIN PEOPLE WHO CANI FAE! HTAILS I 
L6252 Dark Hollu.v ~:ifo~~l~l89~ 1503) 535-3188~ 

CUT OUT ANO llAJL THIS AD lOOAYI -----------
PREEDOM COUNTRY 

~ 
20 BIG acres in WESTERN MONTANA, starting at $9850. 
Trout ~~ackpaclcing, camping. Elk, deer, moose, 
bear. to National Forest, near established towns. 
Yellowstone and Glacier National Parks nearby. GUARAN
TEED ACWS, INSURED mu, WARllAHTY DEED. FREE 
color brochure, photos, maps. 

AJLL MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 
'Vdeo Nallable· 

CAU. TOLL FREE 1-800-592-5990 
TREASURE STATE RANCHES 
o.r~::.="se~ '=>~1000 

.. 
1500+ MILITARY DESIGNS 

" 

FREE 24 Poge ILLUS. CATALOG 
WE DO CUSTOM WORK 
Deoler Inquires Welcome 

HOOVER'S MFG. CO. 
4015SF PROGRESS BLVD. 

PHU, IL61354 

815 223-1159 Ask For David 

TRAVEL 
R & R FOR SINGLE MEN. Dream vacation with beautiful, playful 
Filipinas, as featured on "Inside Edition". BIG APPLE ORIENTAL 
TOURS (SOF),24912 EllanonlAvenue, Bellerose, NY 11426. (205) 

VIDEOS 
COVERT KNIFE FIGHTING tape, documentation, 2 concealable 
weapons (superior to brass knuckles). Ck/MO $55.00. S.D. TEC, 1902 
Ridge Rd., Buffalo, NY 14224 (207) 

COMPLETE SEAL Museum Video Collection!This 12 tape series 
fealllres the best films ever made about Frogmen, UDTs, and SEAis 
Choose from vintage DoD titles, rare films from private collections, 
and award winning documentaries about NAVSPECW AR "Red Cell"; 
"Pro Sniper"; "'Evolution of the Teams"; "SF.Al.Ambush!"; "Navy SEAis 
The Men Behind The Legend"; "Someone Special 1989"; "Navy 
Frogman"; "Lonely Warrior"; "Someone Special"; "SEAl.s In Vietnam"; 
"Men with Green Faces"; Submarine Trunk Training". Videos $18 each, 
includes shipping. Send check or MO lo: Sand Bee Corporation, 
P.O.Box 960311, Miami, FL33296. (305) 279-3393. Dealer inquiries 
welcome. (205) 

"WORSE THAN TAil.HOOK", screamed "American Journal" 
about "lewdness and debauchery" outside ourfonner Philippines bases. 
We offer full-length, uncensored videos of these actual parties. For 
catalog, send $3 lo: B.AO. Videos (SOF), 47 Raymond Avenue, 
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603. (205) 

Amazing one-of-a-kind home 
study course tells all! Want 
a life of intrigue, excitement, 
adventure?! Quickly learn from 

the experts: 
• How To Earn $100,000 A Year As Your Own Boss! 
• How To Conduct All Types Of Private Investigations, 

Skiptracing & Swveillance! 

• How To Start Your Own Privale Detective Agency! 
• How To Work From Home, Part-Time or Fu!ITime! 
• No Experience Necessary, No Investment Required! 

STATE Al'PROVEI> 

UNITED STATES ACADEMY 
FREE OF PRIVATE INVESTIGATION 
DETAILS P.O. BOX 2133 (SF) 

BEVERLY HILLS CA 9021 

TIRED OF PHONEY LOOKING 
DO IT YOURSELF I.D. CARD KITS? 

WE HAVE STATE OF THE ART PVC 
CREDIT CARD QUALITY l.D. CARDS WITH 

YOUR PHOTO AND EMBOSSED DATA. 
THIS IS THE SAME TECHNOLOGY AS THE 

NEW VISA PHOTO CARD. 
GET RID OF THE "KIT 1.D.' AND MOVE TO 

TODAY'S TECHNOLOGY. 
SEND $2 FOR A COLOR BROCHURE 

SAFEGUARD SERVICES 
P.O. Box 689-F Ely, NV 89301 

(702) 289-4229 

PAGER HOLSlER ~~,~~~·. ~~,:~ ~:~~;0;~p:~~!~ 

I I 
•Hinges Oown Allowing Ouick 
Draw of Gun • Clips to Belt •Fits: 

. 

Bauer. Davis Derringers (.22 •. 25, 
· & .32). Baby Browning .25 Autos. 

PSP & Iver Johnson .25, NAA 22 
LR 1 1 1a~BBL, Freedom Arms 22 

, LR1 "BBL 

5 R 1 $19.95 each 
P.o"fux 2~~83 plus $2.00 postage & handling 

Woco. TX 76702-0983 TWO for $34.95 plus p & h 

Cosmonaut Watch 
Precise, 21-Jewel Chronograph - $249. same model 
as worn by Yuri Gagarin. KGB Binoculars - $49.9ll 
MIG-29 Clock-$399. FREE Shipping! FREE Brochure! 

Visa/MC or send check/mo. 10 Hall lntematlonal, Ste. 200.S, 
109 Northahore Drive1 Knoxville, TN 37911t, FAX (8151588-0099 

CALL NOW! 1-800-960-6009 

DID YOU FORGET? The Korean War, Part 1 From The Pusan 
Perimeter To The Froren Hell Of The Chasin Reservoir. The "Real' 
Infantry Story. Intense action footage, first hand accounts, a must for 
your library. Gel it "before" the next Korean War! $17.00 plus $2.00 
P&H. Cash, Check, M.O. TEAM C RESEARCH, 3531 S. Logan, Suite 
03!8, Englewood, co 80110. (205) 

WANTED 
PROFESSIONAL BODYGUARDS & Investigators! U you feel 
you have the potential to earn $80 per hour. U you are professional and 
can assimilate confidential information. ACTNOWI Send $10 for full 
information package to BAS.E.C .. P.O.Box 147, Convent Station, NJ 
07961-0147. (xx:x) 
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THE BIG BANG 

Continued from page 71 

vided more good incentive to leave, 
so we moved out "smartly." In the con
fusion, Frelimo did not conduct any 
more hostile action, and as we van
ished in the direction of the pick-up 
point, most of them were still blasting 
away into ·the empty air. I was amused 
to note in a final look at the shanty
town, that while some of the inhabit
ants were standing appreciatively on 
the side of the road watching the pyro
technic display, most of them were still 
partying at the beer hall. 

Already an hour late starting for 
the pick-up point, and knowing that 
we still had the mud to traverse, we 
made the best speed possible. No easier 
than the trip in, except for our lighter 
loads, the return ate up the time, espe
cially since Pete's wounded hand 
slowed us up a bit. 

It was cheering, however, to look 
behind us and see Munhava depot blaz
ing away like a giant bonfire. We got 
another boost when we heard the 
muffled explosion from one of our 
timed charges. Within a few hours the 
other charges would all detonate, cut
ting off Beira's electricity and destroy
ing our other targets. Not a bad night's 
work. Now if only we could get back 
to enjoy it. 

Finally, at about 0230, we reached 
the pick-up point, and I flashed a 
light toward the mud bank out in the 
estuary where the boats were sup
posed to be waiting. I had sent a 
message on my VHF set as we 
stumbled back through the mangrove 
swamp and had been given another 
30 minutes, but we had already used 
that time up, and 15 more besides. It 
was with enormous relief that I saw 
an answering signal flash and shortly 
thereafter, the white bow waves of 
four Zodiacs coming toward us over 
the dark water. 

Cruising across the harbor, brightly 
illuminated by the blazing fuel farm, 
we felt very vulnerable. It seemed that 
everyone in town was either watching 
the fire or shooting into the sky at 
phantom aircraft, and we reached the 
strike craft without attracting atten
tion. In short order we were racing out 
to sea at emergency speed. Renewed 
volleys of tracer and HE shells poured 

into the sky behind us for as Jong as 
we could see over the horizon and the 
pall of smoke was visible after sun
rise, by which time we were more than 
50 miles away. 

Starting And Stopping 
The Inferno 

My gratitude to the SA navy mis
sion commander for waiting was, and 
still is, enormous. Despite our having 
exceeded the absolute deadline as laid 
down by desk-bound planners, he had 
displayed a flexibility that I later found 
was extremely rare in the SADF. 
Knowing the capabilities of his ships, 
and matching them with wind and cur
rents prevailing at the time of our mis
sion, he had managed to squeeze just 
enough extra minutes to recover us 
without endangering his crews or op
erational security. I know he was 
sweating the delay from his bridge as 
much as I was on the ground. Thanks 
again, captain. 

Traveling home in the strike craft 
through a horrendous storm, we 
learned that our attack had been com
pletely successful. We had blown up 
the railway, power, water and fuel 
lines, and left the fuel depot an in
ferno. The discovery of Renamo pro
paganda material that we scattered 
around in the target area, plus the 
body of our unfortunate guide, gave 
the guerrillas enough recognition to 
swell their ranks as dissatisfied 
Mozambicans realized that they 

· · could fight back. And as millions of 
dollars of fuel turned into smoke, 
Samora Machel learned that he would 
pay a high price for his support of 
anti-Rhodesian guerrillas. 

Ironically, the South Africans, who 
kept their involvement with Renamo a 
secret for many years, were able to get 
some good press from this operation: 
When it became evident that the 
Mozambicans were unable to put out 
the fires, since they had no expertise, 
no foam or water, and no electricity to 
pump the water they didn't have, the 
South Africans flew in some fancy fire 
fighting teams and equipment to help. 
Unaware that the South Africans had 
no small part in starting the fires, the 
press trumpeted in huge headlines 
"South African Humanitarian Gesture 
Helps Mozambique." 

A frequent contributor to SOF, Bob 
McKenna rose to the rank of major in 
the elite Rhodesian SAS. ~ 
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CONGRATULATIONS! 
You've just found the best source for night vision scopes in the, well, hell, maybe the world. 

The American made LEOPARD is a compact, rugged, handheld viewer - the smallest unit of tts kind in the 
entire world. Utilizing 3rd generation technology, the LEOPARD works like magic in adverse weather and 
moonless nights. The intensifier tube and optics are identical to that of the Anvis Aviator's Goggles 
(remember Desert Storm?). The LEOPARD takes common C-mount camera lenses, allowing almost any 
front-end configuration (comes with 1 X lens), including relays, doublers, and zooms. 

Radical (optional) ocular relay allows direct operation with SLR and video cameras. Flip it around and 
couple it to a rifle scope or other device. Optional adapter allows use as single eye goggle. Even has a 
built-in IR illuminator and threaded rings on both ends ... 

Optional Weaver scope mount, or an invisible laser that throws an IR dot on your target that you can see 
and aim through the LEOPARD. 

We've spent a year testing scopes. The LEOPARD 
is the best price/best scope/best deal we've found. 
Packed in a hard-shell foam lined case, all units 
come with a one year warranty (covers the tube). 

• 2nd generation recondttioned $1495 

• 2nd generation new $2450 

• 3rd generation new (4 times as powerful, 4 times 
the tube life/) Only $29951 Usually priced at about 
$6,000, this Is the hottest unit on the market. (No 
credit card orders on scopes.) 

COUNTER SURVEILLANCE 
C3 This is the first (patented) unit that has ever, I mean ever, been able to find government, police, industrial spy, 
and top private detective taps on any phone line, from your phone through the phone company Central Office! 

Finds slaves, bridges, loop extenders. Stuff nobody has ever before been able to prove lives on your line. 
C3 covers one phone line, and guarantees your on-going protection from these taps $595. 

ATS Automatic Tap Stopper. Stays on the line, defeats all 
X-phones, infinity transmitters, automatic recorder 
starters, parallel transmitters, many series transmitters. 
Peace of mind for $495 Spy shops charge $1,000 for 
similar units ... And ours is better. 

COBRA Ill+ 
ELECTRONIC 
LOCK PICK 
1ASJ' CHANCE EVER 
Al' J'HIS PRICE! 
Manufacturer is going to raise the price to $499 on 
Nov. 15, 1994. Until then, send us your $399 and get 
the deal of the century! 

Open 90%+ of all the locks 
in the world in 30 seconds 
or less! 

The COBRA Il l+ is made by the inventor of electronic 
lock picks. Magic, it's just magic. Rechargeable hot 
packs, Halogen key-way light, aircraft aluminum 
construction, thin picks, very powerful motor, rubber 
grips. The California state lock picking champion did 
20 locks in 3-7 seconds each-on camera. Buy a 
COBRA, mention this ad, and get our $59~ 
Video Tape "Superpicking" for half price! 

Automatic, computerized garage door openers! 
This is not a joke, picture a little black box that will 
open 99% of all auto garage doors in the US in 30 
seconds to 2 minutes. Great for SWAT teams, or 
replacing lost openers. Not sold for illegal entry! 
$329. 

A Professional ELECTRONIC TRACKERS, $3,000. 
SOLD BY OTHER DEALERS FOR $6K! The best 
telephone recorder starter EVER ("The Mother") 
$75. 

Best books, newest videos, hottest equipment. .. our 
new catalog $10-free with any purchase. Credit card 
orders MUST be phoned in to 1-800-805-5544. Nice 
order takers have no other information. If you have a 
specific question, please FAX us at 415-851-5403 or 
write via a government agency- the postal service. 

CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: 
INTELLIGENCE INCORPORATED 
2228 S EL CAMINO, #349 D 

SAN MATEO, CA 94403 
+ $5 shipping. CA residents include 8% tax. 

(Checks held for clearance.) 

ORDERS ONLY: 

1-800-805-5544 
(Nice order takers but they have no other information.) 

Visa and MasterCard accepted. 



HERE'S MY PASSPORT 
TO ADVENTUREI 

Sign me up for a chance to win EXCITING 
prizes and SAVINGS on SOLDIER OF FOKI'UNE 
Magazine ONLY $26. 00 0 1 yr sub. 

0 2 yr sub 

ADVENTURE, EXCITEMENT 
and FUN are waiting for you -

ENTER TODAY! 
* no purchase necessary to win 

$50.00 
0 Sweepstakes only 

0Payment Enclosed (U.S. Funds only) 

jCredit Card orders may call: 1-800-877-5207 j 
0 MasterCard 0 Visa Exp. Date--------

Signature ---------------

Name _______ ____ ____ _ 

Address ______________ _ 

City ------- ---------

State _____ Zip---------

Day phone --------------

• Payment must accompany order. Offer good in the U.S. and possessions 
including APO, FPO addresses, for a limtted time only. Canada add $10.00 per 
year, (Includes GST #R128476249) foreign add $21.00/yr. Allow 6-8 weeks for 
delivery of first issue. Offer expires Dec 30 '94. Drawing held Jan 9 '95 

Money Back Guarantee 

BNW114 
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